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PREFACE

The task ofEngineering studies is sky High. For which Civil Engineering students should have the

relevant books for their need. Civil Engineering is a Universal Subject and no Government function

without this faction.

Imparting Technical Education in school level have been started in 1 978. Draughtsman Civil and

Building Maintanance are combined in this book.

Basic Engineering Drawing, Building Materials and Practice andAUTO CAD are interlinked in

one day to day life.

Understanding the concept ofCivil Department syllabus, this book has been prepared in detail in

each chapter with due importance are given to clear diagrams and questions.

Nowthe situationhas changedby impartingTechnical Education only throughEngineering Colleges.

At present, students who have studied in Vocational groups are deserved to admission at Polytechnic

and Job opportunity are bright.

I must sincerely conveymy thanks esteemed to the school Education Director and Joint Director

whose partonage on this book to comeout and the committee of learned Teachers who sholdered the

responsibility to bring the book in good shape.

The student community will appreciate and take lead ofthe task to modern world.

M. SATHIAVENI

Chairperson
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UNIT-I

BASIC ENGINEERINGDRAWING

1.1. DRAWINGINSTRUMENTSAND THEIR USES

1.1.1. DRAWING

Ifan obj ect is drawn in a paper and the representation is called drawing.

Drawing is classified into three parts

1) Art Drawing

2) Geometrical Drawing

3) EngineeringDrawing

1. Art Drawing

The shape ofobjects ofthe universe like (Trees, Animals, hills, natural sceneries etc.,) are drawn

in a paper and the representation is calledArt Drawing.

2. Geometrical Drawing

The Geometrical related objects (Square, Rectangle, Triangle cylinder, sphere) is drawn and the

representation is called Geometrical Drawing.

3. Engineering Drawing

The Engineering related material (Building machine electrical fittings etc.,) are drawn and shown in

a paper is called Engineering Drawing.

1.1.2. DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

In the faculty ofEngineering to draw a drawing in a simple way and to a accuracy there are so

many drawing instruments are used.

1.1.3. DRAWING BOARD

Drawing board is rectangular in shape. They are made up of soft and light wood ofwhite colour

Pine, Oak and Linoleum. To avoid cracks in the board they are joined by Tongue and Groove joints.

The top portion ofthe board is uniform.A straight ebony edge is joined at the edge ofthe board and it

is cross to Board plane. The head ofthe 'T'-square is fitted accurately at the ebony edge ofDrawing

board and it can be moved front and back according to the necessity.
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Botto

Ebony (or

working edge

Slotted

holes

Battens

Fig. l.l.l.Drawing Board

Drawing Board is available in several dimensions. The size ofdrawing board varies according to

the size ofdrawing sheet.

According to Indian standard Institutions (IS- 1444- 1 9970 the recommended size of drawing

board is given below.

Name of Board Size ofDrawing sheet Length x Breadth x thickness of

(or) Designation to be used Board size (mm)

D A> 1500x1000 x25

D, A, 1000x700 x25

D
2

A
2

700 x500 xl5

D
3

A
3

500 x350 xl5

In college and school D, size drawing board is used.

1.1.4. T-SQUARE

Working edg<

Head

Blade

Fig. 1.1.2 T-square
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Fig. 1.1.3. Using 'T Square

T-square is made up of hard wood or plastic. There are two parts called Blade and Head or

stock. One edge ofthe stock is made uniform to draw the line conveniently. This is called working

edge. The inner edge ofthe board is an another working edge. The angle ofthe both working edge

joined at 90 degrees. The working edge ofthe blade is pressed on the ebony edge ofdrawing board

and moved to top and bottom ofdrawing board. The horizontal line and vertical lines are drawing by

using
4

T' -square.

1.1.5. SET SQUARES

Set squares are made up oftransparent celluloid (or) plastic. They are available in two types. The

set square is triangular in shape one ofthe angle is 90°. The set square of30°-60° is of length 25 cm.,

The set square 45° is 20 cm in length. The edge ofthe set square is convenient to draw uniform line. In

general the centre point ofset square is provided with triangular hole or French curve. The measurements

are noted on the side ofthe right angle portion ofthe set squares.

Bo
o

§
in

45° Set square 30° - 60° Set square

Fig. 1.1.4. Set Squares
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Fig. 1.1.5. Using Set square

Vertical line and inclined line are drawn by set square with the help of T' square.

1.1.6. PROTRACTOR

Fig. 1.1.6. Protractor

Protractor is made up oftransparent celluloid (or) Plastic. Generally the protractor is in the shape

of flat semi circle (or) circle with 100 mm diameter. The angle are marked to 1° accuracy at the

circumferential edge. They are marked at 10° intervals in the clockwise and anti clockwise direction.

The straight linejoining 0° to 1 80° is called the base ofthe protractor.

To the 'O' point ofbaseline a vertical line is drawn.



To measure the possible and impossible angles and lines the protractor is used. By using the

protractor the circle can be divided into equal parts.

1.1.7. MINI DRAFTER

A simple and small shaped instrument ofthe drafting machine is called Mini Drafter. Now-a-days

these are mostly used by the engineering students. All the working functions ofset square protractor,

scale and their merits and usage are co-ordinated in a mini-drafter.

Drawing board—-*
crew

Scale works

Blades

Scale Marks

Drawing sheet

ih I'M i
W'i'i'prpi ' M i r !

'

. i ii !

r.l.f.J J.l..,'.p.J ,.t., t J.,.,,,.t.i.f..,J L r.1,

Head

Fig. 1.1.7 Mini Drafter

There are two blades (same element). Two edges are in vertical angle, conveniently the blade is

connected to the head. In this head a protractor is marked with angles. This is either in aluminum (or)

Plastic. The blade is lifted according to required angle. It can be fixed firmly after the adjustment. The

blades are made up oftransparent plastic. Parallelogram bars are made up of steel plate or rods.

The head and blade are connected with parallelogram bars with a screwed knob. The screwed

knob can be fixed to the convenient place on any edge ofthe drawing board. This connecting technique

helps the blade by tilting it to the whole area ofdrawing board. The blade moves where ever on the

drawing board is parallel to its old position. Measurements are marked on the blade. The horizontal

line, vertical line, inclined line canbe drawn on the drawing sheet simple and to the required length with

the help ofmini drafter.

1.1.8. CLINOGRAPH

An adjustable set square which changes angular measurement is known as clinograph. These are

made up oftransparent plastic (or) celluloid. This is in the form ofchannel. As shown in the figure a

lengthy strip with L shape of90° isjoined with straight small strip. Provision to move the snip is made

by centering the hinge. This strip can be adjusted to any required inclined angle. With this clinograph T'

square is used and parallel lines are drawn to any inclined line.



Fig. 1.1.8. CHnograph

1.1.9. FRENCH CURVE

Fig. 1.1.9. French curves

These are made up oftransparent plastic. The structure is shown in Figure. Where it is impossible

to draw the irregular curved line with compass can be drawn by using this French curve.

1.1.10. SCALE

The scale is made up ofwood, transparent celluloid (or) plastic. Metric (or) British system of

Measurement is marked on the edge ofthe scale. Generally the size of scale we are using is 300mm
length, 30 mm breadth and 1 mm thickness. The measurement are graduated in 1 : 1 scale.
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Fig. 1.1.10. Scales

1.1.11. COMPASS

Two types ofcompass are in a geometry box.

1) Bow compass

2) Large compass.

1. BOW COMPASS

These are used to draw small circle upto 25 mm and to draw arc. These are made up by the metal

ofsteel. Upper part ofthe leg is provided with a small deviation by a pressing spring.A sharp needle is

joined at the other end. The other leg has the provision of fixing the pencil lead. In between the legs or

at the side ofthe leg. There will be adjusting screw is fixed in this compass.

Fig. 1.1.11. Bow Compass
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2. LARGE COMPASS

These are made up ofsteel. They are used to draw diameter of 1 20mm circle and arc. The upper

part ofthe leg is connected with pivot.

W

Fig. 1.1.12. Large Compass

A sharp needle in fixed is one ofthe end. The length ofthe sharp needle can be changed to the

required measurement with the help ofthe adjusting screw. The other one has the provision offixing the

pencil lead. Instead ofpencil, lead ink pen can be fixed. The pencil lead and the sharp needle are made

vertical to the drawing sheet, when diameters ofbig circles can be drawn. Above 120 mm the circle

may be drawn by fixing the lengthening bar at the leg where the pencil lead is fixed.

Fig. 1.1.13. Using large compass lines



1.1.12. DIVIDER

w
Fig. 1.1.14. Divider

These are made up of steel. The upper portion ofthe two legs are connected by a pivot. The other

ends are like sharp needle. According to our requirement the curve (or) straight line can be divided in to

equal parts with the help ofdivider. Measurement may be transferred from scale to drawing. Distance

ofone figure measured can be drawn to another figure.

^_4
--.J—-'

Fig. 1.1.15. Using Divider

1.1.13. DRAWINGPENCIL

Quality ofdrawing, accuracy, appearance depends upon the quality ofpencil which are used. So

to draw a drawing, only drawing pencil can be used. So many qualities are available in drawing pencil.

The quality ofpencil is marked at one end. There are 1 8 qualities in drawing pencil. The pencils used for

engineering drawing and their qualities are given below.



1

)

Hard pencils (9H to 4H)

2) Medium hard pencil (3H, 2H, H, F, HB and B)

3) Soft pencils (2B to 7B)

To complete a drawing we have to use several types oflines. Grades ofpencil are used to draw

the required lines which are given below.

Pencil Grade

3 H Pencil

2H Pencil

hidden lines.

H Pencil

HB pencil

instruments

Use

Construction lines

Dimension lines.Centre line, Sectional lines, leader lines,

Object lines, lettering

To write the measure ofdimension, Boundary line to draw

We should not sharpen the end ofthe quality ofpencil marked. The other end ofthe pencil is

sharpend in any one ofthe method as shown in the figure.

Fig. 1.1.16. Drawing Pencil

1.1.14. ERASER

These are prepared by soft Rubber. Extra lines and lines drawnby mistake are erased by using the

rubber. The rubber we are using should not be damage the drawing sheet. After erasing the rubber,

crumbs formed are cleaned by using a cloth.

1.1.15. PAPER FASTENERS

Following materials are used to fix the drawing sheet on the drawing board.

1) Thumbpins

2) Cello taps

F3) Fold back gap spring clip.
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Drawing paper

Thumb stick

Cello tape V^_-/

Spring clip used near

edge of board

Thumb stick

Spring clip

Drawing board
d

Fig, 1.1.17. Paper Fasteners

1.1.16. DRAWING PAPER

Drawing sheets are available in various qualities. The drawing sheet used for drawing should be

white, uniform thickness and not easily torn. While using the rubber the fibres ofpaper should not come

out. Surface ofa good quality drawing sheet should be soft. The drawing should be drawn on the soft

side. According to the size ofdrawing sheet also varies and are available in various dimensions.

A2
A3

AO ^JA5

A1

,

BORDER LINE 10

j /r n r

LAYOUT FOB Aa SHEET

TITLE BLOCK

Fig, 1.1.18. Drawing

Paper

. FOLDING / /
UNTfflMMED/ MAHK / TRIMMED/ MARGIN
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Drawing sheets recommended by Indian Standard Institutions (IS: 1 07 1 1 - 1 983) are given below.

Serial No. Name of sheet Trimmed size (mm) length x width

1 Ao 841 xll89

2 A, 594 x 841

3 A
2

420 x 594

4 A
3

297 x 420

5 A, 210 x 297

6 A.
5

148 x 210
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QUESTIONS

PART -A

I. Choose the best answer

1

)

Drawing related to geometry is

a) art drawing b) Geometry drawing,

2) Drawing related to engineering i s

a) Engineering drawing

c) Geometry drawing

3) Use of T' Square.

a) used to draw curved line,

c) used to measure angles

4) The length of 30° to 60 ° set square,

a) 30 cm b)35cm

5) The lines are equally divided with the help of

a) divider b) compass

6) The quality ofpencil used to draw object lines.

a)2H b)3H c)HB

7) The total number ofquality drawing pencil.

a) 6 b)12 c) 18

8) Combined instrument ofT' square, set square, protractor and scale

a) Mini drafter b) French curve c) Compass

PART-B

II. Answer in one (or) two words

1

)

What is the use ofProtractor?

2) What is the length and breadth ofthe scale general ly used.

3) What is the size ofdrawing board used in college and schools.

4) What is the shape ofdrawing board.

5) How the angles degree are marked in the semi circular protractor.

c) Engineering drawing d) Civil drawing.

b) Civil drawing

d) Art drawing.

b) used to measure length

d) used to protractor and set square

c) 1 5 cm

c) set square

d) 25 cm

d) protractor

c)H

d)3

d) Chinograph



PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What is meant by art drawing

.

2) What is meant by Engineering drawing.

3

)

What is meant by Geometrical drawing.

4) Mention any four instruments to draw the drawing.

5) What are the instruments used to draw curved lines.

6) What is the use ofcompass.

7) What is the use ofT square.

8) Mention any two prescribed size ofdrawing board.

9) What is the use of set square.

1 0) What is the use ofChinograph.

PART-D

IV. Answer shortly

1

)

Draw the sketch ofdrawing board and mention the parts

.

2) What is the difference between '
T' square and set square.

3) What is meant by French curve and mention the uses.

4) Draw the Fig. ofdivider used for measurement and describe it.

5) Describe the protractor with a sketch.

PART-E

V. Answer in detail

1

)

Describe the mini drafter with a neat sketch.

2) Describe any four equipments used for drawing with a neat sketch.

3) Describe the pencil used for drawing with a neat sketch.

14



1.2 LINES LETTERINGAND DIMENSIONING

1.2.1. LINES

In Engineering Drawing several lines are followed to define a shape ofthe object. Each and every

line has its individual name and sense. Especially the types oflines, how each and every lines are used

in Engineering drawing must be known.

1.2.2. TYPES OF LINES

1. Object line or Outline

When we see an object the visible edges and their surface boundaries are drawn in a drawing, by

using this lines to show the shape ofthe object. To draw this lineH pencil is used, and it should be thick

and at the same time thin.

2. Hidden Lines (or) Dotted lines

These lines are used to show the hidden planes and hidden edges ofan object. The length ofthis

line may be 2mm to 3 mm. The interval between the lines should be 1 mm. The point ofintersection of

these lines with the outerlines (or) another hidden line should be clearly shown.

3. Centre line

The centre point ofarc, circle are denoted by this line. The axes ofsymmetrical geometrical obj ect

and cylinder, sphere, cone are denoted by this line. Construction ofthis line is with uniform interval of

alternative lengthy line and small line. Interval is 1 mm length ofthe line is 9 to 1 2mm and length ofsmall

line is 1 .5 mm.

4. Dimension Line

THICK

MEDIUM

THIN

THIN

THICK THIN THICK

THIN

THIN

Fig. 1.2.1. Types of

lines
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The measurement (or) dimension ofan object is denoted by using this line. This is an continuous

thin line. There is an arrow at both ends ofthis line.

5. Arrow Heads

At both ends of the dimension line the arrows are marked. Arrow marks are drawn as per the

sketch shown. But same type ofarrow mark should be used in a sketch. The angle between the arrow

markmaybel5°to90°.

a

Fig. 1.2.2. Arrow Heads

As shown in the figure small inclined line (or) 3 mm dia small circle may be drawn at the end of

dimension line instead ofarrowheads.

y €>

Fig. 1,2.3.Arrow Heads

Ifthere is no arrow head in the dimension line they may be shown at the outside ofdimension line

as shown.

25
. L 25 J 20.18

•W ,. 30
* *

fr
.5 8

H/'i '1

i «

Fig. 1.2.4, Arrow Heads

6, Extension line (or) Projection Jine

The vertical line drawn to the portion ofdimension line is called Extension line. These lines are

drawn as inclined, as shown in the figure included lines should be parallel to each other.

16



Fig. 1.2.5. Extension Line

7. Leader line

This line is drawn to show a particular portion ofa drawing. An arrow (or) dot will be there in

one end ofleader line. These denotes the described portion in a drawing. Other end is a horizontal line

as shown in fig. In this required data's are written horizontally.

h

8. Cutting-plane line

Fig. 1.2.6. Leader line

SECTION LINE

®
LEADER LINE

Sectional Plan

CENTRE LINE

P

CUTTING-PLANE LINE

P

Fig. 1.2.7. View of types

of lines

DIMENSION LINE/ EXTENSION LINE,

Elevation
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Imaginary line used to cut an object in a drawing is called Cutting plane line. Ends and change in

direction ofthis line provided with thick line. Intermediate line is provided with centre line.

9. Sectional line (or) Hatching Line

These lines are used to note the section of solid objects when cross sections are drawn. These are

at equal interval either to right or left ofthe horizontal section with 45°.

10. Short break line

These lines are used to show the lengthy object in Zig-Zag representation. Also to show the

boundaries ofirregular boundary object in a drawing. This line is also used to show the cut section ofan

object.

11. Long Break line

These lines are used to show the Zig-Zag representation ofa lengthy object.

FRONT VIEW

Hidden Line

Centre Line

Extension

3

Dimension Line

M^

l

_~
/

Arrow Head

^5
;> V. Section Line

na
i.*

10.!'-

40

10

SECTIONAL FRONT VIEW

m

.._._.

i

r^
ir

K.) I

in

cm"
T—•

,
5 4 1° *

—*

10
i

20 2
« >

TOP VIEW

Fig. 1.2.8. Other view of types of lines
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Following table shows the recommendations ofthe thickness ofvarious lines by I.S.I.

Thickness Type of line Thickness in mm

Thick Object line

Cutting plane line 1.00 0.80 0.60

Short break line

Medium Hidden line 0.50 0.45 0.40

Thin Centre line

Dimension line

Extension Line 0.30 0.25 0.20

Long Break line

Construction Line

L2.3. LETTERING

Letters and numerals are used in Engineering Drawing to specify the measurement ofobject and

description ofthat object H orHB pencils are used to write letters and numerals.

Capital letters are generally used in Engineering Drawing. But small letters recommended by

International standard are also used.

To write letters andNumerals, Drawing instruments should not be used, because fastness cannot

be achieved. Also it takes more time. So letters and Numerals should be written without the help of

Drawing Instruments, Fast lettering should be practiced.

Eventhough the drawing is drawn beautifully and the drawing can get a good appearance only if

the letters and numerals are good. Generally letters and numerals are written in two methods.

1) Vertical type

2) Inclined type.

1. Vertical Type

In vertical type oflettering, the letters and numerals should be written perpendicular to the horizontal

level.

2. Inclined Type

In this type letters and numerals should be inclined to 75° horizontal level.

19
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Fig. 1.2.9. Vertical line

Fig. 1.2.10. Inclined line
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As per IS :9609- 1 983 the letters and numerals are written according to their heights.

All the letters are not equal in width. Width varies according to the letters. See the shape ofthe

letters and numerals as shown.

Fig. 1.2.11. Lettering

Height ofletters used in Engineering Drawing is prescribed below.

2.5 - 3.5 - 5 - 7 - 1 - 14 & 20 mm.

I.S. Recommended Sizes of Letters and Numerals

S. No. Item Size of Letters and Numerals

Height in mm
1. Drawing number is title block

and letters donoting cutting

plane section 10,14

2. Title ofDrawing 5,7

J. Sub - Titles and headings 3.5,5,7

4. Notes, Such as legends, schedules,

material listdimensioning

2.5,3.5,5

5. Alternation entries and the tolerance 2.5,3.5

1.2.4. DIMENSIONING

Method of describing the shape, measurement ofan object in Engineering Drawing is called

Dimensioning. So many lines, letters, numerals and symbols areused in this dimensioning.

21



Principles ofDimensioning

So far all measurements should be noted outside ofthe drawing.

Interval offirst dimension line drawn from object line is 12mm and the interval between the next

two continuous dimension lines drawn is 1 mm.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

i6;

17

18

19;

20

So far construction ofdimensioning should be provided onthe same line continuously.

Extension line drawn should be continuous from object line.

The arrow mark should touch the extension line perfectly.

Extension line should be proj ected downwards 3 mm fromArrow mark.

Dimension line and extension line should not cross each other. It can be avoided by constructing,

the large measurement below the small measurement.

No other line should be cross dimension line.

Extension lines may cross each other. Extension line may cross object line in unavoidable situation.

Lengthy objects are shown as braked in drawing. But while dimensioning the line should be shown

without any break.

Same measurement should not be denoted intwo views Should not draw extra lines in the drawing.

Dimensioning should not be on the basis ofhidden lines.

Object line extension line and centre line should not be used as dimension line.

Only when centre line passing the centre ofthe circle (or) centre of cylinder. It can be used as

extension line.

When dimensioning is carried out injoint dimension method measurements may be written random.

Notes are written horizontally.

Dimension line should not cut the numerals ofdimension.

Measurements are written in the centre ofdimension line and should not touch dimension line.

Dimensioning is constructed by noting the diameter ofcircle and radius ofarc. Initially
<f>

(or) R.

is noted as significance when dimensioning like that (Eg. (j> 30 R20).

Whatevermay be the scale followed in drawing the original measurements ofthe obj ect should

be noted in dimensioning.
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Fig. 1.2.12. Selection ofDimensioning
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1.2.5 METHOD OF DIMENSIONING

Dimensioning the Engineering drawing can be indicated as per the recommendation of IS : 1 1 6699

-1986.

Method 1 (Aligned System)

70 „

So
^>3 $>/

40

£-

CQ

l& So

V/ o \£>

Fig. 1.2.13 Method of dimensioning.

Dimensioning lines should be continuous when dimensioning is followed in this method.

When writing the numerals in dimensioning it should be above, below and parallel to dimension

line and should not touch it.

Fig. 1.2.14. Dimension of circles
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5020

4
P15.

Fig. 1.2.15. Dimensioning of circularArc

When indicating the measurements in such away it should be read from the base ofdrawing or

indicated at the right side ofdrawing. Inclined dimension line and angles are indicated as shown in

sketch.

This dimensioning method is calledAligned system.

—^H±) CtKJ)

—

d1-

T
K//////////t

Fig. 1.2.16. Dimensioning the circle with line
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Method - 2 (Unidirectional System)

70

80

Fig. 1.2.17. Dimensioning

When dimensioning in this method measurements in dimension line are indicated horizontally as

per first method. Non horizontal dimension lines are drawn at its centre with small gap. It should not be

continuous. While indicating the measurements all measurements should be written perpendicular to

horizontal, it should be read from the base ofAngular measurements which are indicated as shown in

figure previously this dimensioning method is called unidirectional system. When indicating the

measurements in Engineering drawing any one ofthe above method should be followed.
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QUESTIONS

PartA

I. Choose the best answer

1) The line used to show the outer edge ofan object.

a) Object line b) Hidden Line c) Cutting-plane line, d) Dimension line.

2) To indicate the measurement ofan object the line used

a) Extension line b) Dimension line c) Centre line d) Hidden line

3) Angle ofslanting letter.

a) 15° b)30° c)75° d) 45
°

4) Angle between the arrow mark may be from to
.

a) 60° -90° b) 15° -90° c) 15°-30° d) 30°-45°

5) Section line are drawn at equal interval of angle.

a) 45° b)60° c)30° d) 15°

6) line used to cut an object is called cutting plane line.

a) Imaginary b) straight c) vertical d) All the above

PartB

II.Answer in one (or) two words

1

)

Grade ofPencil used to write dimension line.

2) What are the symbols represented to denote diameter, radius in dimensioning.

3) What are the pencils used to indicate numerals and letters in drawing.

4) Inhowmany ways dimensioning are indicated.

5) As far as possible where the measurements are indicated.

PartC

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1) What is meantby extension line?

2) What is meant by dimension line?

3) What is meant by centre line?

4) What is meant by cutting plane line.

5) What is the angl e ofInclined letter.

6) What is meant by dimensioning.
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PartD

IV. Answer Shortly

1

)

Write the types oflines and describe the leader line and arrow mark.

2) What is the difference between the short break line or long break line

.

3) What are the basic points ofdimensioning.

4) Draw and showthe dimensioning as per method I dimensioning.

5) Showhow small arcs are indicated by dimensioning.

PartE

V. Answer in detail

1) Write the types oflines and define.

2) What are the principles followed in dimensioning.

3) Draw and explain the methods ofdimensioning.
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UNIT II

BUILDINGMATERIALS

2.1. STONES

2.1.1. INTRODUCTION

In the early days manwas living in caves and huts with broken trees and leaves. Then stones were

used in building for better huts. In construction oftemples, stones were used in foundation, walls, roof

slabs and pavements. They are generally classified as below:

2.1.2. CLASSIFICATION OFROCKS

1. Geological Classification of Rocks

Stones are derived from the rocks forming the crust ofearth's surface. Rocks are classified in a

variety ofways. Geologically it can be classified as,

a. Igneous rocks

b

.

Sedimentary rocks

c. Metamorphic rocks.

a. Igneous rocks

They are volcanic origin. It is the result ofconsolidation ofmolten earth in combination with other

substances under the action ofcool air above or below the surface ofthe earth.

eg. granite, basalt, trap.

b. Sedimentary rocks

Under the action ofwind, rain, frost and certain chemicals contained in air or dissolved in water,

the rocks get disintegrated and broken up into pieces. It is migrated from one place to another place

and formed by deposition. So it is called as sedimentary rocks.

eg. sandstones, limestones.

c. Metamorphic rocks

Those are originally formed in either ofthe above two processes. But subsequently changed or

metamorphosed in colour, structure and texture under sufficient heat or pressure or both.

Eg. Dolomite, marble, salt

2. Physical Classification ofRocks

It is based on general structure ofstone. It is the manner in which its mass is arranged. There are

three main divisions. They are,
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a. Unstratified

b. Stratified

c. Foliated.

a. Unstratified

These are of igneous origin and they have become solid mass by the process ofcooling,

eg. granite.

b. Stratified

Mostly the stratified structure is due to a series ofparallel layers ofsedimentary rocks.

e.g. slates

c. Foliated

It is a parallel rearrangement ofminerals showing tendency to split in definite direction.

eg. gneisses

3. Chemical Classification ofRocks

This is made on the basis oftheir chiefconstituents.

a. Silicious rocks

Silica (sand) quartz, flint are the chiefmaterials.

eg. granite, trap, sandstone.

b. Calcareous rocks

In this, calcium carbonate predominates,

eg. lime stone, kankar, dolomite, marble.

c. Argillaceous rocks

In this, calcium argile or clay form the base.

e.g. slate, laterite

2.1.3. USES OF STONES

Stone are largely used in manypermanent engineering works on account ofthe durability and the

least expensive upkeep ofsuch structures. The principal uses ofstone in construction are

:

1

.

Materials for foundation and walling ofbuildings, dams, bridges, etc.

2

.

Materials for road construction and concrete making in the form ofbroken or crushed stones.

3

.

Thin slabs for pavings.
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4. Ornamental works.

5. Roofing tiles in the form ofslates.

6

.

Lime stone for manufacture ofcement.

7

.

Bindage for flooring and covering road surface.

2.1.4. REQUIREMENTS OF GOOD BUILDING STONE

Following are the requirements ofa good building stone:

1) Crushing strength : For a good structural stone, the crushing strength should be greater than

100N/mm2
.

2) Appearance : The stones which are to be used for face work should be decent in appearance

and they should be capable ofpreserving their colour uniformly for a long time. The colour ofthe

stones for face work should be chosen by keeping in mind the general get up ofthe surrounding

area.

3) Durability : Agood building stone shouldbe durable. The various factors contributing to durability

ofa stone are its chemical composition, texture, resistance to atmospheric and other influences,

location in structure, etc.

The important atmospheric agencies which affectthe durability ofa stone:

Alternate conditions ofheat and cold due to differences in temperature:

4) Facility of dressing : Stones should be such that they can be easily carved, moulded out and

dressed. It is an important consideration from the economic point ofview.

5) Fracture: For a good building stone, its fracture should be sharp, even, bright and clear with

grains, well cemented together. A dull, chalky and earthly fracture ofa stone indicates signs of

early future decay.

6) Hardness: The coefficient-ofhardness, as worked out in hardness test, should be greater than 1

7

for a stone to be used in road work. If it is between 14 and 17, the stone-is said to be ofmedium

hardness.

7) Attrition : In attritiontest, ifwear is more than 3 per cent, the stone is not satisfactory If it is equal

to 3 per cent, the stone is just tolerable.

8) Fire Resistance : The minerals composing stone should be such that shape ofstone is preserved

when a fire occurs.

9) Seasoning : The stones should be well seasoned before putting into use. The stones obtained

fresh from a quarry, contain some moisture which is known as the quarry sap. The presence ofthis

moisture makes the stone soft. Hence the stones quarried freshly are easy to work.

10) Specific gravity: For a good building stone, its specific gravity should be greater

than 2.7 or so.
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11) Texture: Agood building stone should have compact fine crystalline structure free from, cavities,

cracks or patches of soft or loose material. The stones with such texture are strong and durable.

12) Toughness : Agood building stone ifthe value oftoughness.

13) Water absorption: All the stones are more or less porous, but for a good stone, percentage

absorption by weight after 24 hours should not exceed 0.60. The porous stones seriously affect

the durability of stones. The rain water as it descends through the atmosphere absorbs some

acidic gases forming light acids.

14) Weathering : Agood building stone should have good toughness property.

2.1.5. CHARACTERISTICS OF STONES

1. Granite

Granite is an igneous rock, hard, heavy and impervious stone with a molten appearance. It is

available in wide range ofuniform colours like grey, green, brown, pink and red. The texture ofgranite

varies with its qualities. The selection ofthe quality ofgranite stone for a particularjob depends upon

the size ofthe crystal grains weathering. Fine grained granite can be easily dressed and worked and as

such it is usually recommended for ornamental works and for exterior facing ofbuildings. Medium or

coarse - grained granite, on account of its hardness, strength, silent weather - resisting combined with

good appearance is considered to be the best stone for the construction ofbridges, marine works and

other exposed massive structures. Highly grained granites are most suitable for use in the form of

crushed stones, such as road metal, railway ballast and aggregate for concrete.

Most valuable granites are usually either grey or red. Since stones ofthese colours are indicated

the presence ofmore weather resistant minerals present in the composition ofthe stones, Granites can

be easily dressed, ground and polished.

Granite weigh from 26000 to 27000 N/cu.m and their compression strength range from 70 to 1 30

N/mm2 and above. Since the mineral ofwhich the granites are usually have composed different

co-efficient ofthermal expansions. They do not resist well.

It is available in states of Kashmir, Tamilnadu, Punj ab, Rajasthan, UP, M.P., Karnataka, Maharastra,

Assam, Bihar, Kerala and Gujarat

2. Sand Stone

It consists ofquarz and other minerals, easy to work and dress and available in different colours.

Its speific gravity varies from 2.65 to 2.95 and compressive strength is 64N/mm2
. It is used for steps

facing work, colums, flooring, walls, road metal, ornamental carving etc., sand stones are chiefly found

in Andhrapradesh, M.P., U.P., Gujarath, Punjab, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Bihar,

andAndaman Island etc.

3. Limestone

Granular lime stone consists ofpure calcium carbonate. Its particles are quite large and is white,

light grey in colour. This stone is soft, light and absorbent.
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All types oflimestone have specific gravity varying from 2.00 to 2.75 and compressive strength of

55 N/mm2
. Limestones are used for floors, steps, walls, road, metal manufacture of iron in blast

furnaces etc.

It is available in Maharashtra, Rajasfhan, Punjab, Gujarat, Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya

Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.

4. Marble

It is chiefly used for interior decorative works, mostly in the form ofveneers. It is commonly used

for wall lining, columns, plasters, tableslabs, hearths, tiled floors, steps ofstaircase and electrical

switchboards etc. Its Specific gravity is 2.65 and its compressive strength 72 N/mm2
.

It is available in the state ofRajasthan, Maharastra, Gujarat, Andhra, Karnataka, M.P., and U.P.

Selection of Stones for difference uses

Stones are used in the following types.

1

.

Structural construction like foundation, walls, columns, lintels, arches, floors, etc.

2. Face-work for appearance.

3. Pavings offloors in various buildings.

4

.

Base material for concrete, roads, ballast for railways etc.

Based on required quality ofstones for various uses, types ofstones are selected.

2.1.6. ARTIFICIAL STONES

Crushed pieces of stones of size less than 6 mm are used to make artificial stones by mixing

cement and sand,

Types ofArtificial Stones

1. Cement Concrete

It is made up ofcement, aggregate and water.

2. Mosaic Tiles

It is made up of concrete with marble chips.

3. Terrazzo

It is made ofwhite marble with cement mortar and colouring agents.

4. Victoria Stones

It is made from granite pieces and immersed in soda silicate solution for 8 weeks.

5. Ransom Stones

It is made by mixing sand with soda silicate.



d) stone

d) None of these

QUESTIONS

PART - A

I. CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER

1) Rocks formed by cooling ofmagma to the earth's surface.

a) Calcareous Rock b) sedimentary rock c) Igneous rock d) Metamorphic rock

2) Metamorphic Rocks are

a) Granite b) Marble c) Silica

3) Content ofcalcium carbonate in Calcareous rock

a) High b) Low c) Medium

4) Generally Granite is

a) stone b) Marble c) Latrite

5) Stones manufactured by mixing soda silicate and sand

a) Terrazo stone b) Mosaic stone c) Randan stone

6) Effect ofporosity in stone

a) Air enters b) water absorption c) Low weight

7) Relative density ofstone

a) 0.7 b)1.7 q)2.1 d)3.7

PART-B

II)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWOWORDS:

1 ) What is the name ofmagma below the earth.

2) Given an example for sedimentary rock.

3) Write the Hardness value ofstone used for roads.

4) What is the classification ofstone.

5) Write the uses ofsand stone.

6) Write the two places ofavailability ofLime stone.

7) Write any one variety ofrock classified by its physical properties.

d) slate

d) Victoria stone

d) Easily breakable



PART-C

HI)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO SENTENCES:

1 ) Define stone.

2) Write the types ofGeographical classification ofrocks.

3) Write types ofrocks classified by its chemical property.

4) Write the properties of Granite.

5) Write about Igneous rocks.

6) What is the difference between stratified rock andnon stratified rock.

7) In which state marble stones are available.

8) What are artificial stone?

PART-D

IV)ANSWER SHORTLY:

1

)

Write the classification ofrock based on geographical structure.

2) What are the uses of stones.

3) Define classification ofrock on the basis of its Physical structure.

4) Define the stones manufactured on the basis ofArtificial method.

PART-E

V)ANSWER IN DETAIL:

1

)

What are the required properties ofa good stone.

2) Define the types of stones and its properties
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2.2. BRICKS

2.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Brick Is an old building material since a very long time. Brick is used to construct the building

because of its good bearing capacity, long life, strength. Bricks are made up ofblending a good clay

and preparing a rectangular shape ofuniform size and they are dried and burned. As bricks are in

uniform size they can be beautifully laid in masonry work. It can also be carried to top ofthe building

due to its low weight.

2.2.2 DEFINITION

Bricks are obtained by moulding clay in rectangular blocks, then by drying and burning them. In

place where stones are not easily available, bricks are used in construction. These are preferred because

ofits durability, strength, reliability, low cost etc.

2.2.3. SIZEAND WEIGHT OFBRICKS

The bricks are prepared in various sizes. The custom in the locality is the governing factor for

deciding the size ofa brick, such bricks which are not standardised are known as the traditional bricks.

BIS has recommended the bricks ofuniform size. Such bricks are known as the modular bricks

and the actual size ofa modular brick is 190mm x 90mm x 90 mm. Withmortar thickness, size ofsuch

a brick becomes 200mm x 1 00mmx 1 00mm and it is known as the nominal size ofthe modular brick.

It is found that the weight oflm3 ofbrick earth is about 1 800 kg. Hence the average weight ofa

brick will be about 3 .00 to 3 .50 kg.

2.2.4. Constituents of Brick Earth

1.Alumina

It is the chief constituent ofevery kind ofclay.A good brick earth should contain about 20 to 30

percent ofalumina. This constituent imparts plasticity to earth so that it can be moulded. IfAlumina is

present in excess, raw bricks shrink and warp during drying and burning.

2. Silica

It exists in clay either as free or combined. As free sand, it is mechanically mixed with clay and in

combined form, it exists in chemical composition with alumina.Agood brick earth should contain about

50 to 60 percent ofsilica. Presence ofthis constituent prevents the events ofcracking, shrinking and

warping ofraw bricks. It thus imparts uniform shape to the bricks. Durability ofbricks depends on the

proper proposition ofsilica in brick earth. Excess ofsilica destroys the cohesion between particles and

bricks become brittle.

3. Lime

A small quantity oflime is desirable in good brick earth. It should be present in a finely powdered

state and not in lump form, Lime prevents shrinkage ofraw bricks. Sand alone is infusible, but it slightly

fuses at kiln temperature in presence oflime. Such fused sand works as a hard cementing material for

brick particles. Excess of lime causes the brick to melt and hence its shape is lost.
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Lump oflime are converted into quick lime after burning and thus quick lime slakes and expands

in presence ofmoisture. Such an action results in splitting ofbricks into pieces.

4. Oxide ofIron

A small quantity ofoxide ofiron is desirable in good brick earth. It helps as lime to fuse sand. It

also imparts red colour to brick. Excess of iron makes the brick dark blue.

5. Magnesia

A small quantity ofmagnesia in brick earth imparts yellow tint to brick and decrease shrinkage.

But excess ofmagnesia leads to the decay ofbricks.

2.2.5, Manufacture of Bricks

In the process ofmanufacturing bricks, the following four distinct operations are involved

:

1) Preparation ofclay

2) Moulding

3) Drying

4) Burning.

2.2.6. Preparation of Clay

Procedure in the preparation ofclay are as follows.

a. Unsoiling

b. Digging

c. Cleaning

d. Weathering

e. Blending

f Tempering.

i) Unsoiling: The top layer of soil, about in depth, is taken out and thrown away. The clay in top soil

is full ofimpurities and hence it is to be rejected for the purpose ofpreparing bricks.

ii) Digging: The clay is then dug out from the ground. It is spread on the levelled ground, just a little

deeper than the general level ofground. The height ofheaps of clay is about 60 cm.

iii) Cleaning: The day, as obtained in the process ofdigging, should be cleaned ofstones, pebbles,

vegetable matter, etc. Ifthese particles are in excess, the clay is to be washed and screened.

iv) Weathering: The clay is then exposed to atmosphere for softening or mellowing. The period of

exposure varies from few weeks to full season.

v) Blending: The clay is made loose and any ingredient to be added to it, is spread out at its top. The

blending indicates intimate orharmonious mixing.
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vi) Tempering: In the process oftempering; the clay is brought to a proper degree ofhardness and

it is made fit for the next operation ofmoulding. The water in required quantity is added to clay and

the whole mass is kneaded or pressed under the feet ofmen or cattle. The tempering should be

done exhaustively to obtain homogeneous mass ofclay ofuniform character.

LRamp for Pugged Clay

Fig. 2.2.1. Pug mill

For manufacturing good bricks on a large scale, the tempering is usually done in a pug mill : A
typical pug mill capable oftempering sufficient earth for a daily output ofabout 1 5000 to 20000 bricks.

The process ofgrinding clay with water and making it plastic is known as the pugging.

2.2,7. Moulding: The clay which is prepared as above is then sent for the next operation ofmoulding.

Following are the two ways ofmoulding:

1. Hand moulding

2. Machine moulding.

1 . Hand moulding: In hand moulding, the bricks are moulded by hand i.e. manually. It is adopted

where manpower is cheap and is readily available for the manufacturing process ofbricks on a small

scale. The moulds are rectangular boxes which are open at top and bottom. They may be ofwood or

steel.

A typical wooden mould should be prepared from well seasoned wood. The longer sides are

kept slightly projecting to serve as handles. The strips ofbrass or steel are sometimes fixed on the

wooden moulds to make them more durable.
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A typical steel mould is prepared from the combination ofsteel plates and channels. It may even

be prepared from steel angles and plates. The thickness ofsteel mould is generally 6 mm. They are used

for manufacturing bricks on a large scale. The steel moulds are more durable than wooden moulds and

they turn out bricks ofuniform size.

vi*! \\J
Elevation

i i

i

"
1

Wooden mould

Plan

Elevation

Flan
Steel mould

Fig. 2.2.2. Hand Moulding

The bricks shrink during drying and burning. Hence the moulds are to be made larger than the size

offully burnt bricks. The moulds are therefore made longer by about 8 to 12 per cent in all directions.

The exactpercentage ofincrease in dimensions ofmould is determined by actual experiment on clay to

be used for preparing bricks.

The bricks prepared by hand moulding are oftwo types:

a) Ground-moulded bricks

b) Table-moulded bricks.

a) Ground-moulded bricks: The ground is first made level and fine sand is sprinkled over it. The

mould is dipped in a water and placed over the ground. The lump oftempered clay is taken and it is

dashed in the mould. The clay is pressed or forced in the mould in such a way to fills all the comers of

mould. The extra or surplus clay is removed either by wooden strike or metal strike or frame with wire.

A strike is apiece ofwood or metal with a sharp edge. It is to be dipped in water every time.
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The mould is then lifted up and raw brick is left on the ground. The mould is dipped in water

and it is placed just near the previous brick to prepare another brick. The process is repeated till the

ground is covered with raw bricks.

The lower faces ofground moulded bricks are rough and it is not possible to place frog on such

bricks. Afrog is a mark ofdepth about 1 mm to 20mm which is placed on raw brick during moulding.

The ground-moulded bricks ofbetter quality and with frogs on their surface are made by using

a pair ofpallet boards and a wooden block.

b) Table-moulded bricks: The process ofmoulding these bricks is just similar as above. But in this

case, the moulder stands near a table of size about 2 m x 1 m. The clay, mould, water pots, stock

board, strikes and pallet boards are placed on this table. The bricks are moulded on the table and sent

for the further process ofdrying. However the efficiency ofmoulder decreases gradually because of

standing at the same place for long duration. The cost ofbrick moulding also increases when table

moulding is adopted.

Tempore 4 Back CUy

Fig. 2,2.3. Table Moulded Bricks

2) Machine moulding: The moulding may also be achieved by machines. It proves to be economical

when bricks in huge quantity are to be manufactured at the same spot in a short time. It is also helpful for

moulding hard and strong clay. These machines are broadly classified in two categories:
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a) Plastic clay machines

b) Dry clay machines

.

a) Plastic clay machines: Such machines are contain a rectangular opening ofsize equal to length and

width of a brick. The pugged clay is placed in the machine and as it comes out through the

opening, it is cut into strips by wires fixed in frames. The arrangement is made in such a way that

strips ofthickness equal to that ofthe brick are obtained. As the bricks are cut by wire, they are

also known as the wire cut bricks.

b) Dry clay machines: In these machines, the strong clay is first converted into powder form.A small

quantity ofwater is then added to form a stiffplastic paste. Such paste is placed in mould and

pressed by machine to form hard and well shaped bricks. These bricks are known as the pressed

bricks and they do not practically require drying. They can be sent directly for the process of

burning.

The wire cut and pressed bricks have regular shape, sharp edges and comers. They have smooth

external surfaces. They are heavier and stronger than ordinary hand-moulded bricks. They carry distinct

frogs and exhibit uniform dense texture.

2.2.8. Drying

The damp bricks, ifburnt, are likely to be cracked and distorted. Hence the moulded bricks are

dried before they are taken for the next operation ofburning. For drying, the bricks are laid, longitudinally

in stacks ofwidth equal to two bricks. A stack consists of eight or ten tiers. The bricks are laid along

and across the stock in alternate layers. All bricks are placed on edge. The bricks should be allowed to

dry till they become leather hard or bone-dry with moisture content ofabout 1 per cent or so.

i) Artificial drying: The bricks are generally dried by natural process But when bricks are to be

rapidly dried on large scale/the artificial drying may be adopted. In such a case, the moulded bricks are

allowed to pass through special dryers which are in the form oftunnels or hot channels or floors.

The temperature is usually less than 1 20°C and the process ofdrying ofbricks takes about 1 to 3

days depending upon the temperature maintained in the dryer quality ofclay product, etc.

Usually it takes about 1 days for bricks to become dry.

2.2.9. Burning: This is a very important operation in the manufacture ofbricks. It imparts hardness

and strength to the bricks and makes them dense and durable. The bricks should be burnt properly If

bricks are overburnt, they will be brittle and hence break easily. Ifthey are underbumt, they will be soft

and cannot carry loads.

When the temperature ofdull red heat, about 650°C, is attained, the organic matter contained in

the brick is oxidized and also the water ofcrystallization is driven away.

When the temperature ofabout 1 1 00°C is reached, bind themselves together resulting in the

increase of strength and density ofbricks. Further heating is not desirable and ifthe temperature is

raised beyond 1 100°C, a great amount of fusible glassy mass is formed and the bricks are said to be

vitrified.
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Clamps

They are used in brick-making on a large scale and continuous supply of bricks has to

be kept up.

A rectangular clamp, which is verycommonlyused in South India is shown in fig. 1 .4. Rectangular

clamps give better results than circular clamps. At first, the site for the clamp is carefully levelled and

consolidated. A trench is cut round the clamp to catch any rain water which may otherwise get into

flues.

The two lower courses ofthe flue walls called benches are laid with burnt bricks. The benches

between the flues are then built up with raw bricks to about 0.7 metres in height. The uppertwo courses

are corbelled out to meet over the flues after filling the flues with fire wood. Over this five layers ofraw

bricks on edge are stacked. So that the fire from the bottom flues may reach the fuel in the upper set of

flues. In this way four or five sets offlues one over the other are constructed and filled with wood fuel

.

The top is covered with two courses ofbricks. Thewood fuel in the bottom flues is then lighted and the

draught afterwards regulated by opening or closing the flues.Aslow fire is kept up until all the steam as

indicated by the white smoke, turning to black smoke, has disappeared from the top ofthe clamp. The

top is then covered with a layer ofearth and the firing allowed to go on rapidly for about 3 days or until

the seating ofthe clamp is within 30 cms ofthe top ofthe casing. Each clamp will burn from 20,000 to

3,00,000 bricks at a time and takes about 3 months to burn and cool.

Kilns

A kiln is a large oven which is used to burn bricks. The kilns which are used in the manufacture of

bricks are ofthe following two types.

1

.

Intermittent kilns

2. Continuous kilns

These kilns are intermittent in operation which means that they are loaded, fired, cooled and

unloaded.

Outside Wall -

Poor
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Dw

KFbesJ '-Space for Fuel

Fig. 2.2.4. Intermittent Kiln
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Continuos operation ofthe above process carried out at a stretch in this kiln hence it is called

continouskiJn.

There are various types ofthe continuous kilns. Following three varieties ofkilns are

a. Bull's trench kiln

b. Hoffinan'skiln

c. Tunnel kiln

Hoffman's Kiln

This kiln is constructed overground and hence it is sometimes known as flame kiln. Its shape is

circular in plan and it is divided into anumber ofcompartments or chambers. The fig. shows the plan

and section ofHoffman's kiln with 12 chambers. Each chamber is provided with the following

:
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1

.

A main door for loading and unloading ofbricks.

2. Communicating doors which would act as flues in open condition.

3

.

A radial flue connected with central chimney and

4

.

Fuel holes with covers to drop fuel, whichmay be in the form ofpowdered coal

.

Main doors are closed by dry bricks and covered with mud, when required. For communicating

doors and radial flues, dampers provided to shut or openthem. In the normal condition only radial flue-

is connected to chimney to establish a draught.

In this type ofkiln, each chamber performs various function succession, namely, loading, drying,

burning and cooling. As illustrated 12 chambers shown in the figure may be functioning as follows:

With the above arrangement, circulation ofthe flue gas will as shown by an'ows in the figure. Cool

air enters through chambers 1 and 1 1 , 1 2 as their main doors are open as the raw bricks are stacked.

After crossing the cooling chambers 1 0, 9 and 8 enters the burning section 7, 6 and 5 in a heated

condition. It is then moves to chambers 4, 3 and 2 to dry and preheat the raw bricks. Damper of

chamber 2 is hi open condition and hence, it escapes into atmosphere through chimney.

2.2.9. CLASSIFICATION OFBRICKS

Bricks are classified in to two types

1

.

Un burnt bricks

2. Burnt bricks

First type ofbrick may be burnt by sun light, (or) when burnt in kiln itmay not be burnt well with

this bricks only temporary structure can be constructed.

Second type ofbricks are well burnt bricks so they can be used for permanent structure. The wel I

burnt bricks are

:

1. First class bricks 3. Third class bricks

2. Second class bricks 4. Fourth class bricks

1. First Class Bricks

These bricks are table moulded and burnt in kilns. It should be thoroughly burnt (without being

vitrified) and should have rectangular plane surfaces with parallel sides and sharp straight right-angled

edges. It should have firm compact and uniform texture.

2. Second Class Bricks

These bricks are ground moulded and burnt in kilns. These bricks should be in general to meet the

requirements offirst class bricks except that these may be slightly chipped, distorted or may have

surface cracks.

3. Third Class Bricks
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These bricks are ground moulded and burnt in clamps. They are not hard and have rough surfaces

with irregular distorted edges. These bricks are used in unimportant and temporary structures and in

places where rainfall is less.

4. Fourth Class Bricks

These bricks are overburnt bricks with irregular shape. These are used as aggregate in foundations,

floors etc. They are sometimes stronger due to over burning.

2.2.10. PROPERTIES OFAGOOD BRICKS

Good bricks to be used for the construction of important structure should possess the following

qualities.

1

.

Bricks should be table-mounted, well-burnt in kilns, copper coloured, free from cracks and with

sharp and square edges.

2

.

Bricks should be uniform in shape and should be ofstandard size. (20cm x 1 0cm x 1 0cm)

3

.

Bricks should give clear ringing sound when struck with each other.

4

.

Bricks when broken should show homogeneous and compact structure free from voids.

5. Brick should not absorb water more than 20 percent by weight for first class bricks and 22

percent by weight for second class bricks, when soaked in water for a period of24 hrs.

6. Bricks should be sufficiently hard. No impression should be left on brick surface, when, it is

scratched with finger nail.

7. Bricks should not break into pieces when dropped flat on hard ground from a height of about a

metre.

8

.

Bricks should have lowthermal conductivity and they should be sound proof.

9. The bricks when socked in water for 24 hours should not show deposits of white salts when

allowed to dry in shade.

1 0. No brick should have the crushing strength below 55 kg / cm2
.

2.2.11. SPECIALTYPES OFBRICKSAND THEIR USES

Bricks are made in a variety ofshapes to suit the particularwork for which they are required. The

different kinds ofbricks generally turned out in India are given below.

1. Rectangular or Ordinary Bricks

Ordinary bricks are rectangular in section, both longitudinal and transverse and solid throughout.

Most ordinary bricks have a hollow mark in one ofthe larger surfaces called the frog. This is to afford

a key to the mortar.

2. Bull-nose Bricks
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Arrises

Fig. 2.2.6. Rectangular or Ordinary Bricks

Bull-nose brick shown in used for rounding offsharp

corners. The bricks is sometimes called a cow nose. It is

suitable for copings.

These are used in the construction ofacute and obtuse

3. Squint Bricks

squint quoins.

Fig. 2.2.7. Bull-nose Bricks

Fig. 2.2.8. Squint Bricks

4. Dog leg or Angle Bricks

This brick is also used as squint quoins particularly for cavity walls.

Fig. 2.2.9. Dog leg orAngle Bricks

5. Birds mouth Bricks

This bricks may be used at alternate courses ofinternal squint quoins.

6. Plinth Bricks

These bricks are used in plinths, in door and windowjambs.
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Fig. 2.2.10. Plinth Bricks

7. Coping Bricks

These are made in different forms and are used in copings. A few standard shapes are Bull-nose

bricks are used for the same purpose.

Fig. 2.2.11. Coping Bricks

8. Cornice and String Bricks

These aremade in a variety ofshapes are used for fomiing circular or curved angles between walls

or between a wall and a floor.

Fig. 2.2.12. Cornice and String Bricks

9. Gutter Bricks

This brick are also called channel brick and is used the construction ofgutters.

Fig. 2.2.13. Gutter Bricks
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10. Tapering Bricks

This brick is also known as voussoir brick and is used for the construction ofimportant brick

arches over door and window openings.

11. Circular Bricks

This brickused for circular work in the construction ofbay wind' .- vs, staircase, wells and chimneys.

12, Hollow Bricks

These are made in different patterns for building hollow walls. These are usuallymade with one or

more cavities whichreduce their weight about 25 percent and increase insulation against heat, sound

and damp.

Fig. 2.2.14. Hollow Bricks

13. Keyed or Nicked Bricks

These have usually dovetailed grooves formed on one stretcher and one header face for the

purpose of providing a good bond with either plaster or rough cast which may be applied to the

brickwork.

Fig. 2.2.15. Keyed or Nicked

Bricks

14. Perforated Bricks

These have small holes ( 1 mm to 1 5 mm in diameter)

formed throughout their thickness, the object ofwhich is to

reduce their weight.

Fig. 2.2.16. Perforated Bricks
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b)New material

d) very new material

c) triangle

c) 3 to 3.5 kg.,

QUESTIONS

PartA

I. Choose the best answer

1) Brick is a

a) Old material

c) Dead old material

2) Shape ofbrick is

a) Rectangle b) squares

3

)

Average weight ofbrick is

a) 3 to 3.6 kg. b) 4 to 3.9 kg.,

4) Quantity ofAlumina in a good brick earth is

a) 3 to 20% b) 20 to 30% c) 40 to 35%

5) Raw material used to avoid cracks in bricks

a)Alumina b) Silica c) Lime

6) The material to be mixed to avoid shrinkage ofunburnt bricks

a) sand b) concrete c) Lime

7) The brick attains the colour when Iron Oxide mixed in correct proportion ofbrick earth,

a) Blue b)Red c) Black d) Black Blue.

8) Which combination ofraw material makes the collapse ofbrick shape.

9)

d) Irregular shape

d) 6 to 1.40 kg.,

d) 20 to 60%

d) Water

d) water.

a) magnesia b) Iron Oxide

The kiln gives good brick

a) Rectangular shape

c) Triangular shape

1 0) Breaking strength ofbrick

a) Less than 50 kg/cm2

c) Less than 60 kg/cm2

c)Lime

b) square shape

d) circular shape

d) Silica

b) Less than 55 kg/cm2

d) Less than 55 kg/mm2

PART-B

II)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO WORDS

1

)

Write any one characteristic ofa Brick.

2) What is the size ofbrick?

3). What is the percentage ofalumina in a good brick.
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4) At what height the brick is dropped it will not break.

5) When brick struck with each other what sound it gives.

6) What is the average weight ofbrick.

7) Write any one type ofbrick.

PART-C

III)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO SENTENCES:

1

)

What are the size ofbricks.

2) What are the weight ofbrick.

3) What is the raw material mixed in brick earth.

4) What is a brick?

5) Write about hand moulding ofbricks.

6) Write 4 types ofbricks

.

7) What is burning ofbricks?

PART-D

IV)ANSWER SHORTLY:

1

)

Tabulate the first quality brick and second quality brick?

2) Write the types ofbricks according to their shape and define?

3

)

Write the raw material used to manufacture brick and define anytwo ofthem

.

4) Define about Iron Oxide.

5) Define the table moulding ofbricks.

6) What are the properties ofbrick.

PART-E

V)ANSWER IN DETAIL:

1

)

Write the types ofbricks and define.

2) Draw neat sketch ofa pug mill and define.

3) Write the types ofmould and define with sketch.

4) Draw the neat sketch ofcontinuous kiln and define its uses.
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UNIT III

3.1 CEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Among the essential materials in the Building construction, Cement is the primary material. It

hardens after mixing in water like Hydraulic Lime. Lime and Silica are the high contents in cement.

3.1.1. Type of cement

Generally,

1

.

Natural Cement

2. Artificial Cement

1) NATURALCEMENT

This type ofcement is obtained by burning, crushing and powdering the molecular stones of

natural Silica and lime. In this stone it contains 20% to 40% ofclay alias Silica. It is also known as

Roman Cement.

2)ARTIFICIALCEMENT

Adding Lime and clay in correct proportion and burning in high temperature. Burning this two

added mixture is called Clinkar. Gypsum is added in Clinkar and grinded in powder form. This grinded

powder is known as Cement. Colour ofartificial cement is alike the stone in Portland ofU.K. Hence it

is called Portland Cement, hi India in 1 904, this artificial cement manufactured in Chennai.

We can classify the artificial cement as follows:

1

)

Acid resisting cement

2) Blast furnace slag cement

3) High aluminacement

4) Hydrophobic cement

5) Low heat cement

6) Pozzalona cement

7) Quick setting cement

8) Rapid hardening cement

9) Sulphate resisting cement

10) White cement.

11) Colour cement
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1) Hydrophobic Cement

Alcohol, Napthal soap are used as the additional mixture for reducing the moisturizing property of

cement in hydrophobic cement. The water absorpant layer is tornwhen water is added in this type of

cement. But they does not affect the hardness ofcement.

2. Pozzuolana Cement

Pozzuolana denotes volcanic powder. It is available in Vesuvius ofItaly. This pozzuolana is like

burnt powder. Pozzuolana is prepared not only by volcanic powder also by burning a type ofclay.

Advantages are as follows

1

)

When the period oftime increases tensile force also increases.

2) It avoids the sulphate actions

.

3) It releases less amount ofheat when harden.

4) It is high water resistant.

5) Easily workable.

6) Cheap non expanding property

7) High tensile property.

It does not resist the erosion and it is disadvantage in due to the low compressive force in the initial

stage.

Building construction under water, Buildings constructed for taking waste materials, Building

constructed in Costal area, to make leanmix ofthis type ofcement is used.

3) Quick setting cement

This type ofcement attains highhardness inminimum days. The initial setting time and final setting

time ofthis cement is like Portland cement. This cement is manufactured by burning in high temperature.

The reason for its Quick setting is more quantity oflime and grinding it to powdered form. Cost ofthis

cement is more than Portland Cement

Construction work becomes quick, due to its quick setting and hardening property.

Form work is removed in short time when laying the concrete. Low weight and it will not break-

fast. After the construction is over, immediately loads can be lifted.

4. Rapid hardening cement

The initial setting time and final setting time ofcement isjust like Portland cement. This cement

attains high strength inminimum days. This cement is manufactured by burning with high temperature.

More quantity oflime, grinding to high powder form are the reasons for its quick setting. The cost ofthis

cement is higher than Portland cement. As this cement sets fastly and constructionwork is made fast.
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5) White Cement

White cement is manufactured by natural raw materials and non-constituents of Iron Oxide,

Magnesium and Chromium. Instead ofusing coal. Oil is used to fire the boiler for the manufacturing

process. So, White cement is obtainedwithout smoke. This cement is used for Cement flooring excellent

plastering work designing decorative arch work. Normallythe cost ofthis cement is higher than Portland

cement.

6. Colour Cement

This cement is manufactured by mixing 5 to 10% ofcolouring pigments with ordinary cement.

Strength ofthis cement is affected whenmore than 10% ofpigment is added. Green colour is obtained

by adding chromium oxide. Blue colour is obtained by Cobalt Yellowish Brown, Red, Yellow colours

are obtained by adding Iron Oxide in various proportions. Black colour is obtained by Magnesium

Oxide. This cement is used to make artificial marble stone. External decoration, coloured cement floor.

3.1.2. FIELD TEST FOR CEMENT

To know quality ofcement the following tests are conducted.

1) Colour

2) Physical Properties

3) Presence oflumps

4) Strength test

1) COLOUR

Absolute colour ofthe cement should be in its cement colour, when cement it is seen. That is light

green with ash colour.

2) Physical Properties

When Cement is touched it should be smooth. When cement is rubbed with fingers it should be

smooth. Ifit is rough it denotes mixture ofsand, when hand is inserted in the bag coolness should be felt

and it should not be warm.

When small quality ofcement is put in water it should settle at the bottom and should not float.

3) Presence oflumps

Cement inside the bag should not harden due to moisture. If it is harden the cement should not be

used.

4) STRENGTH

A cement cube of size 25 mm x 25 mm x 20mm is made and it is immersed in water for 7 days

cube is kept@ an interval of250 mm and this cement cube should not brake when 34 kg weight is

pressed.
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Consistent cement added with water is placed on Glass Plate. This mix is immersed in water for

24 hours. The cement should be hard with the Glass Plate.

3.1.3. REQUIRED PROPERTIES OFPORTLAND CEMENT

1

)

Initial setting time ofcement should not be less than 30 minutes.

2) Final setting time should not be more than 1 hours.

3) After 3 days compressive force should not be less than 1 6N/mm2
.

4) After 7 days compressive force should not be more than 22 N/mm2
.

5) After 3 days Tensile force should be 2N/mm2
.

6) After 7 days Tensile force should be 2. 5 N/mm2
.

7) The residue should not be more than 1 0%. When sieved in IS. 90 micron Sieve.

8) Should not expand more than 1 9mm in L-chatlier test.

ExcellentAdmixtures are Pozzuolona, Otter, RetarderAir entraining agents, erosionresisting agents,

bonding agents, colouring agents.
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QUESTIONS

PART-A

I. Choose the best answer

1) When heating the mixture ofequal proportion ofLime and Clay the mortar we get.

a) Gypsum b)Clinkar c) Cement d) None ofthe above.

2) The artificial cement manufactured in India in the year.

a) 1904 b) 1914 c) 1940 d) 1950

3) What is the mixture reduces the moisture ofcement.

a) Naptha Soap b)Aluminium c) Gypsum d) Calcium Silicate.

4) The type ofBuilding structure which uses Pozzalona cement.

a) Seashore structures b) Roadside structure,

c) Public Building d) Residential building.

5) The material used in cement to attain Quick setting.

a) Gypsum b)Lime c) Silica d) Residential building.

6) The colourwe get when chromium Oxide mixed with ordinary cement.

a) Green b)YellowishBrown c) Yellow d) Light blue.

7) The colourwe get when Magnesium-di-oxide mixed with ordinary cement.

a) Black b)blue c)Red d) Green

8) The colourwe get when cobalt mixed with ordinary cement

a) Green b)Blue c) Yellow d)Red

PART-B

II)Answer in one (or) two words

1

)

What is the other name ofnatural cement.

2) How the mixture oflime and clay called?

3) What do Pozzalono denotes.

4) What type ofcement is used for the construction in water logged areas.

5) What is the colour ofcement.
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PART-C

III) Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What are the classifications ofcement.

2) What is meant by Natural cement.

3) What are the classifications ofArtificial cement.

4) What are the field test ofcement.

5) For What type ofwork colour cement is used.

PART-D

IV)Answer Shortly

1) What are the advantages ofPozzalona cement.

2) What is the property ofPortland cement.

PART-E

V) Answer in detail

1

)

What are the types ofartificial cement. Explain.

2) What are the field test ofcement. Explain.
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3.2.MORTAR
3.2.1. DEFINITION

Mortar is a paste prepared by adding required quantity ofwater to a mixture ofbinding material

like cement or lime with sand. The binding material and sand or fine aggregate are, sometimes referred

as matrix and adulterant. The durability strength and quality ofmortar mainly depend on the quantity

and quality ofthe matrix. The combined effect ofthe two components ofmortar is able to bind the

bricks or stone firmly.

3.2.2. PROPERTIES OFMORTAR

1

.

It should have good adhesion with bricks, stones etc.

2. It should be in a position to develop the desired stresses in it.

3

.

It should offer good resistance to the penetration ofrain water.

4

.

It should be cheap and durable.

5. It should be in positionto maintain its original appearance for sufficiently long periods.

6

.

It should be easily workable.

7

.

It should not adversely affect the building on which it is to be used.

8

.

It should set and harden quickly, so that speed of construction work may be maintained.

9

.

It should not crack injoints

3.2.3. TYPES OFMORTAR

The kind ofbinding material for a mortar is selected by keeping in mind several factors such as

expected working conditions, hardening temperature, moisture conditions, etc. According to the kind

ofbinding material, the mortars are classified into the following categories:

1. Lime mortar

2. Surkhi mortar

3. Cement mortar

4. Gauged mortar

5. Gypsum mortar.

1. Lime mortar:

In this type ofmortar, the lime is used as binding material The lime may be fat lime or hydraulic

lime.

The fat lime shrinks to a great extent and hence it requires about 2 to 3 times its volume of sand.

The lime should be slaked before use. This mortar is unsuitable for water-logged areas or in damp

situations.
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For hydraulic lime, the proportion oflime to sand by volume about 1 :2 or so. This mortar should

be consumed within one hour after mixing. It possesses more strength and can be used in situations.

The lime mortar has high plasticity and it can be placed. It possesses good cohesiveness with other

surfaces and shrinks very little. It is sufficiently durable, but it hardens slowly. It is sufficiently used for

lightly loaded above-ground parts ofbuildings.

2. Surklii mortar

This type ofmortar is prepared by using fully surkhi instead ofsand or by replacing halfofsand in

case off. mortar. The powder ofsurkhi should be fine enough to IS Sieve No. 9 and the residue should

not be more than 10% by weight.

The surkhi mortar is used for ordinary masonrywork ofall in foundation and superstructure. But

it cannot be used for plastering or pointing since surkhi is likely to disintegrate after some time.

3. Cement mortar

hi this type ofmortar, the cement act as binding material. Depending upon the strength required

and importance ofwork, the proportion ofcement to sand by volume varies from 1 : 2tol : 6 or more.

It should be noted that surkhi and Lime mortar are not chemically insert substances and hence they

cannot be used as adult with matrix as cement. Thus the sand only can be used to form cement mortar.

The proportion of cement with respect to sand should be determined with due regard to the

specified durability and working condition. Cementmortar is used where a mortar ofhigh strength and

water-resisting properties is required such as underground constructions and water salt soils, etc.

4. Gauged mortar

To improve the quality oflime mortar to achieve early strength, the cement is sometimes added to

it. This is known as the gauging. Itmakes lime mortar economical and strong dense. The usual proportion

ofcement to lime by volume is about 1 :6 to 1:8. It is also known as the composite mortar or lime-

cement and it can also be formed by the combination of cement and clay mortar may be used for

bedding and for thick brick walls.

5. Gypsum mortar

These mortars are prepared from gypsum binding materials.

3.2.4. Preparation of Cement Mortar

This mortar does not require pounding or grinding. The cement and sand are mixed in required

proportions in dry state on a watertightplatform or steel trough. The mixing in dry state is done twice or

thrice. The water is then added and the ingredients are again thoroughly mixed.
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3.2.5. USES OFMORTAR

Mortar is used

1 . In masonry for binding, the stones or bricks together.

2

.

To provide a hard, smooth covering surface for wail and floors etc.

3

.

To form an even bed for the stones or bricks or broken stones in a structure and thus to distribute

the super incumbent weight uniformly.

4. Used tojoint the pipes.

5

.

To conceal the defective workmanship and also to fill up the j oints and cavities and thus to make

the wall weather tight.

6. As a matrix in concrete for holding the broken stones together and to form into a solid mass.

7. To improve the appearance ofa structure in general.

3.2.6. Precautions in using mortar

Following precautions are to be taken while making use ofmortar:

1

.

After preparation, the mortar should be consumed as early as possible. The cement mortar should

be consumed within 30 minutes after adding water and for this reason, it is advisable to prepare

cement mortar ofone bag ofcement at a time.

2

.

The setting action ofmortar is affected by the presence offrost. It is therefore advisable to stop the

work in frostyweather or to execute it with cement mortar which will set before it tries to freeze.

3

.

The presence ofwater in mortar is essential to cause its setting action. Hence the building units

should be soaked in water before mortar is applied.

4

.

The construction work carried out by mortar should be kept damp or wet by sprinkling water to

avoid rapid drying ofmortar.

5. The mortar should not contain excess water and it should be as stiffas can be conveniently used.

3.2.7. Tests for mortar

a) Following procedure is adopted to carry out this test:

L The two bricks are placed at right angles to each other.

ii. The mortar is placed to join them so as to form a horizontal joint. If the size of bricks is

1 9 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm.

iii. The upper brick is suspended from an overhead support and the weights are attached to the lower

brick. The weights are gradually increased till separation ofbricks occurs. The ultimate adhesive

strength ofmortar permm2 area is obtained by dividingmaximum load by 8 1cm2
.
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b) Crushing strength

For this test, the brickwork is carried out with mortar to be tested. A sample ofthis brickwork is

taken and it is gradually loaded in a compression testing machine till failure occurs due to crushing. The

ultimate crushing strength is obtained by dividingmaximum load with cross-sectional area.

c) Tensile strength

For this test, the mortar to be tested is placed in the briquette moulds.

The briquettes are then tested in a tension machine. The cross-sectional area ofcentral portion is

38 mm x 38 mm or 14.44 cm2
.

Fig. Briquette for tensile strength ofmortar
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QUESTIONS

PartA

I. CHOOSETHE BESTANSWER

1

)

Which property is necessary for the mortar to cohabit with brick and stone.

a) Adhesive property b) Non-Adhesive property c) Hardness d) mild property

2) The sieve used to add sand in surki instead oflime.

a)I.S. SieveNo.9 b) LA. Sieve No.6 c) S.I. Sieve No. 8 d) A.I. Sieve No. 9

3) In cement mortar the ratio ofcement sand is

a) 1:3 to 1:4 b) 1:2 to 1:6 c) 1:5 to 1:8 d) 1:4 to 1:7

4) The mortar prepared with small quantity ofcement withMud mortar.

a) Lime mortar b) Brickpowder mortar c) Gauged Mortar d) Gypsum Mortar

5) Prepared cement mortar consumed within the time.

a)60mts. b)30mts., c)I0mts., d)45mts.

6) Ifhigh quantity ofwater added the material which loose its workability.

a) Mortar b) sand c) cement d) Lime.

7) Mortar which is prepared as a binding material.

a) Gypsum mortar b) Lime mortar c) Gauged mortar d) Brick powder Mortar

PART-B

II)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO WORDS:

1

)

Write two materials in Mortal-

.

2) What is the another name of sand.

3) For which the mortar is used to paste.

4) At what rate the mortar should be available.

5) Write about I.S . sieve used for brick powder mortar.

6) What should be done for the buildings plastered by mortar.

PART-C

HI)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO SENTENCES:

1 ) What is cement mortar 1:3.

2) What is meant by mortar.

3) What is the contribution ofsand in mortar.
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4) What are the uses ofcement mortar.

5) What are the types ofmortar.

PART-D

IV)ANSWER SHORTLY:

1

)

What are the properties of Mortar.

2) Write short notes on a) Cement mortar, b) Gauged mortar

3) What are the points to be noted while using mortar.

4) What are the uses ofmortar.

PART-E

V)ANSWER IN DETAIL

1

)

What are the types ofmortar. Define them.

2) What are the uses ofmortar and write the points to be noted while using them.
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3.3. CONCRETE

3.3.1. DEFINITION OF CONCRETE

The word concrete in Tamil is learned as ROCK STONE but in formal tamil the word concrete

is used. Process ofmixing broken Granite metal or broken bricks with mortar in correct proportion is

called concrete.

This granite broken metal orbrokenbrick is called coarse aggregate. Jelly denotes coarse aggregates

only. It diggers from fine aggregate.

The mortarmay be cement sand or lime sand which is mixed with concrete when rod is reinforced

with concrte then it is called reinforced concrete.

3.3.2. CONSTITUENTS OFCONCRETEAND THEIRREQUIREMENTS

The materials that go to form concrete are

:

1

.

Binding material, which is cement or lime.

2

.

Fine aggregate, which is sand or stone dust.

3

.

Coarse aggregate which are broken stone or broken brick.

4. Water.

Lime, cement and water are active constituents while fine and coarse aggregate are inert, i.e.,

chemically inactive substances. Each ofthe four ingredients has its separate function.

Binding Material

Cement or lime binds the individual units ofaggregate (fine and coarse) into a solid mass by virtue

ofits inherent properties of setting or hardening in combination with water. It helps to fill the voids and

gives density to the concrete.

Fine Aggregate

Sand or stone dust serves to fill the voids in coarse aggregate and reduce the quantity ofcement.

Coarse Aggregate

Broken stone or broken brick acts as main filler and forms the main bulk ofconcrete, around the

surfaces ofwhich the binding materials adhere in the form ofa film.

Water

Water which is suitable for drinking is used for concrete mixing. Water serves as three purposes in

concrete mixing.

1 . It distributes the cement or lime so that every particle ofaggregate is coated by it and brought into

intimate contact with each other.
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2. It acts as a lubricant and gives workability to the mixture.

3

.

It chemically combines with the various compounds in cement or lime to form a binding medium

for the pieces ofaggregate. Water helps crystallisation and play an active part in contributing to

the strength ofthe concrete. The ratio ofthe amount ofwater to the amount ofcement by weight

is termed as water cement ratio.

3.3.3. BULKING OF SAND

The presence of moisture in sand increases the volume of sand. This is due to the fact that

moisture causes film ofwater around sand particles which results in the increase ofvolume ofsand. For

a moisture content about 5 to 8 per cent, this increase ofvolume may be as much as 20 to 40 per cent,

depending upon the grading ofsand. The finer the material, the more will be the increase in volume for

a given moisture content. This phenomena is known as the bulking ofsand.
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Fig. 3.3.1. Bulking ofsand

When moisture content is increased by adding more water, the sand particles pack near each

other and the amount ofbulking of sand is decreased. Thus the dry sand and the sand completely

flooded with water have practically the same volume.

A very simple test, may be carried out to decide the percentage ofbulking of sand. Following

procedure is adopted.

1

.

A container is taken and it is filled two-third with the sample ofsand to be tested.

2

.

The height is measured, say it is (x) 20 cm.

3

.

The sand is taken out ofcontainer. Care should be taken to see that there is no loss of sand

during this transaction.

4

.

The container is filled with water

5

.

The sand is then slowly dropped in the container and it is thoroughly stirred by means ofa rod.
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6. The height ofsand is measured say it is (y) 1 6 cm.

Then, Bulking ofsand
= x 1 00

y

3.3.4. GRADING OFAGGREGATES

Grading ofaggregate means particle size distribution ofthe aggregate. Ifall the particles ofan

aggregate were, of one size, more voids will be left in the aggregate mass. On the other hand an

aggregate having particles ofvarying sizes will exhibit smaller voids. Principle of grading is that the

smaller size, particles fill up the voids left in larger size particles. By adopting proper percentages of

various sized aggregate, composite aggregate mix can be developed which will be thoroughly graded.

Properly graded aggregate produces dense concrete and needs smaller quantities offine aggregate and

cement. The grading ofaggregate is expressed in terms ofpercentages by weight retained on a series of

sieves 80mm, 40mm, 20mm, 10mm, 4.75mm 2.36 nm, 1 . 18mm, 600 micro, 300 mic and 1 50 mic are

used for fine aggregate.

Gradation has an important effect on the workability and characteristics offresh and hardened

concrete. Gradation of aggregates is most important to produce workable concrete.A well graded

concrete contains minimum voids to be filled by the cement paste. This means less quantity ofcement

and water which will ' furthermean increased economy, higher strength, lower shrinkage and greater

durability. Grading offine aggregate has much effect on workability ofconcrete than grading ofcoarse

aggregate. It is seen that very coarse sand are very fine sand is unsatisfactory for concrete making.

3.3.5. WATER-CEMENT RATIO

Water reacts, with cement chemically and causes setting and hardening ofconcrete. It is found

theoretically that water required is about 0-50 to 0-60 time the- weight ofcement.

1

.

Minimum quantity ofwater should be used to reasonable degree ofworkability

2. Water - Cement - ratio for structures which are exposed to weather should be carefully decided.

For instance, for structures which are regularly wetting and drying, water cement ratio by weight

should be 0-45 and 0-55 for thin sections and mass concrete respectively. For structures which

are continuosly under water, the water cement ratio by weight should be 0-55 and 0-65 for thin

sections and mass concrete respectively

3

.

A thumb rule for ordinary concrete given below assuming the materials are non-absorbent and dry

may be adopted. Weight ofwater = 28% ofthe weight ofthe cement + 4% ofthe weight oftotal

aggregates.

3.3.6. SLUMP TEST

This test is used to determine the consistency ofworkability ofconcrete and also the required

amount ofwater. The slump test is now universally adopted both on the sites during the progress ofthe

work and in the laboratory.
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Fig. 3.3.2. Slump Test
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3.3.7. PREPARATION OFCEMENT CONCRETE

Materials ofconcrete should be mixed thoroughly so that there is uniform distribution ofmaterials

in the mass ofconcrete. Also the mixing should ensure that cement paste completely covers the surface

ofaggregate. Mixing can be done either by hand or by machine.

1. Hand Mixing

For hand mixing, the materials are stacked on a water tight platform, which may be either of

wood, bricks or steel. The materials should be thoroughly mixed, at least three times, in dry condition

before water is added. The preparedmix should be consumed in 30 minutes after adding water. Mixing

by hand is allowed in case ofsmall works or unimportant works. Where small quantity be adopted, it

is advisable to use 1 percent more cement than specified.

2. Machine Mixing

Machine mixing is carried out by batch mixers or by continuous mixers. Batch type mixers are

mostly adopted. Water should enter the mixer at the same time, or before the other materials are

placed. Themixing time shouldbe atleast one minute andpreferablytwo minutes. The concrete discharged

bythe mixer should be consumed within 30 minutes. The mixer should be cleaned well after use. This

type ofmixing is more efficient.
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Fig. 3.3.3. Preparation ofCement Concrete

3.3.8. CONSOLIDATIONOR COMPACTION OF CONCRETE

The object ofconsolidation ofconcrete is to eliminate air bubbles and thus to obtain maximum

density to concrete. An intimate contact between concrete and reinforcement is ensured by proper

consolidation. The process ofconsolidation ofconcrete can be done with the hand or with the help of

vibrators.

1. Hand Consolidation

It is done with the help ofsteel tamping rods or timber screeds. Narrow and deep-members are

compacted with tamping rods. The slabs and floors are tamped with the help ofscreeds. Compaction

should be done in layers of300mm for mass concrete and 1 50 mm for reinforced concrete.

2. Mechanical Compaction

Mechanical compaction ofconcrete in the formwork is carried out using mechanical devices called

vibrators. The advantages ofusing vibrators are,

1

.

It is possible to make a harsh and stiffconcrete mix.

2

.

It is possible to improve the quality ofconcrete.

3

.

It is possible to deposit concrete in small openings and in places where it will be difficult to

deposit by hand methods.

3.3.9. CURING OF CONCRETE

Curing is the operation by which moist conditions are maintained on finished concrete surface to

promote continued hydration ofcement. Ifproper curing is not done, that concrete will not acquire its
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full intended strength. Moreover, shrinkage racks will develop in the concrete. Curing also brings about

improvement in durability, impermeability, wearandweather resisting qualities. There are several methods

of curing. Adoption ofspecific method depends upon the nature ofwork and the climatic conditions.

3.3.10. Properties ofCement Concrete

Cement concrete possesses the following important properties.

1

.

It has a high compressive strength.

2. It is free from corrosion and there is no appreciable effect ofatmospheric agents on it.

3

.

It hardens with age and the process ofhardening continues for a long time after the concrete has

attained sufficient strength.

4

.

It is proved to be more economical than steel

5

.

It binds rapidly with steel and as it is weak in tension. Steel reinforcement is placed in cement

concrete at suitable places to lake up the tensile stresses. This is temed as "Reinforced cement

concrete or simply "R.C.C."

6. Due to non absorption ofwater on the surface it gets the property of shinkage. Ifcuring is not

done shrinkage and crack occurs.

7. It has a tendency to be porous. This is due to the presence ofvoids which are formed during and

after its placing.

8

.

It forms a hard surface, capable ofresisting abrasion.

3.3.11. USES OFCONCRETE

Concrete is used for a great variety ofpurposes among which may be mentioned foundations for

masonry works, especially in damp soil or under water, terrace roofs and floors, walls, arches, dams,

bridges, piers, breakwaters, lighthouses, retaining walls, sea walls etc. For most ofthese purposes it is

superior to masonry in durability, strength and economy.

3.3.12. TYPES OF CONCRETE

There are several types ofcement concretes which canbe developed to suit the specific requirements.

Such concrete are developed either by varying the proportions ofusual cement concrete or by adding

some additional constituents.

1. Cement concrete : Cement concrete is prepared with jelly. This concrete is used for the

construction ofBeam, Pillar, Roof, Floor andDam. Those are used to make compressionmember

40mmjelly, 20mmjelly are also used in cement concrete, these are classified as plain cement

concrete and reinforced.
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2

.

Lime concrete: This concrete is made by mixing lime mortar with 20mm broken stone. These

concrete are used for foundation piers etc.

3

.

Light weight concrete: It is ordinary cement concrete and that special light weight concrete can

also be obtained by adding such agent which either develop gas or foam, during the process of

mixing ofconcrete which develops porous cellular structure ofconcrete.

4

.

Air entrained concrete : This concrete is developed by either using air-entraining cement or

other such agents.

5

.

No fines concrete : This cement concrete dose not have any fine aggregate. It is a mixture of

cement, course aggregate and water only.

6

.

Vacuum concrete : Only about halfofthe water added in concrete goes into chemical combination

and the remaining water is used to make concrete workable. After laying, concrete, water which

was making concreting workable is extracted by a special method known as vaccum method.

This water left in this concrete is only that which is to go in chemical combination and hence

resulting concrete becomes very strong.

7. Water proof concrete : This concrete is prepared by adding some water proofing or

waterrepellant compound in the concrete. This concrete is used for rendering structures water

proof.

8. Reinforced cement concrete : Ordinary cement concrete is very weak in tension, but very

strong in compression. Steel rods may be embedded on the tension side ofthe member. Such

concrete in which steel rods are embedded is called reinforced cement concrete, abbreviated as

R.C.C.

9. Pre-Stressed Concrete: It is also reinforced cement but steel rods are pre-stressed before

embedding in the concrete. These rods remain pre-stressed even after the concrete has fully set.

Elements ofthis concrete when subjected to bending do not develop cracks. Pre-stressed concrete

saves as much as 50% of concrete.

1 . Cellular or aerated Concrete : This, concrete is made light by introducing air bubbles throughout

the mass. It is useful for roofslab and precast units in partitions. It is made by adding aluminium

powder to .a rather wet mix ofcement, sand, lime, and water. The mass begins to rise due to

hydrogen bubbles evolved by the chemical action and there by cells are formed in the concrete.

1 1

.

Pre-cast Concrete : Pre-cast concrete is an ordinary cement concrete, but prepared not at the

site ofuse, but in factory, where as cast-in-situ concrete is ordinary cement concrete which is

prepared are the site of its actual use.

3.3.13. SAFETYPRECAUTIONTO BETAKEN WHILE LAYING OFCONCRETE

Concrete, as it comes out of the mixer as it is ready for use on the form work. The type of

equipment to be used for transport of concrete depends on the nature ofwork, height above ground

level and distance between the points ofpreparation and placing of concrete. For ordinary building
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works, human ladder is formed and concrete is conveyed in pans from hand to hand. For important

works, various mechanical devices such, as dumpers, track mixers, buckets, chutes, belt conveyors,'

pumps, hoist etc. may be used. The two important precautions necessary in transportation ofconcrete

are as fellows:

The concrete should be transported in such away that there is no segregation ofthe aggregates

and no spilling ofconcrete. Under no circumstances water should be added to the concrete during its

passage from the mixer, to, the form work.

The concrete should be placed and compacted before its setting starts Following precautions

should be adopted while placing the concrete.

The form work ofthe .surface which is to receive fresh concrete should be properly cleaned,

prepared end well watered. It is desirable to deposit concrete as near as practicable to its final position.

While placing concrete, the position offormwork end reinforcement should not be disturbed. To

avoid segregation, concrete should not be dropped from height more than one metre. Concrete should

be laid continuously.

Thickness ofconcrete layer should not be more than 3 0-45cm in case ofmass concrete and 1 5-

30cm in case ofR.C.C. works. Concrete should be thoroughly worked around the reinforcement and

tapped in such away that no honeycombed surface appears on the removal ofthe form work. Concrete

should be placed on the form work as soon as possible. But in no case, it should be placed after 30

minutes ofits preparation.
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QUESTIONS

PART -A

I. CHOOSETHE BESTANSWER

1) Concrete is

a) lime mortar b) concrete c) Jelly d) mortar

2) The other name ofbroken brick or broken stone.

a) Jelly b) smalljelly c) Bigjelly d)sand

3) Fine Jelly is

a) sand b) cement c) water and sand d) sandjelly

4) The Dummy part in concrete

a) Lime cement b) Cement and water c) water and sand d) sandjelly

5) Admixture in cement by chemical reaction getting bonding property.

a) water b)sand c) Jelly d)Rod

6) Percentage ofmoisture in bulking ofsand.

a) 5 to 8% b)6to9% c)4to7% d) 3 to 6%

7) Additional% ofsand added in Hand mix.

a) 10% b)20% c)40% d)60%

8) Curing period for the building constructed by Portland cement.

a) 6 to 1 3 days b) 8 to 9 days c) 4 to 9 days d) 7 to 14 days

9) Forming air bubbles and concrete prepared for low weight.

a) Cellular concrete b) Vaccum concrete c) Air tight concrete d) Low weight concrete.

PART-B

II)ANSWER IN ONE (OR) TWO WORDS:

1) How rock stone meant in Tamil.

2) Write any materials mixed in concrete.

3) Howwe are calling sand.

4) What is the test conducted for sand.

5) In how many method concrete is prepared.
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6) What is the name oftest conducted for water cement Ratio

.

7) Write one ofthe uses of concrete.

PART-C

III)ANSWER IN ONE (OR) TWO SENTENCES:

1) Define C.C. 1:2:4.

2) What is the difference between reinforced concrete and plain concrete.

3

)

What are the materials in concrete

.

4) What is meant by segregating thejelly.

5) What are the methods ofpreparing concrete.

6) What is meant by water cement ratio.

7) What is bulking ofsand.

8) What is C.C.I :2:4.

PART-D

IV)ANSWERSHORTLY:

1

)

What is bulking ofsand . Define it with sketch.

2) What are the rules to be followed while preparing concrete.

3) What are the properties of concrete.

4) What are the uses of concrete.

5

)

Define the preparation ofconcrete in mixer machine with a neat sketch.

6) Define using ofconcrete.

PARI-E

V)ANSWER IN DETAIL:

1

)

Define the materials in concrete

.

2) Write the types ofconcrete and define.

3) Explain the preparation ofconcrete.
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LTNITIV

4.1. TIMBER
4.1.1. Introduction

The word timber is derived from an old English word timbrian whichmeans to build. Following

three terms are to be noted in connection with the timber.

1. Converted timber

This indicates timber which is sawn and cut into suitable commercial sizes.

2. Rough timber

This indicates timber which is obtained after feeling a tree.

3. Standing timber

This indicates timber contained in a living tree. The timber or wood as a building material possesses

anumber ofvaluable properties such as low heat conductivity amenability to mechanical working, small

bulk density, relativelyhigh strength etc.

4.1.2. Uses ofTimber in Construction

1

.

It can be used in form ofpiles, vertical posts, beams, lintels, doors and windows.

2. It can also be used as members ofroofing trusses, ridge, truss and rafter.

3

.

It is used as formwork for cement concrete structures. It is verymuch used in timbering the deep

trenches.

4

.

It is an important material for furniture making. It is very much used in making sports goods,

musical instruments, well curbs, agricultural implements etc.

5

.

It is very much used for railway sleepers.

It can be said that there is no engineering field, where timber is not used one way or the other.

4.1.3. TYPES OF TIMBER

1. Teak

Its colour is yellow to dark brown. It is used for ship building, railway sleepers, railway carriages

and furniture. It can be used for structural or decorative purposes. It is a costly timber and hence used

for costly and specialized works. It can be easily seasoned. It shrinks very little. It can be worked easily

and finally varnished. Its fibres are straight. It does not warp due to shrinkage. It contains such resinous

materials which acts as white ant resistant. Its colour is yellow to dark brown.
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2. Sal

Its colour Is brown. It is hard, fibrous and close grained. It does not take up a good polish. It

requires slow and careful seasoning. It is durable under, ground and water. Its weight after seasoning is

8000 N/m3
. It is used for railway sleepers, ship building, bridges, structural work etc.

3. Mango

This tree is found practically in all over India. It is used for cheap furniture, packing boxes, cabinet

work, panel for doors and windows. Its colour is deep grey, it is easy to work. It is moderately strong

and weighs 6550N/m3
.

4. Jack

Its colour is yellow when freshly cut and it darkens with age. It is compact and even grained. It is

moderately strong. It is easy to work. It takes a good finish. It maintains its shape well. Its weight after

seasoning is 5950 N/m3
. It is used for plain furniture, boat construction, well curbs, doors and windows,

panels, cabinet making etc.

4.1.4. DEFECTS IN TIMBER

Defects due to natural forces

The main natural forces responsible for causing defects abnormal growth and rupture oftissues.

1. Burls

2. Knots

3. Rind galls

4. Shakes

5. Twisted fibers

6. Wind cracks

1. Burls

These are also known as the excrescenses and they are particularly formed when a tree has

received shock or injury in its young age.

Fig. 4.1.1. Knots
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2. Knots

These are the bases ofbranches or limbs which are broken or cut offfrom the tree. The portion

from which the branch is removed receives nourishment from the stem for a pretty long time and it

ultimately results in the formation ofdark, hard rings which are known as knots. As continuity ofwood

fibres is broken by knots, they form a source ofweakness.

Fig. 4.1.2. Ring gall

3. Rind Galls

Rind galls are due to wrong cut ofa free. Hence peculiar curved swellings found on the body ofa

tree are known as rind galls. They develop at points from where branches are improperly cut and

removed.

4. Shakes

These are cracks which partly or completely separate the fibres of wood. Following are the

different varieties ofshakes.

Cup Shakes

These are caused by the rupture oftissues in circular direction. It is a curved crack and it separates

partly one annual ring from the other. It develops due to non-uniform growth. It may not prove to be

harmful ifit covers only a portion ofring.

Cup Shakes Heart Shakes

Fig. 4.1.3. Cup Shakes Fig. 4.1.4. Heart Shakes
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Heart Shakes

These cracks occur in the centre ofcross-section oftree and they extend, from pith to sap wood

in the direction ofmedullary rays. These cracks occur due to shrinkage ofinterior part oftree which is

approaching maturity. Heart shakes divide the tree cross-section into two to four parts.

Ring shakes

When cup shakes cover the entire ring they are known as ring shakes.

Star shakes

These are cracks which extend from bark towards the sap wood. They are usually confined upto

the plane ofsap wood.

Ring Shake Star Shakes

Fig. 4.1.5. Cup Shakes Fig. 4.1.6. Heart Shakes

Radial shakes

These are similar to star shakes. But they are fine, irregular and numerous. They usually occur

when tree is exposed to sun for seasoning after being fell down.

Radia\ Shakes

Fig. 4,1.7. Radial Shakes
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Twisted fibres

These are also known as wandering hearts and they are caused by twisting ofyoung trees by fast

blowing wind.

Twisted Fibres

Fig. 4.1.8. Twisted fibres

6. Wind Cracks

Ifwood is exposed to atmospheric agencies, exterior surface shrinks. Such a shrinkage results

into cracks and these are known as wind cracks.

Wind Cracks

4.1.9. Wind Cracks

4.1.5. Seasoning ofTimber

When a tree is newly felled it contains about 50 percent or more of its own by weight as water.

This water is in the form ofsap and moisture. Water is to be removed, before timber can be used for

any engineering purpose. Removal ofwater from timber is known as "Seasoning oftimber".

Objective of Seasoning

Seasoning oftimber is carried to achieve the following objects.

1

.

To allow timber to burn readily, ifused as fuel.

2. To decrease the weight oftimber and thereby to lower the cost oftransport and handling.

3

.

To impart hardness, stiffness and strength to timber.
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4. To maintain the shape and size ofthe components ofthe timber articles which are expected to

remainunchanged in form.

5

.

To make timber easily workable and to facilitate operations during conversion.

6. To make timber safe from the attack offungi and insects.

7. To reduce the tendency oftimber to crack, shrink and warp.

4.1.6. Methods of Seasoning ofTimbers

Methods ofseasoning can broadly be divided into the following two categories.

1

.

Natural seasoning

2. Artificial seasoning.

1. Natural Seasoning
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Fig. 4.1.10. Natural Seasoning

In this method, timber logs are sawn into planks or other marketable sizes immediately after felling

the tree. The sawn timber is stacked under a covered shed. Sawn timber is stacked in such away that

sufficient space is left around each sawn piece, so that free circulation ofairmay take place without any
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difficulty. Timber pieces maybe stacked horizontally or vertically. But horizontally stacking arrangement

is the most common method. The platform where stack is to be erected should be raised from the

adjoining ground by atleast about 300 mm. The stack is prepared by laying layers ofsawn pieces in

cross wise directions in alternate layers, length ofthe stack is equal to length oftimber pieces. Width

and height ofthe stack are restricted to about 1.5m and 3 m respectively.Anumber ofsuch stacks may

be constructed under the same shed. Minimum distance between adjacent stacks should be kept about

600 mm. This method ofseasoning is also called "air seasoning". Natural airremains circulating around

each piece ofthe stacks and in due course oftime, which depends upon the climatic conditions and the

type and size ofthe timber, seasoning is brought about.

2. Artificial Seasoning

1. Boiling

2. Chemical seasoning

3

.

Electrical seasoning

4. Kiln seasoning

5

.

Water seasoning

Boiling

In this method, timber is immersed in water and the water is then boiled for about three or four

hours. It is then dried very slowly. Instead ofboiling in water, timber may be exposed to the action of

hot steam. This method ofseasoning proves to be costly.

Electrical seasoning

In this method, use is made ofhigh frequency alternating current issuedontimber. When it is green,

it offers less resistance to the flow of electric current. The resistance increases as the wood dries

internally, which also results in the production ofheat. This method is not adopted as it is not economical

but very costly.

Kiln seasoning

This method ofseasoning is carried out in air tight chambers or ovens. Converted timber pieces

are stacked inside the chamber such that spaces are left for free circulation of air.Now air, fully saturated

with moisture and heated about 40°C is forced inside ofthe chamber. The heated air gradually enters

the inside ofthe timber pieces and the moisture content in the timber is gradually reduced.

4.1.7. Wood Based Products or Industrial Timber

1. Veneers

The primary process in the manufacture ofwood based products is veneering which produces thin

sheets ofwood known' as veneers. The logs to be used for this purpose are kept in wet storage to
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avoid end splitting and are softened by heating with hot water or steam and the bark is removed. The

log is then cut to veneers. Depending on the cutting process, the veneers are classified as rotary veneers

and sliced veneers.

Rotary

saw

Pile of veneers

Fig. 4.1.11. Veneers

2. Ply woods

Plywood is in the form ofboards from thin layers ofwood ofveneers. Veneers are placed one

above the other with the direction ofgrains ofsuccessive layers at right angles to each others. To paste

this wet and dry adhesives are used pasted plywood boards are cut with the help ofhydraulic machine.

Uses of plywood

1

.

It gives decorative appearance

2. It will not expand under weathering conditions because it is manufactured as a flexible material.

3

.

It is used to make doors and it is easy to handle.

Fig. 4.1.12. Plywood
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3. Fibre Boards

The resulting material is called the fibre board. These are rigid boards ofthickness varying from 3mm to

12mm. They are also known as "pressed wood" or "reconstructed wood".

4. Laminated Board

Laminated board is a board having a core ofstrips 1 cm to 5 cm in thickness, glued together face

to face to form a slab which in turn is glued to two or more outer veneers, with direction ofthe grain of

the core strips running at right angles to that ofthe adjacent outer veneers.

Ply Sheets

f o

3 <* 6 mm

Fig. 4.1.13. Laminated Board

5. Straw Board

These are prepared with chipped straw and gum hi the form ofboards. They are used for ceiling

and the inside facing wall ofauditorium as acoustic materials.
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QUESTIONS

PART -A

I. CHOOSE THE BESTANSWER

1 ) The curved swelling defect in Timber.

a) Burls b) Air crack c) shakes d) Rind galls

2) The timber used as sleeper in rail track.

a) Mango tree b) sal tree c) Jack tree d) Teakwood

3) The colour of Sal tree

a) Red b) Yellow c) blackish yellow d) Black

4) Name ofdisease affecting the growth oftree in the early age.

a) Burls b) Rind galls c) Shakes d) Air crack.

5) The ash colour tree

a) Teak b) Sal tree c) Mango tree d) Jack tree

6) The tree used for manufacturing cot and bureau.

a) Mango tree b) Sal tree c) Jack tree d) Teak wood

7) Name ofdisease affecting the growth oftree penetrating from the crack to core oftree.

a) Cup shake b) Radial shake c) star shake d) Twisted fibres

8) Temperature for seasoning oftimber in kiln seasoning.

a) 50° c to 38° c b) 7c° to 40° c c) 90° c to 42° c d) 1 10°c to 44°c

PART-B

II)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO WORDS :

1

)

Mention the Englishword noting wood.

2) Mention any two diseases occur in wood due to natural force.

3) Mention any one use ofTeak wood.

4) Mention anyone use of Sal tree.

5) Mention any one use ofMango tree.

6) Write the allowable percentage ofmoisture content in Teak wood after seasoning.

7) Write anytwo artificial seasoning oftimber.
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8) How long the timber is dipped in Boiling method ofseasoning.

9) What is meant by Industrial timber.

PART-C

III)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO SENTENCES

1 ) Write any two type ofIndustrial timber.

2) What is the aliowable percentage ofseasoning oftimber.

PART-D

IV)ANSWERSHORTLY

1

)

Write the types oftree.

2) What is seasoning oftimber.

3) Writes the types ofseasoning oftimber.

4) What is the purpose ofseasoning the timber.

5) Write the defects oftimber.

6) Write short notes on Mango tree.

7) What are the uses ofPly wood.

8) Write short notes on Teak wood.

9) Write the types oftrees and their properties and uses.

1 0) Tabulate the various defects oftrees and define.

11) Write the types of seasoning oftimber and define.

PART-E

V)ANSWER IN DETAIL

1

)

Define the Natural seasoning oftimber.

2) Define the types oftrees.

3) What are the uses oftrees in construction work.

4) Define two timber materials

.
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4.2 LIME

INTRODUCTION

Lime is a binding material. Several buildings in India used Lime for the constructions.

4.2.1. TYPES OF LIME

Generally Lime is classified in two types such as Fat lime and Hydraulic Lime.

4.2.2. FAT LIME

Due to high calcium content it is called high Calcium lime and it is also called in several names such

as white lime, pure lime. Ifwe get pure lime in nature it is called as quicklime. When Fat lime is boiled

in water the cubic measurement increases to 2.5 . This lime contains 95% calcium oxide.

Properties ofFat Lime

1

)

It hardens slowly.

2) Plasticity is high.

3) Easy soluble in water.

4) It is in pure white colour

5) Quickly soluble in water.

Uses of Fat Lime

1

)

Useful for whitewashing the plastered walls.

2) Added with sand and the lime mortar is used for brick work and stone masonry work.

3) Brick bat mixed with the construction ofmortar called surki possesses setting. This is used for big

compound wall and base.

4.2.3. Hydraulic Lime

It sets under water. There is small quantity of clay content and Iron Oxide. According to the

quantity ofClay content it is classified in three types.

1

)

Feeblyhydraulic lime

2) Moderately hydraulic lime

3) High Qualityhydraulic lime.

Feebly hydraulic lime having 5 to 1 0%. Clay content is easily soluble in water. It takes 3 weeks to

settle.

Moderately hydraulic lime having 1 1 to 2 1 %. Clay content takes 2 hours for dissolving. It takes

one (or) two weeks to settle.
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High quality hydraulic lime having 21 to 30%. Clay soil will not easily soluble. But settle in one

(or) two days.

4.2.4. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAT LIMEAND HYDRAULIC LIME

S.No. Property Fat Lime Hydraulic Lime

1) Mainhigledient 95% calcium corbonate5% 5 to 30% clay soil Small

clay soil quantity offerrous Oxide.

2) Slacking action Quickly slacks.At that time 2 Slow slaking property.No sound

times increases.Heatand and heat releases when slakes.

sound occurs.

3) Setting action Slow setting property. Sets under water.lt changes as

Absorbs carbon-di-Oxide from tri calciumAluminate and

the atmosphere and converts as di calcium Silicatewhen

calcium carbonate. combines with water.

4) Hydraulic property No hydraulic property Has hydraulic property

5) Colour White Moderate white

6) Strength Not so hard Highly Hard

7) Uses Useful forwhite washing To prepare mortar by adding

with sand mortar is used for the

masonry work in seepage areas.

4.2.5. PREPARATION OFLIME MORTAR

Required quantity oflime mortar is prepared by grinding. Ifrequirement is low mortar is prepared

by pounding.

Pounding

In this method pits are made in Hard floor and lining is done with bricks at the side and bottom of

pit. Rectangular base ofthe pit is in 80 cm length and 40 cm breadth. Top portion is 1 80 cm length and

50 cm breadth. It is like a channel when seen. (Narrow at bottom wide at top) 4 to 5 members sits on

both sides ofpit and fills sand and dry lime and water is mixed and they beat this mixture with hard

wooden stick to make it to apowder form. Required water is added to the requirement ofconsistency

and beating is done for preparation ofMortar.

So this method is useful for small quantity oflime mortar.

Method of Grinding

Mortar is prepared in Grinding mill and it is classified as follows:

1) Grindingmillwithhumanpower.

2) Grinding mill with electric power.
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1. Grinding Industry with Human Power

It is also called as Khani. The following sketch clears the structure ofthe grinding mill oflime with

oxen . Circle is formed by 6m dia or 9mm dia. As showing the sketch 40 cm depth and 30 cm width

channel is made inthe radius ofthe circle. To grindthe lime in the channel stone wheel is fixed and wheel

Axle is connected through the centre. Atleast 50 mm gap should be allowed on both side ofthe stone

wheel where the wheel placed in the channel.

Fig. 4.2.1. Grinding Industry withHuman Power

The mixture ofsand and lime placed in the channel is grinded well when the labours rounding the

mill simultaneously axle comes to other end. Whenever water is necessary it is added to get consistent

mix and it is grinded well with the help ofKaddi the mixture in the channel is turned and grinded well.

2. Working ofGrinding Mill with the help ofElectric Power

We are preparing the lime mortar using Electric power instead ofoxenwe can see its structure in

the figure. It contains a vessel and two cylinders. More (or) Less it isjust like a grinder. The diameter of

revolving drum is 1 80 cm to 240 cm dia.
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The cylinders are fixed rigidly in the centre Axle. The sand, Lime is mixed with water in the

revolving drum and electricpower is switched onthen the revolving drum revolves. It grinds well in the

rigidly fixed cylinder. In this mill a large quantity ofmixture is prepared in short time.

ROLLER

PIVOT BEVEL
PINION

PULLEY
FOR

POWER

Fig. 4.2.2. Working ofGrinding Mill with the help of Electric Power
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QUESTIONS

PART-A

I. Choose the best answer

1 ) Increasing in volume when water sprayed in Fat lime

.

a) 2.5 times b) 5.2 times c) 6.5 times

2) Attaining setting property when water is added

a) Hydraulic b) Fat 1ime

c) Feeblyhydraulic limed) High quality hydraulic lime.

3) Themain constituent ofFat lime

a) Calcium carbonate b) Calcium Silicate c) Tri calcium

4) High quality Hydraulic lime with 2 1 to 30% clay content.

a) easily soluble b) not easily soluble c) Solid property

5) The content ofcalcium Oxide

a) 95 b) 9.5 c) 90

PARTE

II. Answer in one (or) two words

1

)

Which lime quickly soluble in water.

2) Which lime hardens after immediate sprinkle ofwater.

3) What is the other name for grinding the lime withhuman power.

4) Which lime has high hardness property.

5) Which lime quickly sets in water.

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What are the other names ofFat lime

.

2) What are the types oflime.

3) What is the othername ofhydraulic lime.

4) What are the two types ofgrinding the lime.

d) 4.5 times

d) Calcium Oxide.

d) none ofthese.

d)92
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PART-D

IV. Answer shortly

1 ) Write the property ofFat lime and their uses.

2) What are the types ofpreparing the lime mortar.

3) What are the types oflime 8c explain.

PARTE

V. Answer in detail

1

)

What are the difference between Fat lime and hydraulic lime.

2) What are the types ofgrinding the lime& Explain.
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4.3 TILES

4.3.1. Introduction

The tiles are manufactured like bricks. But the mould differs. The properties ofthis should be like

the properties ofbricks.

4.3.2 Types of Tiles and Their Uses

The tiles are classified according to their usage as follows:

1) Drain tiles

2) Floor tiles

3) Rooftiles

4.3.3 Drain Tiles

Drain tiles are manufactured in such away that they retain porous holes after burning. Ifthe tiles

are used in water logged areas they allow sub soil water to pass through their holes. The drain tiles are

circular, semi-circular (or) segmental in shape. These files are used to carry irrigation water. These tiles

are used in modern days.

4.3.4 Floor Tiles

The floor tiles may be square (or) hexagonal. They are flat and the thickness varies from 1 2mm to

50 mm. Square tiles are 1 50mm to 300mm in size.

As the floor tiles are hard and tough they reduces the wear and tear.

Thin floor tiles are embedded for roof ceiling decoration. Ifcolouring agents are used while

manufacturing the floor tile we can get coloured floor tiles. Floor tilesmay also be fixed in the side walls

ofbathroom.

4.3.5 Roof Tiles

This tiles are used for sloped roofhouses. These tiles are used in the villages and called as tiled

house. Several rooftiles are used they are

1) Allahabad Tile

These are manufactured from where we get selected Clay. The tiles are moulded by pressing

through machine. We can change the tiles manufactured like this to high strength by burning.

While manufacturing itselfcertains projections are provided in the tiles. This projection helps the

interlocking oftiles and they are manufactured according to the necessity such as hip like tiles for hip

portion valley like tile for valley portion and ridge like tile for ridge portion. According to thejoining of

the tiles each other there willbe a proj ection in the side. By using mangalore moulds ridge, hip, chimney

portion tiles are designed.
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Fig. 4.3.1. Allahabad Tile

2) Corrugated Tiles

This tiles are like the corrugations. Hence it is called corrugated tiles. When this tiles are placed on

the roof it is enough to overlap two corrugations tojoin each other. These are made by galvanized iron

sheets.

Fig. 4.3.2. Corrugated Tiles

3) Flat Tiles

These are like ordinary floor tile. These are used to lay on the sides walls ofthe Bathroom and

Kitchen.

4) Flemish Tiles

These tiles are moulded by English letter 'S' like mould.

5) Mangalore Tiles

To drain the water the red colour mangalore tiles are moulded with two channel like structure

.

According to thejoining ofthe tiles each other there will be a projection in the side oftiles. By using

mangalore moulds ridge, hip, chimney portion tiles are designed.
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GALORE TILE
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r- TILE

BATTEN

COMMONRAFTER

Fig. 4.3.3. Mangalore Tiles

As this tiles are coming from mangalore ofKARNATAKA state to TAM1LNADU these are

called as Magalore tiles. This tiles are also manufactured in cochin, Calicut ofKERALA state. Maximum

24% ofwater can be absorbed by "A" class tiles.

6) Pan Tiles

NAILHOLE

BACK

NIB

REVERSED

Fig. 4.3.4. Pan Tiles
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These are small & hard. When compared to pot tiles they have minimum undulations. Good

quality are manufactured by molding, drying, burning. The length in 33cm to 38cm. The breadth in

23cm to 28cm.

7) Pot Tiles

Fig. 4.3.5. Pot Tiles

These are ordinary semi-circular country tiles. As this tiles are made by pot makers hence they

are called pot tiles. This tiles are small handy and comfort to handle. So Tamil people are calling this as

hand tiles. These tiles are easily breakable.
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QUESTIONS

PART-A

I. Choose the best answer

1

)

The suitable structure oftile to drain rain water.

a) Mangalore tiles b) corrugated tile c) Flemish tile d) Flat tile.

2) Length (cm) ofPan tile.

a) 33 to 38 b) 23 to 28 c) 12 to 50 d) 18 to 26

3) Semi-circular shaped tile

a) Pot tile b) Pan tile c) corrugated tile d) Flemish tile.

PART-B

II. Answer in one (or) two words

1

)

Which is the tile takes water for irrigation.

2) What is the maximum percentage ofwater absorption capacity for Mangalore tile.

3) What is the other name ofPot tile.

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1) What are the types of tiles.

2) What are the types ofRoof tiles.

PART-D

IV. Answer Shortly

1 ) What are the types ofrooftiles and explain.

PARTE

V. Answer in detail

1 ) What are the types oftiles and explain their uses.
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UNIT -V

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

5.1 FOUNDATION

5.1.1. INTRODUCTION

Every building has two important parts. The one part is below the ground level and another part

above the ground level. The structure constructed below the ground level to transmit the total load of

the structure above the ground level safely to the earth is called foundation.

5.1.2. Object

1

)

Foundations are constructed to avoid the spreading oftotal load ofbuilding structure to a particular

area and to allow the uniform spreading to a larger area.

2) The foundations gives stability, strength and protection from wind, storm and rain.

3) The foundation gives uniform and equal area for the construction above the ground level.

5.1.3. Types ofFoundation

1

)

Shallow foundation

2) Deep foundation.

5.1.4. Shallow Foundation

The foundations are constructed in ordinary buildings with low depth. Ordinarily upto 5 m depth

are provided. Foundations are the following types.

Types ofShallow Foundation

Wall foundation

Isolated footing

Combined footing

Continuous footing

Inverted arch footing

Strap footing

Grillage foundation

Raft foundation.
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1) Wall Foundation (or) Spread Footing

The bottom portion ofthe wall is formed in similar bottom (or) stepped bottom. The bottom

portion is formed with concrete (or) formed withthe same materials that are used for wall construction.

Atleast two times breadh ofthe wall base width should be the foundation.

The depth should be minimum ofthe distance between width ofthe wall to width offoundation.

The concrete ratio used for foundation may be 1 :3 :6 (or) 1:4:8. Above this stepped brick work are

formed.

-*-6fc: Walt

-UOm-

Detail* of wall foundation

Fig. 5.1.1. Spread Footing Foundation

Method ofDesigning the Breadth and Depth ofwall foundation.

Total loadIm
1) Breadth offoundation = ~77/ ZT^. : Z. 7 1* Allowable bearing capacity oj sou

1-sinfl"

l + sin<9
2) Depth offoundation is designed by Rankinds formula= d = x

P = Total load acting on the foundation

r = Density ofsoil

= Angle ofsoil

2) Isolated Footing

These foundations are formed for individual concrete (or) Brick Pillar. The base structure are

formed in stepped (or) slopped position. Reinforced concrete foundations are formed while forming

the foundation for heavy weight pillars.
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6mm*, TIES

Fig. 5.1.2. Isolated Footing

3) Combined Footing

Acombined footing supports two or more columns in a row. The combined footing can be

rectangle in shapeboth column cany equal loads. The location ofcentre ofgravity ofcolumn loads and

the centroid ofthe footing should coincide.

7n±jr
TT^T

f- «---*-
SECTIONAL ELEVATtON

ffl

PLAN TRAPEZOOlAL

Fig. 5.1.3. Combined Footing
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4) Continuous Footing

In this type offooting a single continuous RC slab is provided as foundation oftwo or more

columns in a row. This type of footing is best where earthquake is liable to act. This footing prevents

unequal settlement. Some times deeper beam is provided between the columns.

n
CofUIMlf

\* V

S:ctlon on A 8

a
Columns

a
Plan

Fig. 5.1.4. Continuous Footing

5) Inverted Arch Footing

While forming the foundation in soft and fine soil these footings are used to reduce the depth of

foundation. Through the Inverted arch the whole load acting are transferred by spreading. Mostly these

are used for Bridges. As it is curve in shape it bears heavy load due to its arch action. 14 Brick (or)

Concrete is used to form this arch.

r*i /
QpfHIMp

-ft** Pkr

\
dirt-

ti&uttd Arcfc

[

Inverted, arch foundation

Fig. 5.1.5, InvertedArch Footing

6) Strap Footing

Strap footing consists oftwo (or) more individual footings connected by a RC beam. These

beams are called strap beams. This type of footing may be used where the distance between the

columns is so great.
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7) Grillage Foundation

These foundations are used to transmit heavy loads from steel column to the soils having low

bearing power. The fig. ofgrillage foundation is shown in fig. We can avoid high digging ofsoil byusing

this foundation. At the same time we can get large area to spread heavy load to the earth.
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Fig. 5.1.6. Grillage Foundation

Small steel columns are in lower level and steel beams are constructed to top layer in vertical

direction. Above that Steel column is formed by fixing base plate. Angle Guesst plate are used to

connect the steel column and base plate. These beams and pillar are hidden by filling concrete.

8) Raft Foundation

A Raft (or) mat is a combined footing that covers the entire area beneath a structure and supports

all the columns. The Raft foundation is economical when constructing the isolated footing. The total

area ofit should be more than the building area.
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Fig. 5.1.7. Raft Foundation

These foundations are economical when there is clay below the ground. When load ofthe

building is heavy& low bearing capacity of soil.

5.1.5 Deep Foundation

These foundations are suitable when building are constructed in low bearing capacity ofsoil

(or) hard rock is only available in high depth.

It is classified in two types.

1 ) Pile Foundation 2) Well foundation

1) Pile Foundation

NECESSITYOFPILE FOUNDATION

1) These are useful When the load is heavy in the building and it is not possible to transmit the load

uniformly to ground.

2) These are useful where water level raise and falls in ground.

3) When it is not easy to pump the stagnated water in foundation these type are useful.

4) This is an alternative forRaftand Grillage foundation.Also construction ofthe above two foundation

is costly& also it is tough.

5) This foundation is useful for depth 20m to 3 m.

6) In other type offoundation digging and timber supporting is costly and tough, hencewe can follow

this type.

7) These are suitable for constructing building in the banks ofDrains and Channels.

8) These are also constructed in seashore and banks ofriver where erosion occurs.

9) Pile foundation acts like anchor, so it is suitable where sliding force and vertical force acts.
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2) Well Foundation (or) Caisson Foundation

The foundation structure constructed under water and sandy areas is called Caisson

These are three types.

1) Box Caisson

2) Open Caisson

3) Pneumatic caisson.

1) Box Caisson

Box caisson are used where hard rock is available at lower depth. Caisson is a strong water tight

vessel open at top and close at bottom.

2) Open Caisson (or) Wells

The open caisson is a well which is open at top and bottom. These foundations are constructed in

the ground where high erosive sand and soft bearing stratum occurs. These are constructed in the shape

of square, Rectangle and Circle.

BED

CUTTIM&

T
TOPPLUG
SAND
FILLING

LEVEL
7^ d^S>

STEPPING

CURB

Fig. 5.1.8. Open Caisson

3) Pneumatic Caisson

In this type offoundation bottom portion is open and top portion is closed. We can use this when

digging well is not possible. These are constructed when availability ofwater level is at 1 2 m from

ground.
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5.1.6. Foundations Constructed in Black Cotton Soil

Black cotton soil has got useless property. This type of soil expands when moisture rises, when

moisture reduces it shrinks . According to the variations oftemperature shrinkage and expansions

occurs alternatively. Due to the weight ofthe building structure it immerse in the ground because of

shrinkage of soil.

Masonry

V- Gravel

Fig. 5.1.9. Foundations Constructed in Black Cotton Soil

POINTS TO BE NOTEDWHEN FOUNDATIONSARE CONSTRUCTED IN BLACK
COTTON SOIL

1

)

It depth ofthe black cotton soil is less than 1 m it can be digged and removed and other hard soil

is filled in that place.

2) It should be noted that the depth offoundation should be below the depth ofblack soil

.

3) In order to prevent the force acting on the soil the load ofbuilding should not exceed 5000 N/m2
.

4) To resist the longitudinal force acting on the foundationRCC can be used. While providing this

concrete a layer ofsand should be filled between the layers ofconcrete and black soil.

5) It is an alternative for Raft foundation, Pile foundation and grillage foundation.

6) Under reamed pile with concave base is the best option for this type of soil.

Under Reamed Piles with Concave Base

These foundations are the best for the black soil regions. As shown in the figure one or two more

shell like concave base are in these types ofpiles. These type ofshells increases the bearing capacity of
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soil. Diameter ofpile is 20 cm and diameter ofshell is approximately 50 cm are made for these type of

piles. These types ofpiles are useful for the sandy regions and high water level regions.

:aa»»e

UNDER REAM jl,

Fig. 5.1.10. Under Reamed Piles with Concave Base

5.1.7. Setting out ofWork

The land where the building is to be constructed should be uniformly made plain.

Dimension ofthe hall we are going to construct is 4.8 m x 3.3 m

As shown in the fig. centre line sketch should be prepared.

Wall thickness is 0.2 m, So centerline dimension is 5.0m x 3.5 m.

As shown in the fig. the points (1) & (2) are driven with steel pegs and stings are tied.

Making 90° @ the point of 'b' with the help ofsets square and strings are tied at point 3 & 4.

Make the lengthBC as 3 .5 m and steel peg is driven parallel to points 5 ,6 and A, B

.

Make the lengthAB, CD as 5 m and steel peg is driven parallel to points be and 7, 8.

Now the land area is ready for excavating the foundation.
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Fig. 5.1.11. Setting out ofWork

Check

DiagonalAC =BC should be checked after completing the marking.

5.1.8. Causes of Failure ofFoundation and their Remedies

Reasons for the Failure of Foundation

1

)

Unequal settlement ofsoil inside the ground.

2) Unequal settlement ofwalls and parts ofthe building.

3) Withdrawal ofmoisture content ofsoil in the foundation area.

4) Lateral pressure ofthe structure above the ground level

.

5) Horizontal pressure ofthe earth.

6) Spreading ofthe root oftree.

7) Changes ofatmosphere conditions.

1. Unequal Settlement ofThe Sub Soil

When the load ofall the parts ofbuilding is not eventhe unequal settlement occurs low where the

load is low and high where the load is high. Because the bearing capacity ofsoil is not uniform in all the
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places. So cracks are formed in the building due to the variations in the settlement of soil inside the

earth.

Method ofPrevention

1

)

Foundations should rest on hard rock (or) hard mooram.

2) Type and design offoundation should be selected according to the nature of soil.

3) It should be seen that the allowable bearing capacity ofthe soil should not exceed in future.

2. Unequal Settlement of the Masonry

The mortarjoints in the wall and other building portionmay shrink and thismay lead to unequal

settlement ofthe building portion.

Method ofPrevention

1

)

The water used to mix the cement mortar for the construction ofbuilding should be in correct

proportion and it should not exceed.

2) Height ofraising the super structure should be uniform. Height ofthe constructing wall should not

exceed 1.5 m /day.

3) Curing ofthe masonry should be more.

3. Withdrawal ofmoisture from the sub soil

Failure offoundation occurs where there is variation in the height ofwater table. The cracks are

formed when the soil shrink due to the sudden reduction ofwater table from top to bottom.

Method of Prevention

The foundations are provided by inserting the piles to the extreme end where the availability of

hard rock.

4. Lateral pressure on the superstructure

The walls offoundations are liable to fall when sloped roof(or) Arches are constructed (or) due to

the wind force.

Method of Prevention

The base ofthe foundation wall should be much wider.

5. Horizontal movement ofthe earth

When buildings are constructed in the low level area and river bed where the soil is loose the

foundation may fail due to the horizontal movement ofearth.

Method of Prevention

To avoid sliding ofsoil bearing walls (or) Pillar with plates maybe constructed.
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6. Transpiration of trees and shrubs

The moisture content of soil is absorbed by the penetration ofroots from the trees and plants

around the foundation ofthe building. So cracks are formed to the shrinkage ofsoil.

Method ofPrevention

1

)

The foundations are taken sufficiently deep that is the foundation should be beyond the roots of

tree. Minimum depth should be one meter.

2) It should be seen that the fast growing trees and trees requiring more water should be 8 m away

from the building.

7.Atmospheric Action

The important factors affecting the foundation are rain and sun.

Chemical reactions and adverse effects are happeningwhen the chemical substances in the rain

water entering the earth.

Method ofPrevention

1

)

Foundation should be deep up to which rain water can reach

.

2) After the masonry works are finished sides ofwall should be filled with earth and consolidated

well. Rain water should be drained properly and it should not stagnate near the walls.
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QUESTIONS

PART-A

I. Choose the best answer

1 ) Concrete ratio followed for foundation.

a)l:3:6 b) 1:4:6 c) 1:2:4 d) 1:4:8

2) The foundation provided to protect from Earthquake

.

a) Continuous footing b) combined footing

c) Wall footing 4) Pile foundation.

3) Foundations provided for constructing the bridges

a) Spread footing b) Inverted footing

c) Pile foundation d) continuous footing.

4) The foundation provided where the availability ofclay layer below ground level,

a) Spread footing b) wall footing

c) Pile foundation d) Inverted footing.

PARTE

II.Answer in one (or) two words

1

)

How can we call the structure constructed below the ground, level.

2) What is the foundation followed where the bearing capacity ofsoil is low.

3) What type offoundation is provided for the lateral pressure and vertical pressures.

4) What is the name offoundation provided under water?

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What are the two important parts ofthe building structure?

2) What are the types offoundation.

3) What is the aim ofproviding the foundation.

4) Write the Rankine formula to calculate the depth offoundation and write the notation.

5) What are the types ofcaisson foundation.

6) What are the reasons for the failure offoundation.
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PART-D

IV. Answer shortly

1

)

Write the necessity for the construction ofpile foundation.

2) What are the points to be noted while foundation are provided in black cotton soil

.

3) What are the types ofwell foundation and explain.

PART-E

V. Answer in detail

1

)

What are the types ofshallow foundation and explain.

2) What are the reasons offailure offoundation? Describe the preventive methods ofthem.
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5.2. STONEMASONRY
5.2.1. DEFINITION

Ifconstruction is carried out using stones with cement or lime mortar, it is known as stone masonry.

It can be divided into following categories.

1

.

Stone masonry

2. Brick masonry

3. Composite masonry

5.2.2. TERMS USED IN STONE MASONRY

Natural Bed

The surface on which the materials was originally deposited in the formation ofrock is known as

natural bed. Rocks from which tones for masonry is obtained have distinct planes ofdivision along with

stone can easily be split. These planes are the natural beds ofthe stone.

Bond

The interlocking arrangement ofbricks, so as to avoid the occurence ofcontinuous vertical joints

is known as bond.

Quoins

The external corner (or) angles ofa wall are known as quoins and the stones (or) bricks forming

the quoin are known as quoin stones (or) quoin brick.

Sill level

The bottom surface ofa door (or) a window opening is known as a sill level.

Wall-Plate

Fig 5.2.1. Terms used in Stone

masonry

Corbel
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Corbel

It is aprojection provided on the inside face ofthe wall by projecting stones. The projection is

used to serve as a support for root plates (wooded beam) for rooftrusses, beams etc.

Weathering

It is a term to indicate bevelled top surface ofthe stone. It is sloped so as to allow easy flow of

rainwater;

Coping->$||fe

Parapet Wall

i-*— Blocking Course

Firs! Floor

Ground Floor

Frieze

String Course

R.C.C.Unlel

Reveal

Window Frame

, Plinth Course

£ T
Piirrth

Foundation

Concrete

Fig. 5.2.2. Terms used in Stone masonry
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Spalls

Stone chips broken offfrom large size stone during dressing and shaping are known as spalls.

Lacing Course

The horizontal course provided to strengthen a wall ofregular small stones is known as a lacing

course.

Through Stones

In stone masonry, some stones at regular intervals are placed through the full thickness ofwall

to develop bond. Such stones are known as through stones.

Through Stones

Lacing course Through Stone

Fig. 5.2.3. Terms used in Stone masonry

Cornice

This is amoulded course ofmasonry having large projections. Itmay be provided at thejunction

ofthe wall and ceiling near the top ofthe building.

Plinth

//-*-Porapet Wall

jfWeathering

Comics

Throating

We&thertng

Throaling

Cornice Coping

Fig. 5.2.4. Terms used in Stone masonry
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Coping

It is a course ofstone, concrete (or) bricks provided at the top ofthe wall so as to protect the wall

from seepage ofrain water throughjoints at the top most course ofthe wall. This course is generally

provided at the top ofaparapet wall (or) compound wall.

Throating

It is a small groove cut on the underside of sill, coping, cornice and proj ected chajj a to discharge

the rainwater without trickling downto the walls.

Course

A layer of stones or bricks is known as a course. The thickness of a course is equal to the

thickness ofa stone ofbrick plus thickness ofone mortarjoint.

Plinth

The projecting course at ground floor level is known as the plinth. It is also used to indicate the

height ofground floor level from ground level. The plinth course protects the interior ofa building from

rain water, frost etc. It is sometimes moulded and given ornamental treatment. The offset at plinth level

is sometimes omitted for the architectural purpose.

String Course

It is a continuous horizontal course ofmasonry, generally provided at every floor level. This course

remains projecting from the face ofthe wall and is intended to improve the elevation ofthe structure.

5.2.3, DRESSING OF STONES

The process ofcutting stones into suitable sizes and shapes is known as dressing of stones.

Objects off Dressing

1

.

To convert the stone pieces in to desired shape and size.

2. To make thin mortarjoints thereby reducing the mortar consumption and to improve the qualities

ofwork.

3

.

To give the desired surface finish.

4

.

To make transport easy and economical from quarry.

TYPES OF DRESSING

1

.

Hammer dressing

2. Chisel dressing

3

.

Punched dressing

4. Furrowed dressing

5. Combed dressing
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1. Hammer Dressing

A hammer dressed stone shall have no sharp and irregular corners and shall have comparatively

even surface. All the sharp and irregular corners ofthe stone obtainedby quarrying shall be knocked off

by using the flat face ofa scrabbling hammer. The surface shall be dressed with the pointed end ofthe

hammer.

r

Fig. 5.2.5. Hammer Dressing

The proj ection on the face shall not be more than40mm on an exposed face.

2. Chisel Dressing

Stones available from the quarry is first dressed with hammer and then smoothly dressed by means of

a pointed chisel, so that all the projections are removed and a fairly smooth surface is obtained. In this

type ofdressing the depth ofgap between the surface and a straight edge kept over the surface shall not

exceed 1 .5mm. This type of dressing is very commonly adopted for ashlar work.
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3. Punched Dressing

Fig. 5.2.6. Chisel Dressing

mmmunniTrrmrmi

B?piUMnnim(»hiiHfffl

Fig. 5.2.7. Punched Dressing
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This is another form ofrough dressing usually used for lower portions ofthe buildings. The exposed

face ofthe stone is dressed with the help ofa punch, thus making depressions or punch hole on it at

some regular distance (say 25mm) apart.A25mm wide strip is made around the perimeter ofthe stone

with the help ofchisel.

4. Furrowed Dressing

This type offinish is applied to the fillets or flat blands ofcornices, string courses, doors and

windows etc. After boasting the surface and then rubbing it 6 to 10 mm wide flutes are formed by a

gauge.Amargin ofabout 20mm width is sunk on all the edges ofthe stones and the central potion is

made to project about 1 5 mm.

iff

liMl til!

Fig. 5.2.8. Furrowed Dressing

5. Combed Dressing

This finish is used only in soft stones. Drags made ofsteel plates and ofdifferent grades are then

dragged backward and forward in different directions until the tool marks are eliminated. Fine drags is

used at the end, eliminates all the scratches on the stone.

Fig. 5.2.9. Combed Dressing

5.2.4. CLASSIFICATION OFSTONE MASONRY

The stone masonry classified as given below.
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1. Rubble masonry

2. Ashlar masonry

5.2.5. RUBBLE MASONRY

In this masonry, stones are not dressed finely. They are used in the masonry as they are available from

the quarry (or) stones obtained from quarrymay be shaped with the help hammersjust by removing

excess projection before they are used in the masonry.

Types ofRubble masonry

a Coursed rubble masonry

b Uncoursed rubble masonry

c Random rubble masonry

d Dry rubble masonry

A. Coursed Rubble Masonry

In this type ofrubble masonry, the height of stones vary from 50 mm to 20 cm. The stones are

sorted out before the work starts.

Fig. 5.2.10. Coursed Rubble Masonry

The masonry work is then carried out in courses such that stones in a particular course are ofequal

heights. This type ofmasonry is used for the construction ofpublic buildings, residential buildings etc.

B. Uncoursed Rubble Masonry

In this type ofrubble masonry the stones are not dressed. But they are used as they are available

from the quarry, except breaking some corners. The courses are not maintained regularly. The larger

stones are laid first and the spaces between them are then filled up by means of spalls. The wall is

brought to a level every 30 cm to 50 cm. This type ofrubble masonry being cheaper, is used for the

construction ofcompound walls, godowns, garages, labour quarters etc.
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Fig. 5.2.11. Uncoursed Rubble Masonry

C. Random Rubble Masonry

The stones of irregular sizes and shapes are used for the construction ofmasonry. The stones are

arranged so as to have a good appearance. More skill is required to make this masonry structurally

stable. This face stones are chisel dressed and the mortarjoints does not exceed 6mm to 12 mm. This

type ofmasonry is used for the construction ofresidential buildings, compound walls etc.

Fig. 5.2.12. Random Rubble

Masonry

D. Dry Rubble Masonry

This is similar in construction ofthe coursed rubble

masonry, except that no mortar is used in thejoints. This

requires skill in construction. This type ofmasonry is used

incompound walls, pitching, bridge approaches, retaining

walls etc.

&r£&

Fig. 5.2.13. Dry Rubble Masonry
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5.2.6. Ashlar Masonry

In this masonry the entire construction is done using square or rectangular dressed stones. The

stones used in this masonry are all dressed timely which chiseled. The height ofstones varies from 25

cm to 30 cm.

Types ofAshlar Masonry

a. Ashlar fine masonry

b. Ashlar Rough tooled masonry

c

.

Ashlar Rock masonry

d. Ashlar Chamfered masonry

e. Ashlar block in course masonry

A. Ashlar Fine Masonry

In this type ofmasonry, the beds, sides and faces are finely chisel dressed. The stones are arranged

in properbond and the thickness ofthe mortarjoints does not exceed 3 mm. This type ofconstruction

gives perfectly smooth appearance. It is costly in construction.

1

1

!
<>

Fig. 5.2.14. Ashlar Fine Masonry

B. Ashlar Rough tooled masonry

In this type of ashlar masonry, the beds and sides are finely chisel-dressed. But the face is made

rough bymeans oftools.A strip, about 25 mm wide andmade bymeans ofa chisel, is provided around

the perimeter ofevery stone exposed for view. The thickness ofmortarjoints does not exceed 6 mm.

This type ofwork is also known as the bastard ashlar.

C. Ashlar Rock masonry

In this type of ashlar masonry, a strip about 25 mm wide and made by means of a chisel, is

provided around the perimeter ofevery stone exposed for view as in case ofrough-tooled ashlar. But

the remaining portion ofthe face is left in the same form as received from quarry. Only projections on
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the face, known as the bushings, exceeding 80mm are removed by ahammer. This type ofconstruction

gives massive appearance.

D. Ashlar Chamfered

In this masonry, 2.5 cm chisel, drafting around the face is leveled at an angle of45° with the help

ofchisel. Another chisel drafting about 10mm to 12mm wide is again developed around the perimeter

inside the chamfered drafting. The remaining enclosed space is left as such. However, projections of

more then 8 cm are removed with the help ofhammer.

Fig. 5.2.15. Ashlar Chamfered

E. Ashlar Facing orAshlar Block-in-course

This masonrymay be called as combination ofrubble masonry and ashlar masonry. The faces of

the stones are generally hammer dressed and the thickness ofmortarjoints does not exceed 6mm. The

depth ofcourses varies from 20 cm to 30 cm.This type ofconstruction may be used for heavy engineering

works such as retaining walls and sea-walls.

Fig. 5.2.16. Ashlar Facing orAshlar Block-in-course
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5.2.7. Tools Used in Stone Masonry

p

BEVEL MASON
SQUARE

LINEAND
PIN

TROWEL SPIRITLEVEL

HAMMER

PLUMB RULE
AND BOB

Fig. 5.2.17. Tools Used in Stone Masonry

1

.

Trowel-To lift and spread mortar.

2. Plumb rule andbob - To check the verticality wall.

3

.

Spirit level - To check the horizontality ofthe surfaces.

4. Crow bar - To make the stones in quarry.

5

.

Hammer - For rough dressing of stones.

6. Chisels - To dress stones.

7. Pick axe - For rough dressing and to split stones.

8. Line and pins - To maintain the alignment ofthe progress.

9. Bevel - To set out angles.
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5.2.8. Points to be considered in the construction of stone masonry

1

.

The stones used should confirm the required specifications.

2

.

The stones should be well watered before use

.

3

.

All the stones should be laid on the natural bed.

4. The dressing ofstones should be properly done.

5

.

Proper bond with sufficient number ofthrough stones should be provided in construction.

6. No tensile stress should develop inthe masonry.

7. Good quality ofmortar should be used in construction.

8

.

Stone work should be raised uniformly.

9. In the stone work, small pieces and chips should not be used.

1 0. The stone work should be carried out as per line and level.

1 1

.

After the construction, the stone work should be watered for the required period.
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QUESTIONS

PART -A

I. CHOOSE THE BESTANSWER

1 ) In what direction the natural bed ofstone is provided.

a) Slope b) straight c) vertical d) Horizontal

2) The name ofstone used in outer edges ofwall

a) Sill level b) Corbel c) corner stone d) weathering

3) Provision ofsill level in the building

a) Door b) ventilator c)Beam d)Roof

4) Layer laid in single row

a) Plinth b) Layer c) coping c) cornice

5

)

In every floor ofbuilding the stone layer laid in each floor.

a) Weathering b) sill level c) Plinth d) string layer.

6) Extension oflength when stone dressed by hammer.

a) 2 cm b) 5 cm c) 4 cm d) 6 cm

7) Flat size ofexternal cutting ofstone by chisel dressing.

a) 30 mm b)40mm c) 250 mm d) 210 mm

8) Size ofstone used inRandom Rubble masonry

a) 20mm to 50 cm b) 50 mm to 20 cm c) 70 mm to 9 cm d) 1 mm to 20 cm

9) Thickness ofcement mortar in R,R. Masonry

a) 6 mm to 12 mm b) 8 mm to 16 mm c) 7 mm to 19 mm d) 4 mm to 8 mm

PART-B

II)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWOWORDS:

1

)

Write the types ofmasonry.

2) What is meant by Natural bed?
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3) What is meant by Plinth?

4) What is meant by sill level?

5) What are the uses ofcrow bar?

6) What are the uses ofhammer?

7) Which instrument is used for dressing ofstone?

8) What is the instrument used for finding vertical position while construction ofa wall.

9) What is the instrument for findingAngle?

1 0) What is the use ofspirit level.

11) Define cornice.

12) Define plinth and coping.

PART-C

III)ANSWER IN ONE (OR)TWO SENTENCES:

1) Define Masonry.

2) What is meant by stone masonry?

3) Define corbel, cornice.

4) What is the difference between string coarse and lacing coarse?

5) What is the purpose ofdressing ofstone?

6) What are the types ofdressing ofstone?

7) Write 4 materials used in stone masonry.

8) What are the types ofuncoarsed masonry.

PART-D

IV)ANSWER SHORTLY:

1

)

What are the points noted in stone masonry work.

2) Define the laying ofDressed stone in uncoarsed Rubble masonry.
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3) Define the construction ofFine Ashlars masonry with figure.

4) Write the material used in stone masonry and define their uses.

5) Define the uncoarsed Random Rubble Masonry.

PARTE

V)ANSWER IN DETAIL:

1

)

What are the types ofdressing of stone? Explain with sketch.

2) Define the terms used in stone masonry.

3) Write the types of stone masonry and explain uncoarsed masonry work.

4) Define the materials used in stone masonry.
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5.3. BRICK MASONRY

5.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Construction ofbrick units bonded togetherwith cement or lime mortar is tenned as brick masonry.

5.3.2. Some terms used in Brick masonry

Stretcher : It is a full brick which is laid with its length parallel to the face ofthe wall If all the

bricks are laid as stretchers the course is named as stretcher course.

Arrises

Fig. 5.3.1. Brick stretcher and header

Header

Bed

Bond

Closer

It is a full brick which is laid with its length perpendicular to the face ofthe wall.A
course ofbrickwork entirely composed ofheaders in header course.

It is a term used to indicate the lower surface ofbrick in each course.

It is aterm applied to the over lapping ofbricks in a wall in alternate courses, to bind

the whole wall together. Bonding is essential to eliminate continuous vertical joints.

It is a portion ofbrick cut in such a manner that its one long face remains uncut.

1. King closer: It is a brick which is cut in such a way that the width ofone of its end is halfofthat of

a full brick.

2. Queen closer : It is a term applied to a brick which is halfas a full brick. Queen closer is made by

cutting a brick lengthwise into two portions.

Perpends

Stretcher Course

Closer

Quoin Header

8ed Joint

i— Header Course

Lap

Fig. 5.3.2. Some terms used in Brick masonry
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Queen closer King closer

Fig. 5.3.3.

3. Beveled closer : It is similar to king closer the only difference that the whole length ofthe brick is

beveled for maintaining halfwith at one end and full width at the other.

4. Mitred closer : It is a brick whose one end is cut splayed or mitred for the full width.

<?*,
v
-i

Beveled closer Mitred closer

Fig. 5.3.4.

Brick bat :It is the portion ofa brick cut across the width or a brick cut by some fraction of its length.

Ifa brick cut by halfsize in it called as halfbat and cut by thee quarter size is three quarter bat.

Vz Bat Ya Bat

Fig. 5.3.5.
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Lap : The horizontal distance between two vertical joints is termed as lap.

Arises : The edges ofthe bricks are called as arises. Arises should be sharp and unbroken.

Bed joint : Joints parallel to the bed ofbricks or stone in a course are termed on bedjoints.

Perpends : It is a vertical joint on the face of awall directly over vertical joints of alternate

courses.

Frog : Depressions provided in the face ofthe brick is called as frog. It forms a key with

mortar to prevent sliding.

5.3.3. BONDS IN BRICKWORK

The different types ofbonds commonly adopted are given below.

1

.

Stretcher bond

2. Header bond

3. Englishbond

4. Flemish bond

5. Garden wall bond

6. Raking bond

7. Dutch bond

8

.

Brick on edge bond

1. Stretcher bond

In this arrangement ofbonding brick work all the bricks are laid as stretchers. It is used for half

brick wall only. It is commonly adopted in the cavity walls and partition wall.

<

**

Fig. 5.3.6. Stretcher bond
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2. Header bond

In this type ofbonding all the bricks are laid as headers on the face. It is used for walls curved on

plan.

3/4

3/4 4*

3/4

3/4

Fig. 5.3.7. Header bond

3. English bond

This is commonly used bond because it is stronger than the other bonds.

The important features ofEnglish bond

i) The bond consists ofalternate course ofheaders and stretchers.

ii) A queen closer will be placed next to the first header in each heading course.

iii) A course consisting ofheaders on front face will show headers on the back face also in one brick,

two brick, three brick thick walls.

iv) In walls having their thick nesses equal to an odd number ofhalfbricks, ie 1 Vi" brickthick walls or

2Vi" brick thick walls and so on the same course will show stretchers on one face and headers on

the other.

v) Continuous verticaljoints are eliminated.

vi) More quantity ofcement mortar consumes in header course than stretcher course as for as possible

less quantity ofcement mortar should be used for header course. Otherwise vertical j oint will be

formed in next course.
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Fig. 5.3.8. English bond (L - Junction)
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1 Brick External Wall

£
Tie Brick

1

-g- Brick Internal Wall

1
}

Plans of Alternate Courses

T-junction

Brick Masonry

1
-J

Bricks External Wall

Tie Brick

1

t Brick Interna 1

1
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11 ^-Bricks External Wall, r^
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e Brick

Plans of Alternate Courses
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t

1 2 Bricks.

L\ 1 Internal Wall

Fig. 5.3.10 English bond (T - Junction)
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4. Flemish bond
—

I ' 1
' T

L. _^_ ^ _:
i i<# _ —

I

V

Front Elevation

1 Brick Wall

1-1 Bricks Wall

W%£/Z r

2 Bricks Wall

Bock

Front

Bock

<r*

Front

Back

Front

Courses 2, 4, 6. etc., Double Flemish Bond

Fig. 5.3.11. Flemish bond (L- Junction)
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Fig. 5.3.12. English bond (L - Junction)
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The important features ofFlemish bond

1

.

Each course consists ofalternate headers and stretchers.

2

.

Queen closers are inserted in alternate courses next to the quoin header.

3. When 1
]

/ 2 V
2
brick walls are constructed bat bricks are also used with full brick. But when

1,2,3 brick walls are constructed only full bricks should be used.

4

.

Flemishbond is weaker than English bond.

5

.

Continuous verticaljoints may occur in Flemish bond.

6. Flemish bond renders the appearance ofthe face work more attractive and pleasing.

1 ^-Bricks External Wall

i
•-Tie Brick

i

'
1

T

t
1 Brick

-\ '

Internal Wall

Plans of Alternate Courses

T-junction

Fig. 5.3.13. Flemish bond (T - Junction)

5. Garden wall bond

A
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T

Garden-wall English bond

Fig. 5.3.14. Garden wall bond - English bond Junction
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These types ofbonds are used incompound wall, garden wall. These types ofwalls are constructed

upto 2m height to one brick wall. These type ofwall are constructed in English bond or flemish bond.

In English bond for three to five stretcher layer one header layer is provided. In flemish bond each layer

three or five stretcher course one header course is laid.

I- Bat-

-

->

^
1

'

>
1

:

Garden-wait Flemish bond

Fig. 5.3.15. Garden wall bond - English bond Junction

6. Raking bond

Diagonal bond

Herring-bone bond

Zig Zag Bond

Fig. 5.3.16. Raking bond
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This is a bond in brick work in which the bonding bricks are laid at any angle other than zero or

ninety degrees. The bricks should be stretchers. The forms ofraking bond are.

(a) Diagonal bond (b) Herring bone bond and (c) Zig - Zag bond. This bonds mostly used for

brick floors. Laying the bricks at 45 from the center line ofthe bricks is called Herring bone bond. This

is used for ornamental finishing works.

7. Dutch bond

V-r- -r- 't- -3
^~

1
' J

Bat
j

Nl.

"

'- ' '
.

:

"
:>

1

] ^

• .. I

Dutch bond

Fig. 5.3.17. Dutch bond

This bond is a modification ofEnglish cross bond. It consists ofalternate courses ofheaders and

stretchers. Each stretching course starts at the quoin with a three quarter bat.

S. Brick on edge bond

This is a form ofbonding brickwork in which bricks are laid on edge. It is economical butweak in

strength and hence it is onlyrecommended for garden walls or partition walls.

5.3.4. Tools used in brick masonry

n
~'

> ' ' i i i i i f

Line and Pin
Club Hammer

Mason Square

Trowel

Ifo

Spirit Level

Plump and bob

Fig. 5.3.18. Tools used in brick masonry
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1. Trowel

2. Plumb rule and bob

3. Sprit level

4. Line and pin

5. Straight edge

6. Square

7. Club Hammer

It is used to take and lay the mortar on the brick layer.

Used for construct walls vertically.

It is used to check the horizontal level ofwalls.

Used to constructthe walls straightly and uniformly

Used to check the vertical and straight positions ofwalls.

Used for set right angles

Used to broken bricks.

5.3.5. Points to be observed in the construction ofBrick masonry

1 . The bricks used in a good work should be sound, hard and well burnt with uniform size, shape and

colour.

2

.

The bricks should be thoroughly soaked in clear water before use. It reduces their tendency of

suction ofwater from wet mortar.

3

.

Only specified mortar ofa good quality should be assed

4. No brick - bats should be used in the work except closers.

5

.

The progress ofwork in raising masonry should be in unifonn layers at one level

.

6. Brickwork should be ensured that a proper bond is maintained through out the work.

7. The bricks should be laid on a full bed ofmortar. The frog in the brick should be at the top and

filled with mortar to ensure proper adhesion.

8

.

Scaffolding should be made for construction in higher places.

9. All the course should be laid truly horizontal and all the verticaljoints should be truly vertical. The

verticality should be checked with plumb bob.

1 . All the finished masonry work should be kept wet for at least seven days. Curing for two weeks

for cement mortar

5.3.6. Thickness of brick wall

The thickness ofbrick wall are provided bythe following terms

1

.

The total load action onthe wall

2. The total height ofthe wall

3

.

The quality ofmaterials used for the construction ofwall

4

.

The length ofwall

5

.

The height between the one floor to other
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Let the total load act on the wall be 'P' area ofthe wall 'A' length ofthe wall 'U thickness ofwall

T' admissible bearer capacity 'O'

This is the formula to find the thickness ofthe wallA= P / O

TxL-P/O

T = P/ L x O the thickness ofwall.

5.3.7. Difference between stone masonry and brick masonry

S.No. Stone Masonry Brick Masonry
1 The stones obtained naturally are

dressed to a particular shape and

used for masonry work.

In this the bricks burnt in kiln and used

for masonry work.

2 Stone masonry are very strong . Strength of brick masonry is lesser than

stone masonry.

3 Water tight stone masonry may be

constructed.

Like stone masonry watertight masonry

work is not possible in Brick masonry.

4 Stone masonry does not have the

property ofwater absorption so

this masonry is suitable for bath

room and toilets than brick

masonry.

Brick walls are having the property of

water absorption. To protect the walls

from the dampness cement plastering is

necessary. When sewage water is

sprinkled on the walls the bricks are

eroded and attains the powder form

.

5 Even though stone masonry is hard

but construction is tough.

Construction of brick masonry work is

very easy.

6 Bonding property is not much high

as in brick masonry and

consumption of cement mortar is

also high.

Good bonding property is available in

brick work. Less quantity of cement or

lime mortar is used.

7 Lifting and handling of stones are

tough. So speed of masonry work
is slow.

As the size of brick is small handling

and lifting is easy. So masonry work is

faster.

8 In hilly areas stores are highly

available so construction cost is

low

Other than hilly area cost of brick work

is economical.

9 We can not directly use the stone

which are taken from stone quarry.

It should be required to some
extent so cost becomes high.

We can use the bricks directly from the

kiln so cost becomes low.

10 Minimum width of stone masonry

should be 30cm construction of

stone masonry below this width is

tough.

We can construct brick walls from 10cm

to 20cm.

11 Heat absorption property is high

for stone masonry.

Heat absorption property is not much
high.
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QUESTIONS

Part-A

I. Choose the best answer and write

1 ) The name ofbottom portion when laying brick in stretcher coarse (or) header coarse in brick

masonry wall.

a) Bond b) Bed c) closer

2) The portion ofbrick cut in stretcher and header coarse is named as

a) king closer b) queen closer c) Bewelled closer

3) Allowable bearing capacity ofBrickwork constructed inMud Mortar

a) 200 KN/m2 b) 650 KN/m2
c) 550 KN/m2

4) Height ofGarden wall Bond

a) 1 m b) 2 m c) 2 m

5) Instrument used to break the brick

a) Trowel b) Nail c) Spirit level

6) Instrument used to check the level ofwall in horizontal position

a) Trowel b)Nail c) Spirit level

7) Instrument used to check the construction ofwall in vertical position

a) Trowel b) Plum bob c) Hammer

PART-B

II. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What is meant by Queen closer?

2) Write two types ofBonds in Brick Masonary.

3) Where header bonds are used.

4) Howbricks are provided in Flemish Bond.

5) Which bond is good in appearance.

6) Which is low strength bond than Flemish bond.

7) What is the closer provided next to Corner stone.

8) What is the use ofPlumb bob.

d) stretcher

d) Mitred closer

d) 400 KN/m2

d)4m

d) Hammer

d) Hammer

d)Nail
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PART-C

1 ) Write short notes on (a) Queen closer, (b) King closer.

2) What is meant by stretcher, Header of a brick.

3

)

Define Brick Masonry.

4) Define lA brick 3A bricks.

5) Define Frog.

6) Write two types ofbond.

7) Write five materials used in Brickwork.

8) What is the use ofPlumb bob.

PART-D

1

)

What are the points to be noted in brick work.

2) Draw the Top elevation, Front elevation ofone brick English bond with ' L' Joint.

3) Draw the top elevation, Front elevation ofone brick Flemish Bond with 'L' Joint.

4) Write materials used in Brick masonry and their uses.

5) Write difference between Racking Bond and Garden wall bond and draw the sketch.

PARTE

V. Answer in Detail:

1

)

Write the terms used in Brickworks and define with neat sketch.

2) Write types ofBrick masonry and define any five with neat sketch.

3) Define Englishbond with sketch.

4) Define Flemish bond with sketch.
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UNIT - VI

6.1 ARCHESAND LINTELS

6.1.1. Introduction

An arch is a structure which is constructed to span across openings such as doors, windows etc.

Generally it consists ofa small wedge shaped bricks (or) stone blocks which arejoined together with

mortar and supported at the abutments and piers.

6.1.2. Terms Used in arches

1. Intrados

The inner curve ofan arch is known as intrados.

2. Soffit

This is the inner surface ofthe arch. Sometimes the terms, intrados and soffit are treated as syn-

onymous.

3. Extrados

The external curve ofan arch is known as extrados.

4. Abutment

This is the end support ofan arch

5. Pier

There are the intermediate supports ofan arcade

6. Skew Back

This is an inclined surface on the abutment. The arch commences from this only.

7. Springer

This is the first voussoir at springing level on either side ofan arch.

8. Springing Point

These are the points from where the curve ofan arch starts.

9. Springing Line

This is the imaginaryhorizontal linejoining thetwo springing points.

10. Crown

This is the highest point ofthe extrados.

11. Key
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This is a wedge shaped unit at the crown ofan arch.

12. Span

This is the clear horizontal distance between the supports.

13. Rise

This is the clear vertical distance between the highest point on the introdos and springing line.

14. Centre

This is the geometrical centre ofthe curve ofan arch

15. Depth

This is the perpendicular distance between the intrados and Extrados.

Fig. 6.1.1. Terms used in the Arches

Extrados

Crown

Springer

X_ Span —

^

Nv./
- ^ Abutment-
Centre HJ

Segmental arch

1 6. Haunch : It is the lower halfportion ofthe arch from the springing to the mid way to the crown

from either side.

17.Arcade : This is row of arches supporting a wall above and being supported by the piers.

6.1.3. Types ofArches

1. According to Shape

• Flat arch

• Segmental arch

® Semicircular arch
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• Eilliptical arch

• Parabolic arch

• Relieving arch

• Inverted arch

• Circular arch

• Horse shoe arch

2. According to materials of Construction

1

.

Stone arches

2. Brick arches

3. Concrete arches

FlatArch

The apparent shape of this is flat and usually the skew back forms an angle of 60° with the

horizontal as shown in figure. Thus as equilateral triangle is formed with one side as intrados. The depth

of a flat arch is normally made equal to some course ofmansonry. The extrados is kept perfectly

horizontal. Flat arches are found to be comparatively weak.

Skewback
Extrados

Fig. 6.1.2. FlatArch
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Circular arch

Bull's eye arch

Fig. 6.1.3. Circular arch

Segmental arch

This type ofarch is segmental in shape and its centre lines below the springing line. The bedjoints

ofthe voussoirs radiate from the centre ofthe arch. The depth ofsegmental arches may be 20 to 30 cm
according to the class ofwork, width ofopening etc. The segmental arch is used for various sizes.

Direction of Natural Bed

Segmental arch

Fig. 6.1.4. Segmental arch

Inverted Arch

The arches are used in foundations Inverted arches are provided to reduce the depth offoundations

where the bearing capacity of soil is low These are useful in the construction offoundation where

Bridges, small Dams water tank are constructed.

6.1.4. Centering for arches

These are temporary structures which are required to support brick, stone (or) concrete arches

during their construction. It is called centering the upper surface ofthe centering corresponds to the

shape ofintrados ofthe arch. The centering for arches consists oftwo parallel boards. The boards

upper surface are curved in shape on both sides Boards are supported by wooden strips. These

wooden strips are used to support the bricks (or) stones these wooden strips are also called as laggings.

The above seen boards are 30 mm depth and 30 cm in breath breadth
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Brace 25mmx150mm —

i

Laggings 50 mmx30 mm
Ribs 25mmx200mm

Arch

1yBk.

(»r^Cen1re Block

'-Ties Bearers lOOmmxSOmm-1

25 mmx200mm
3.50 m

TTVTTt
Folding
W«Sdges

Elevation
Props 100 mrrtxIOO mm

Section on AB

j
Lagglngsj

[
|

-

Boards

A :

Plan

Arch centering

Fig. 6.1.5. Centering for arches

-Wedges

Elevation Section A-A

Turning Piece

Isometric View

Fig. 6.1.6. Z
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Points to be noted in providing centering

1

)

According to the width ofArches the distance ofwooden board and length of laggings are de-

cided.

2) The laggings are kept 1 mm back from the arch work. Thus it will not be hurdle to check with

plumbob during the construction ofarch.

3) After attaining required strength the centering ofarch should be removed. The removal ofcenter-

ing is done by slightly loosening the folding wedges.

6.1.5. Lintels

Definition

A horizontal member provided over the opening ofdoor or window so as to take up the above

opening is known as lintel.

Types ofLintels based on the materials ofconstruction

1. Wooden lintel

2. Stone lintel

3. Brick lintel

4. Steel lintel

5. R.C.C. lintel

1. Wooden lintels

Built-up Wood Lintel

i

Packing Piece

m
Section on AB o

A -^VS^AJ'B

J)

7\

-/VS2.A.

TV

7T

Wood lintel

Fig. 6.1.7. Wooden lintels

PJon

Wood lintel

Wooden lintels are commonly used in hilly areas where timber is cheaply available in abundance.

In plants, thewooden lintels are rarely Bed on account oftheirhigh cost. Susceptibility to catch fire and

ability to decay by rot on certiries. Wooden lintels should be made ofsound and hard timber. The

amount ofbearing oflintel ends should be adequate (usually 1 5 to 20 cm) The depth oflintel should be

1/12* ofspan or 8 cm whichever is greater. The width ofthe lintels is taken equal to the thickness ofthe

opening.
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2. Stone lintels

Fig. 6.1.8. Stone lintels

The use ofstone lintels is recommended only in places where stone is available in p' entry and the

structure is made ofstone masonry. Stone lintels are constructed of slabs ofstones of sufficient length

without flaws. The thickness ofthe stone lintel should be 4 cm for every 30 cm ofspan.

Stone, being poor in tensile strength cannot withstand the transverse stress. Hence, stone lintels

should never be used for opening more than 1 m in span. It is difficult to obtain the slabs ofstones of

sufficient length and depth, free from defects on flaws.

3. Brick lintels

1

'
1

1 111
. 1 1 1

opening-

r~r~T

-* Opening

Fig. 6.1.9
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These lintels consist ofbricks which are generally placed on end or edge. The bricks should be

well-burnt, copper-coloured, free from cracks, with shape and square edges. A temporary wood

support, known as a turning piece, is used to construct a brick lintel. In order to maintain the appearance

ofbrickwork, a brick lintel should have a depth equal to some multiple ofbrick courses.A steel angle

or steel flat bar oflength equal to brick lintel may be provided at the bottom of lintel.

4. Steel Lintels

JZT

IR.S. Joist

Elevation

J__

Concrete

Embedment
Multiple Units

Fig. 6.1.10. Steel lintels

These lintels usually consists ofbuilt up sections ofthree rolled steel joists or channel sections

which are held together at proper distances by tube separators. These built up sections are embedded

in concrete to protect them from the effect ofcorrosion. The whole system is cured like a R.C.C. lintel.

5. Reinforced cement concrete lintels

Reinforcement:

Top: 2 Bars 6mm dia.

1 Bar 9 mm dia. Rin9 s 6 mm dia.

Bottom: 2 Bars 9 mm dia. at 2D0 mm c/c

d| *|

Sec. a»

Reinforcement:

Top: 2 Bars 6 mm die.

Bottom: 3 Bars 9 mm dia-

H- li-Sk.-H

-<FET

200mm

iw

1 m

R.C.C. Unlet

Sec. bb

Fig. 6.1.11. R.C.C. Lintel
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These lintels consists ofthe reinforced cement concrete and they have replaced practically all

other materials for the lintels. The R.C.C. lintels are fire-proof, durable, strong, economical and easy to

construct. No relieving arches are necessarywhen the R.C.C. lintels are adopted.

The usual concrete mix for R.C.C. lintel is 1 :2:4 i.e. 1 part ofcement, 2 parts ofsand and 4 parts

ofaggregates by volume. The plain concrete lintels can be used upto a span ofabout 800 mm. But

some form ofreinforcement is necessary in the R.C.C. lintels as plain concrete is weak in tension. The

amount ofreinforcement depends on the span of lintel, width of opening and the total load to be

supported by the lintel.

Some times to provide sunshade monolothically with the lintel. Lintel cum sunshade are joint

together and sunshade is projected.

Beam Reinforcement :

Top : 2 Bars 9 mm Dia.

Bottom: 3 Bars 12 mm Dia.

2 Straight and 1 Bent
Rings : 6 mm Dia. At 200 mm c/c

-9mm Dia. Bars at 150 mm c/c

i
j*' '. >•

, 1, 'r >V :
^)

[ 50 mm
'

T
Every Third 9 mm
Dia. Bar Bent
as Complete Hook

R.C.C. lintel and weather shed

Fig. 6.1.12, R.C.C. Lintel cum Sunshade
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6.1.6. Difference between arches and lintels

SLNo Arches Lintels

1 Curved in shape. Horizontal in shape.

2. Giving unnecessary rises over

door and window openings.

There is no un necessary

rises in lintels.

3. Good for uniformly distributed

loads and weak in point loads.

Strong in U.d.l. as well as

point bads.

4. Joints should be in radial shape. Joints should be vertical

5. Supported at the abutments and

piers.

There is no supports like

piers and abutments.

6. Arches giving good appearance

to the buildings.

Giving ordinary appearance

to the buildings.

d) 100 to 120 cm

QUESTIONS

PART-A

Choose the best answer and write

1) Depth ofcircular portion inArches

a) 20 to 30 mm b) 40 to 50 cm c) 70 to 80 cm

2) The arches constructed in low bearing capacity ofsoil

.

a) Inverted arch b) parabolic arch c) semi circular arch d) Horseshoe arch

3

)

The material used to avoid termites inwooden lintel

.

a) Cement b) sand c) paint

4) Nature ofRCC lintel,

a) Not strong b) strong c) beautiful

5) The concrete ratio used in Reinforced Concrete Lintel

a) 2:3 b) 1:2:3 c)3:2

6) In continuous arch the bearing portion ofcurve on both dead ends.

a) pillar b) abutment

7) The word used inArches

a) curve b) landing

II. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What are intrados?

2) What is a soffit?

3) What are extrados?

c) crown

c) pier

PART-B

d) Brick

d) all the above

d) 1:2:4

d) span

d) lintel
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4) What will be the angle between skew back ofa Hatarer and horizontal is kept?

5) What is a pier?

6) Write any 3 words used inArches?

7) What should be the depth ofa wooden lintel?

8) What should be the concrete ratio followed for reinforced concrete lintel.

9) Where the lintels are provided in a house?

1 0) Which lintel are used as beam.

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences:

1) Define lintel?

2) Classify theArches according to material

.

3) What is an arch.

4) What are the types of lintels?

5) Define keystone and crown.

6) Write short notes on stone lintel.

7) Write short notes on flat arch.

8) Define intrados and Extrodes.

9) Define Span and Depth.

PART-D

1 ) Tabulate the difference between Lintels and arches.

2) Draw the figure ofLintel and sunshade and illustrate the points.

3) Write the types ofArches and define anytwo with sketches.

4) Draw any one type ofarch and illustrate the parts.

PART-E

V. Answer in Detail:

1

)

Draw an arch and define the terms used in it.

2) Write the types oflintels and define with sketch.
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6.2. CARPENTRYAND JOINERY

6.2.1. INTRODUCTION

Carpentry is the term applied to that form ofwood work in which the wooden members are

subjected to loads or thrusts. The workman who handles the work ofcarpentry is called a carpenter.

Joinerymay be defined as the trade inwood work in which skilled labour is required to render the

wooden members capable offraming together. In our country carpentry andjoinery are treated as a

single trade. The man who handles the work ofcarpentry andjoinery is called a carpenter.

6.2.2. TERMS USED IN CARPENTRY

1) Sawing

Sawing the wood with a saw.

2) Shooting

Shooting the edges ofwood as straight and square.

3) Chamfering

It consists in taking offthe edges ofa wooden member to 45°.

4) Bevel

Sloping the edges above 45°.

5) Planing

The process oftaking the shavings offwooden member is called planning

6) Mitering and scribing

It is the process offraming one molding into the face ofanother at an interior angle.

7) Molding

It is the process ofmolding the wood by hand or by machine.

8) Rebating

It is the process of cutting a rectangular groove along with the edge ofa member.

9) Housing

It is the process ofcutting groove in a timber piece across its grain, So as to permit the insertion of

another member in it

.

10) Grooving

Cutting grooves parallel to its grain.
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11) Nosing

Projection from a vertical face is called as nosing.

12) Studding

It is the term applied to the fixing of small timber battens, to timber walls to which lather and

boards are to be nailed.

13. Batten

It is the name given to a narrow strip ofwood normally nailed overjoints ofboards.

14) Veneering

It is the process ofcovering the exposed surface ofawoodenmember with a thin sheet to improve

the appearance ofthe member.

6.2.3. Principles governing the construction ofJoints

The appearance and durability ofthe woodenmembers are according to thejoints made. More

joints should reduce the strength ofmembers. So in carpentryjoints the following points should be

considered.

1

)

The wooden members may be framed together to serve the purpose.

2) Joint the woodenmembers across its grain.

3) Compressive stress should be in all joints

4) The pressure should be equal and uniformly distributed on all joints

.

5) All thejoints must have the equal strength.

6) Thejoints shouldnot be affected by shear force and crushing;

6.2.4 Types ofjoints

Some important types ofjoints used in carpentry works are given below.

1) Butt joint

Butt or plainjoint is formed by laying the boarding side by side as shown in figure (11.1)

2) Rebated joint

Rebatedjoint is formed by cutting rectangular depression in each board and the end lapped over

one another.

3) Rebated and fillet joint

Rebated and filletjoint in similar to tongued and ploughedjoint with only difference that the hard

wood piece is situated at the lower face ofthe boarding.
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Butt joint Rebated Joint

m
Fillet

Rebated and filleted Joint

Fillet

Ploughed and tongued Joint

Groove Tongue J

Tongued and grooved joint Rebated, tongued and grooved joint

Splayed joint

•Dowel

Dowelled Joint

Beaded

Matched and beaded joint

V—Jointed

Matched and V-Jolnted Joint

Fig 6.2.1. Types of Joints
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4) Tongued and ploughed joint

In tongued and ploughedjoint each board in cut so as to have tongue on one edge and groove on

the other and hard wood piece cal led plough is fitted tight between successive boards.

5) Tongued and grooved joint

In tongued and groovedjoint each board is cut so as to have tongue on one edge and groove on

the other endjoint together.

6) Rebated tongued and grooved joint

Rebated tongued and groovedjoint is formed by so shaping the tongued and grooved ends ofthe

members that rebate is also formed by cutting an additional with one side ofthe tongued member.

7) Splayed joint

Splayedjoint is similar to buttjoint except that the edges are splayed.

8) Dowelled joint

Dwelledjoint is similar to tongued and ploughedjoint. This is a very strong joint. The joints are

provoided by filling slate metal, brass, copper in the grooved place.

9) Matched and beaded joint

Matched and beadedj oint is a modified form oftongue and groovedj oint. In this type ofj oint the

tongued edge ofeach board has special moulding for good appearance.
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QUESTIONS

Part-A

I. Choose the best answer and write

1 ) The word used in carpentry work.

a) shooting b)joint c) Lintel d) Joinery

2) Carpentry Joint

a) Planning b) Buttjoint c) carpentry d) Joinery

3) The name ofcutting the corner edge of a wooden piece by more than 45°

a) 60° b)90° c)45° d) 30°

4) Planning so called in carpentry work.

a) sawing b) shavings c) shooting d) Housing

5) Type offorce should act whenj oining are provided in carpentry work.

a) Tensile force b) Breaking force c) compressive force d) Force ofwind pressure.

6) Type offeree should not affect whenjoining are provided

a) Tensile force b) compressive force

c) Inclined force d) force ofwind pressure.

7) Other name ofButt Joint

a) Rectangularjoint b) squarejoint c) Conejoint d) Circularjoint.

8) The j oint provided for good appearance

a) matched b) Grooved c) Splayed d)Buttjoint.

9) Method ofcutting the timber by Hacksaw

a) Moulding b) Grooving c) sawing d)Bewel

PART-B

II. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1 ) Write the words used in carpentry work.

2) What is meant by sawing?

3) What is planning?

4) What are the other name ofButt Joint.

5) What is meant by Bolton Batten?

6) Write the uses ofRebate j oint?
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7) What is meant by Grooving?

8) How the person called while working for architectural carpentry work?

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences:

1 ) What do you mean by carpenter (or) Jointer?

2) Define two words used in carpentry work?

3) Write three types ofcarpentry j oint?

PART-D

1) Define Carpentry?

2) Draw any two carpentryjoint?

PART-E

V. Answer in Detail

1

)

What are the points noted while Joining carpentry?

2) Define the words used in carpentry work.
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6.3. DOORSAND WINDOWS

6.3.1. INTRODUCTION

A door may be defined as a frame work secured in an opening left in a wall for the purpose of

providing access to the uses ofthe structure.Awindowmay be defined as an opening made in a wall for

the purpose ofproviding daylight, vision and ventilation.

Store room requires only light windowmay be fixed so that they can not be opened.

6.3.2. TERMS USED IN DOORS AND WINDOWS

Door frame or Window frame

Door frame or window frame is made up oftwo vertical members and which are secured by one

or two cross pieces at top and bottom.

Shutter

Shutters are generallymade up oftimber framework with panel insets ofglass, timber or plywood.

Shutter frame work should have styles, top rail, bottom rail, locking rail and panel.

Style

The vertical members in both sides ofshutter in style.

Top rail

The horizontal member in the top ofshutter is termed as top rail.

Bottom rail

The horizontal member in the bottom ofshutter is called as bottom rail.

Lock rail

Top Rail-

>

Lock Roli-

prams-*

- Head

-cL -Horn

Style

"CHoldfast

Bottom Rail—c I

' L

Door

Fig. 6.3.1. Terms used in doors
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The horizontal member in the shutter in between top rail and bottom rail to fit locks is called as

lock rail.

Panel

The portion inside the shutter frame work in termed as panel.

Sash

The frame made for glass like panels is called as sash.

Mullion

The vertical member which separates the shutter in the middle is mullion.

Transom

The horizontal member which divides the shutter into two parts is called as transom.

Louver

The small strips ofwood fixed inclined in the shutter is called as louver.

Head

Style-

Frame~>-

hd.

i—

^

\

-Horn

oldfast

^Rai!

SHI

Window

Fig 6.3.2. Terms used in Windows

Putty

The mixture oflime and lined oil used for fixing the glass with shutters is termed as putty.

6.3.3. Size and Location ofDoors and Windows

The following guidelines should be kept in viewwhile deciding the location ofdoors and windows

in a building.

i) Doors should as for as possible be located near the comer of a room, about zoom a way 20 cm
from the corner.
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ii) The number ofdoors in aroom should be kept minimum to achieve optimum utilization ofspace.

Large number ofdoors besides causing obstruction, consume more area in circulation.

iii) The window still should be placed at 75 to 1 00 cm above the floor level.

iv) Windows should be located opposite to each other wherever possible.

v) The size and number ofwindows should be sufficient to provide adequate light, ventilation and

privacy in the room.

vi) The shutters ofwindows in external walls should open out side.

6.3.4. The size of doors

Doors inside the houses - 0.90m X 2.00 m

External doors - 1 .00 m X 2.00 m

Bathroom doors - 0.70 m X 2.00 m

Doors in the public buildings

Like schools and hospitals - 1 .20 X 2.25 m

Car shed - 2.25 X 2.75 m

The minimum height ofthe doors should be 1.8 m

Generally the width ofthe door = 0.4 to 0.6X height

Or

Height = width +1 .2.m

6.3.5. TYPES OF DOORS

1

.

Ledged doors.

2. Ledged and braced doors.

3

.

Ledged and framed doors.

4. Ledged, braced and framed doors

5. Framed and paneled doors.

6. Glazed doors

7. Flush doors.

8. Louvered doors.

9. Collapsible doors.

1 . Revolving doors

.
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1 1

.

Rolling doors.

12. Sliding doors.

l.Ledged doors

This door consists ofa series ofvertical battens fixed together with horizontal members known as

ledges. There are three ledges named top ledge, bottom ledge and middle ledge. The door is hung on

the frame by iron hinges called T-hinges or cross garnet hinges. These types ofdoor are mostly used for

rooms where economy rather than the appearances is ofmain consideration.

Wall-*

Head

'—"- Hinge

Top Ledge

*- Frame

Middle

Ledge

-Hinge "-Batten

Enlarged Part-plon

Ledged door

Outside

Fig. 6.3.3. Ledged door
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2. Ledged and braced doors

This is an improved form ofbattend and ledged door. In this type ofdoor two additional members

are provided in the form of inclined braces as shown in (fig 12.4). The braces incline downwards

towards the side on which the door is hung.

-Batten Outside

Enlarged Part— plan (A-A)

Ledged and braced door

Fig. 6.3.4. Ledged and braced doors
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3. Ledged and framed doors

The frame work ofthis type ofdoor consists oftwo vertical members called stiles, three horizontal

members called stiles, three horizontal members known as ledges and vertical battens. Size of stiles

should be 1 cmX 40 mm. This is considered to be superior in strength, durability and appearance to

other two types ofdoors mentioned above.

•Batten Outside

Enlarged Part-plan (A-A)

Ledged and framed door

Fig. 6.3.5. Ledged and framed doors
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4. Ledged, braced and framed doors

This door consists of battens, ledges, braces and frames. It has more strength, durability and

appearance. The braces are housed and inclined towards the side on which the door is hung.

-Batten Outside

Enlarged Part-plan (A-A)

Ledged, framed and braced door

Fig. 6.3.6. Ledged, braced and framed doors
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5. Framed and Paneled Doors

Wall

Lintel-

Top
Rail

Panel

Frieze
'

Rail
"

Panel

Fram<

Lock
"

Rail

c

Bottom
Rail

a
o
M
*•
3
o

Elevation

Inside

Vertical
Section

Fig. 6.3.7. Framed and Paneled Doors

This type ofdoor is commonly provided in all types ofbuildings. This door consists oftimber

frame work of stiles and rails which are grooved on the inside to receive one or more panels. The

number ofpanels and type ofpanels should be selected according to the places used. The thickness of

shutter should be 30 mm 40 mm and thickness ofpanels should be 20 mm. the door may be single,

double, three, four or six paneled and so on. This should have good appearance.
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6. Glazed doors

uliy glazed door Partly panelled and partly glazed door

Fig. 6.3.8. Glazed doors

This type ofdoor is used in residential as well as public buildings like hospitals, schools or colleges

etc. with a view to supplement the natural lighting provided by windows. They can be glazed fully or

partly. The glass should be fitted by using putty with frames.

7. Flush doors

Flush doors have pleasing appearance, Simple construction, high strength and durability and cost

less. Flush doors can be divided in following types.

(i) Solid core type flush door.

(ii) Hollow core type flush door.

(a) Solid core flush door

Top Rail"

jr I
I1 1 I
I

i
i

I |! i

,
I ! i

1

I Iff I

'
i

i

;

i
i

i
i
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i
|

. i
i

i • i
i I

I

I
I

I ' i
I .

-f

v_ 1jT

-Laminates Core

Plvwood

Fig, 6.3.9. Flush door

- Solid core

Style Laminated Core-

wm%-^Y/A/,

Plywood

Bottom Rail

Laminated flush door Enlarged section on AA
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The frame is made out of selected species oftimber. It is necessary to provide hard wood lipping

around the frame. The thickness ofthe shutter should be 30 mm.

(b) Hollow core type flush door

In this type the frame consists ofstiles, top rail, bottom rails and minimum inter mediate rails. The

space between stiles and the rails is divided by fixingwooden battens not less than 25 mm in width. The

voids are equally distributed. The voids should be filled with work. Plywood sheets and face veneers

are then glued underpressure on both faces ofthe core.

Hinge Block

•Lock Block

Vertical Ribs

tHoIIow Space
Holes

!

Horizontal Ribs

/-Plywood

•Style Hole

Plywood

;?
¥

Vertical Ribs

'-Hollow Space

Bottom Rail

Framed flush door Enlarged section on AA

Fig. 6.3.10. Flush door Hollow core

8. Louvered doors

Outside

V

Inside

E

o
<a

"5

<j„
4)

>

Outside

Louvers-

Inside

Movable louvers

Fig. 6.3.11. Louvered Doors
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In this type of doors the stiles of shutter are grooved to receive a series oflouvers which may be

ofglass orwood. The louvers are set within the grooves in inclined position, so that they slope downward

to the outside in order to run offthe rain water and obstruct the horizontal vision at the same time. It may

be fixed or pivoted. These are commonly used in bathrooms, W.C., Workshops, dressing rooms etc.

9. Collapsible Doors

rRolter

Elevation

./

Top of

Opening

1

1

- 4

t ,

J
Floor

Level
1

Details at Top and Bottom

Collapsible sleef door

Fig. 6.3.12. Collapsible Doors

These doors are used for shops garages, public buildings, godowns etc, and in situations where

width ofopening is large. The door essentially consists ofvertical double channels each20x10x2mm
in size and spaced at 10 to 12 cm apart. These are braced with flat iron diagonals 20 mm wide and 5

mm thick,. The door shutter slides over roller mounted at its bottom and is held in position by the rails.

This door is also used for residences to increase safety and protection.
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10. Revolving doors

Corner
Post

Rubber Piece

Revolving door

Fig 6.3.13. Revolving door

This door essentially consists offour leaves radially attached to a centrally placed mullion in a

circular opening. The leaves and the mullion are enclosed in a vestibule. The leaves may be glazed,

paneled or partly glazed; such doors are commonly provided in hotels, banks, offices and other such

important public buildings.

11. Rolling doors

£Drum

'

:Z?.1 <P

Stopper-J
s-

ShutterJ

=^ -Handles

Guide
Channel

mi.-Drum

Locking
Arrangement

Elevation

[nside

Section

£ Shutler

Outside

Plan

Guide r

Channel

Fig. 6.3.14. Rolling Door

Rolling steel door
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The shutter consists ofthin steel slabs inter locked to each other and wiled upon specially designed

pipe shaft mounted at the top ofthe opening. The door shutter travels intwo vertical steel guide channels

installed at either end ofthe opening. The shutter is counter balanced by means ofhelical spring enclosed

in the drum. These are used for stores, shop fronts, factories and garages etc.

12. Sliding Doors

The door is provided with top and bottom guide rails or runners within which the shutters slide.

The guide rails run past the opening for a distance equal to the width ofthe shutter so that when the door

is required to be opened, the door shutter occupies anew position parallel to the wall face and clear off

the opening. This type ofdoor is suitable for good shops, sheds, godowns, officer, and garages.

Woll

—>- Single Shutter Sliding, on One Side

Wall

Double Shutters Sliding on Both Sides

Wall

Double Shutters Sliding on One Side

Door i .-H
Opening

Channel Track-7
Front View of Sliding Door with

Single Shutter ond Sliding Arrangements

Sliding door

Fig. 6.3.15. Sliding Doors

12.3. TYPES OFWINDOWS

1. Dormer window

2

.

Loweredwindow

3. Baywindow

4. Lantern window
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5. Sky light window

6. Gable window

7. Corner window

8

.

Slidingwindow

9. Glazed or sash window

1. Dormer Window

Sloping Roof

Dormer Window—,
^^ J.^'^>~^\

>le Window - <&^<--' >

d

.

Go ble En

-A

—

Gable window and dormer window

Fig. 6.3.16. DormerWindow and Gablewindow

It is a vertical window built in the sloping side of a pitched roof. This window is provided to

achieve proper ventilation and lighting belowthe roof.

2. Louvered Window

In this type ofwindow the stiles ofshutter are grooved to receive a series oflouvers. The louvers

are set within the grooves in inclined position so that they slope downward to the outside in order to

obstruct the horizontal vision. Louvers should be fixed orpivoted. Mostly used in bathrooms and toilet.

3. Bay Window

r Building Face Line r Building Face Line

Wa
—

Shutter

Frame Shutter '-Window Sill

Square bay window

Fram^ Shutter Lwindow Sj||

Splayed bay window

Fig. 6.3.17. Bay Window
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Awindow projecting out ward from the walls ofaroom is termed as a bay window. Bay window

may be square, rectangular or polygonal in plan and it is introduced with a view to provide an increased

area ofopening for admittance oflight and ventilation.

4. Lantern Window

Flat Roof

Elevation.

Plan

Lantern light

Fig. 6.3.18. Lantern Window

Ifthe light from the windows on the walls is not enough, windows are provided on the roofalso.

These are called as lantern window. It should be square or rectangular in shape.

5. Skylight Win
Ceiling

Bottom Rail

Lead Flashing

Fig. 6.3.19. SkylightWindow



This is a type offixed window provided on the sloping surface ofa pitched roof. The frame work

ofskylight supporting the glass panels. This type ofwindows are provided to get one more light.

6. Gable Window

The window provided in the gable end ofa pitched roofis known as gable window.

7. CornerWindow

This type ofwindow is essentially located in the corner of a room. It serves an architectural

features for improving the elevation ofthe building.

Frame Frame

Corner window

Fig. 6.3.20. Corner Window

8. SlidingWindow

In this type ofwindow the shutters move on the roller bearing and can slide either horizontally or

vertically.

9. Glazed Window

Style
/

: \
Glass

\
r- :

\

;
'

Glass

.

.
-

/ V

Glass

/ . \
1

J '" — '

T
Ventilator

1

-Frame

Window with ventilator

Fig. 6.3.21.

Glazed Window
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The shutters ofthis window should be glass. The glass panels are secured in either by putty or by

small fillets known as glazing beads. These windows should also be giving light when the window is

closed.

6.3.7. FIXTURES FORDOORSAND WINDOWS

Hinges

1) Back flap hinge

It should be used when the thickness ofdoor shutter is less.

2) Butt hinge

It is the commonly used type ofhinge.

3) Counter flap hinge

While closing the door the two parts ofthe door shouldjoin together.

4) Garnet hinge

It is used in ledged and braced doors.

5) Rising butt hinge

It increases height by 1 mm when opening.

6) Strap hinge

It is used for heavy doors.

Bolts

l.AldropboIt

It is used in eternal doors ofthe buildings.

2.Barrel bolt

These are fixed in the backside ofdoors.

3. Latch

Used for all types ofdoors and windows.

4. Hasp and staple bolt

Used for external doors.

5. Tower bolt

It is nearly the same as barrel bolt. But three or two rings used instead ofthe barrel.
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Fig. 6.3.22. Hinges and Bolts
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Fig. 6.3.23. Locks and Handles
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Locks

1. Cup-board lock

Used for small doors

2. Hooke and eye

To keep the windows in open condition these bolts are used.

3. Mortise lock

To lock the doors from out side ofthe rooms.

4. Pad lock

These are used together with aldrap bolt.
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QUESTIONS

PART-A

I. Choose the best answer and write

1 ) Terms used in window

a) style b) joint c) Housing

2) Shape ofprovidingBAYwindow

a) circle b) sphere c) triangle

3) Hinge used in ordinarywindow

a) Butt hinge b) strap hinge c) Patlock

4) While opening the door rising Butt Hinge are used to raise the door,

a) 5 mm b) 20mm c) 30 mm

5) Which ofthe following is alike Tower bolt.

a) Host b) Barel c) Ordinary

6) WhenAldrop bolt is fixed which ofthe following is used

a) Mortise b) pat lock c) cup board lock

7) The nature ofdoor with Boards and Panels

a) Not breakable b) Weight is not high c) will not shrink

PARTE

II. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1) What is style?

2) What is Top Rail?

3

)

What is lower rail?

4) What is a Panel?

5) Write the types ofDoors.

6) Write the types offlush doors.

7) What is strap Hinge?

8) In which portion ofthe door Barel Bolt is provided.

9) What is a Pat Lock?

1 0) What is a corner Window?

11) Where Hinges are fixed in Doors.

d) Grooving

d) square

d) Garnet hinge.

d)10mm

d) Aldrop

d) Hook and eye

d) Not wider
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PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences:

1) What is a door?

2) Write any 4 types of doors.

3

)

What i s a panel door?

4) Write 3 types ofwindow.

5) Draw a neat sketch ofGlazed window.

6) What is awindow?

7) What is the use ofa Ultra Bolt.

8) What is the use ofcupboard lock.

9) Define Door Frame.

1 0) Define Top Rail and Lock Rail.

PART-D

IV. Answer in shortly

1

)

Define the places where the doors andwindows are fixed.

2) Write any five terms used in Doors and windows and define them.

3) What is the difference between ledged doors and ledged and braced doors?

4) Draw the sketch ofa paneled door and illustrate the parts.

5) What is the difference between lantern window and skylight window?

PARTE

V. Answer in Detail

1

)

Write the types ofDoors and windows and explain any three ofthem.

2) Explain the hinges, bolts and locks used in Doors and Windows?

3) Define any three windows with sketch.
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UNIT VII

7.1. STAIRS

7.1.1. INTRODUCTION

A stairmay be defined as series ofsteps suitably arranged for the purpose ofconnecting different

floors ofa building.

7.1.2. Terms used in stair case

Tread

The horizontal upper part ofa step on which foot is placed in ascending or descending stair way.

Riser

The vertical portion ofa step.

Rise

It is the vertical distance between the successive treads.

Baluster

Newel
Post

Fig. 7.1.1. Terms in stair case

Landing

A plat form or resting place provided between two flights.

Flight

A series ofsteps without any platform, break or landing in their direction.

Going

The run ofa step in a stair the width ofthe tread between two successive risers.
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Nosing

The outer projecting edge ofa tread is termed as nosing.

Line of nosing

It is an imaginary line touching the nosing ofeach tread.

Handrail

Baluster

Soffit

Waist

Stair

Nosing C
1

^H T H—Going -

Scotia
.V-

TT
Riser

Step

Tread

Handrail

Handrail

Plaster

Handrail
Fixing
Screw

Stainless
Steal Bracket

Handrail

Core Rail

Baluster-

Handrail

Core Rail

Baluster-*-

Fig. 7.1.2. Terms used in stair case

Hand rail

They are provided to render assistance in negotiating a stair way.

Newel post

It is a post supporting the hand rails

Stringer

These are the sloping wooden or concrete members providing support for the steps.

Windows

These are tapering steps which are provided for changing the direction ofa stair.

Baluster

It is a wooden, metal or masonry vertical member supporting a hand rail.
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7.1.3. LOCATION OF STAIR CASE

The location ofstairs in a building requires care full consideration. In the advent offire or any such

calamity, stairs provide the only means ofcommunication and as such they are so located as to serve

the purpose for which they are provided. In public building, it should be located near the main entrance

and in residential building it should be placed centrally so as to provide easy access from all the rooms

and to maintain privacy at the same time.

7.1.4. TYPES OF STAIRS

I.Jhe stair of different materials here been given below.

1

2

3

4

5

II

1

2

Brick stairs.

Wooden stairs

Stone stairs

Steel stairs

Concrete stairs

The different forms of stairs may be classified under the following main heads.

Dog legged stairs

Open well stairs

3) Circular stairs

4) Bifurcated stairs

5) Geometrical stairs

6) Straight stairs

Dog legged stairs
T r,*_-»-

f J£*r

i\
l

....

B - "™_ 7 ** B

21
SXLUSTftAD

to

HANO RAU.' 10 Fig 7.1.3 Dog legged stairs

SECTION B-B
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It consists oftwo straight flights ofsteps with abrupt turn between them. Usually, a level landing is

place a cross the two flights at the change ofdirection. This type ofstair is usefull where the width ofthe

stair case hall isjust sufficient to accommodate two widths of stair.

Open well stairs

2?

Li
12

D C»
UP n

D

Fig 7.1.4. Open well stairs

It consists oftwo or more straight flight arranged in such a manner that a clear space called a

"well" occurs between the flights. The well should be rectangular or curved in shape.

Circular stairs or Spiral stairs

Circular stair is commonly provided at the back side ofbuilding for rendering access to its various

floors for service purposes. The circular stains are commonly constructed in R.C.C. Steps radiate from

a rewel post or well hole, in the form ofwinders.
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Fig. 7.1.5. Circular and

spiral stairs

PLAN
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Bifurcated stairs

This type ofstair is suitably provided in modern aristocratic public buildings. In this type ofstairthe

flights are so arranged that there is awide flight at the start which is sub divided into narrow flights at the

mid landing.

Geometrical stairs

SECTION C-D

Fig. 7.1.6. Bifurcated stairs

PCAN

Fig. 7.1.7. Geometrical

stairs

SECTION C D
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This is similarto the open-newell stair with the difference that the open well between the flights is

curved. In this form of stair, the change in direction is obtainedthrough winders. It is classified in to half

turn stairs and quarter turn stairs.

Straight Stairs

In this form of stair all the steps rise in the same direction. Ifthe ascending is steep, the straight

flightmay be broken at an intermediate landing

L

A i

te

A.

SECTION A-

A

Fig. 7.1.8. Straight Stairs

7.1.5. REQUIREMENTS OFAGOOD STAIR

1

)

The width ofthe stair should be minimum 100 cm

2) The tread should not be less than 25 cm.

3) The riser should be maximum 20 cm

4) The number ofsteps should not exceed 1 2 in a flight.

5) The pitch ofthe stair should be minimum 25^ andmaximum 40^

6) The width ofthe landing should not be less than the width ofthe stair.

7) It should be so located that sufficient light and ventilation is ensured in the stair way. Ifpossible it

should be located centrally so as to be easily accessible from the different corners ofthe building.
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7.1.6. ESCALATORS

A power driven inclined continuous stairway used for raising or lowering passengers is called an

escalator. The stairway has continuous operation withoutthe need for operators. The main component

ofan escalator is a steel trussed frame work, handrails and an endless belt ofsteps, hi using an escalator

one has just to stand on a step and it is the moving step that takes him up or down. Escalators are

normally used in pairs. Out ofthe two one is used ofcarrying people up and the other one is used for

carrying people down. Escalators are recommended in places where movement oflarge number of

people at a controlled rate in the minimum available space is involved, Eg in big departmental stores,

exhibitions, railway stations air ports etc.

QUESTIONS

STJ\JtvX "\r\

I. Choose the best answer and write:

1 ) The vertical portion between the two tread

a) Landing b) Nosing c) Going d) Riser

The vertical part fixed to resist the hand rail

a) Winders b) stringer c) Baluster d) flight

The minimum size oftread ofa step

a) 1 5 cm b) 25 cm c) 1 00 cm d) 45 cm

When more than 1 2 steps in arow the part provided in the middle.

a) Riser b) Landing c) Tread d) Nosing

Shape ofbridge provided with Escalators.

a) Straight b) Inclined c)Flat d) Lengthy

Minimum width oflanding should be equal to the width of

a) floor b)wali c) steps d) pillar

7) This provision is not available in straight staircase

a) Winder b) Newel post c) hand rail d) Going

8) The steps operated by current

a) Modern b) straight c) circular d) circular form

To change the direction landing is provided in the middle ofthese type ofline

a) Four b) Six c) Three d) Seven

1 0) The name ofthe projection extending outside oftread.

a) height b) stringer c) Baluster d) Nosing
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PART-B

II. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

Where Landings are provided?

2) How the direction ofcurved staircase changed.

3) What should be the width ofstep in cm.

,

4) Where escalators are used.

5

)

What is the name ofthe staircase without winders?

6) In which form open well stair case are provided.

7) What is the speed ofEscalators?

8) How string is used in staircase?

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1 ) What is the difference between Tread and rise.

2) Define Nosing andNosing line.

3) Define Landing, Winders.

4) What is meant by staircase?

5) What are the types of staircases with regard to their shapes?

6) What are the types ofstaircases with regard to the materials used in construction?

PART-D

IV. Answer in shortly

1 ) What are the requirements ofa good staircase?

2) Write about the escalators?

3) Draw the sketch ofDog legged staircase and illustrate the parts.

4) Draw any one staircase and illustrate the parts.

PARTE

V. Answer in Detail

1

)

Draw the sketch ofa staircase and define some terms used.

2) Write the types of staircase define anytwo with sketch.
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7.2. FLOORS AND FLOORING)

7.2.1. INTRODUCTION

Floor has the following two parts

(i) A sub floor constructed by one by one ofmaterial such as concrete, brick or timber

(ii) Floor finish or flooring above the sub floor (or) floor.

A strong part ofthe building constructed above the ground and below the roofis termed as floor.

Ifabuilding has only ground floor, there will be only one floor. But in multistoried buildings the top ofthe

roofslab is floor itself. The covering laid above the floor is termed as flooring.

7.2.2. QUALITY OFGOOD FLOORS

1

)

It should be hard

2) It should be free from dampness

3) It should be durable

4) It should be easy to clean as for as the possible it should be noiceless

.

5) It should be free from dampness

6) It shouldbe fire resistance.

7) It should have good appearance

8) It should not be very costly.

7.2.3. FACTORS WHICH GOVERN THE SELECTION OF TYPE OF FLOOR.

1 ) The initial cost offloor

2) Durability and strength offloor

3) Appearance

4) Free from dampness, sound, heat

5) Low maintenance cost

6) Surface smoothness

7) Easily cleanable

8) It should be hard

The types offloor should be selected according to the above factors.

7.2.4. TYPES OFFLOORS

Floors are classified into two types

1) Timber floors

2) Composite floors
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I. Timber floors

There are four types oftimber floors.

I) Basement or ground floor oftimber.

ii) Singlejoisttimber floor

iii) Doublejoist timber floor

iv) Framed or triplejoist timber floor

i) Basement of ground floor oftimber

D.P.C.

G,L

/ r Floor Boards

- - j - - '
•

*
-Wall-Plates-

Sieeper Wall-

t

->zu£.

r-Bridging Joisfs

Floor Level
-I i f } i.p >

^

/ /
p» /

D.P.C.

-

Filling of

Selected Earth

W

zz:

Li

>

// /A-

// '/A'

100mm to 150mm Cement Concrete —

-External Wall

Basement or ground floor of timber

Fig. 7.2.1. Basement or ground floor of timber

This types offloors are used for dancing halls, auditoriums etc. It consists ofboarding supported

on timber joists called bridging joists which are nailed to wall plates at their ends and supported by

intermediate walls called sleeper walls.Adamp -proofcourse layer is laid immediately below the wall

plates to prevent the rising ofdampness. The hollow space between the flooring and the concrete is

kept dry and fully ventilated.

ii) Single joist timber floor

There floors are constructed by fixing boarding to woodenjoists known as bridingjoist spaced at

3 to 45 cm a part. The bridgingjoists are placed and amiled to timber wall plates fixed in the wall on

either end. The span for single floor is limited to 3.6 m. Ifthe span exceeds 2.4 cm, strutting in sufficient

space should be given.
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Fig. 7.2.2. Single joist timber floor

iii) Double joist timber floor
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Fig, 7.2.3, Double joist timber floor

In double floors the bridgingjoists do not span the whole room, but rest on otherjoists place at

right angles to them. The joists are called binding joists or binders. This should be sound proof. The

span ofdouble floor is restricted to 7.5 m. These have increased depth which reduces the head room.
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II. Composite Floors

The floors constructed by more than one material in termed as composite floors. The advantages

ofcomposite floors.

1) These are fire resistant and sound proof.

2) This should be easily cleaned.

3) It is used in big spans.

Types of composite floors

1

.

Double flagstone floors.

2. Fillerjoist floors

3. Jack arels floors.

4. R.C.C.Floors

5

.

Hollow block and rib floors.

R.C.C.Floors

Concrete and steel should be used for this type offloors. R.C.C.Flooring has become very popular

in these days. Though concrete is strong in compression it is extremely weak in tension. Steel is equally

strong intension and in compression. Thus the combination ofconcrete and steel has proved to be ideal

for floor construction. R.C.C beams also constructed with R.C.C. Floor

Flooring

^
Anchor Bars

' . l-A . - '. -T T

w

c Distribution Steel

| Rings

JQ

I/)

*.* > *

fi-

ll t # i

Ma.

-» V
JLl

^Slab Reinforcement

^Main Reinforcement

of Beam

Typical R.C.C. floor

Fig. 7.2.4. R.C.C. Floor
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R.C.C.Floors can be classified in the following two types (methods)

1) Pre-cast

2) Cast - in - site

When comparing with other floors, R.C.C.floors are

i) Economical

ii) Durable

iii) Fire -proof

iv) Easy to construct

Hollow block and RIB Floors

It is a form ofreinforced concrete floor slab construction. But the space between the ribs is often

filled with hollow block made out ofclay, fibre glass, P.V.C.or concrete.

Flooring
Stirrup

A.
Hollow Blocks

Steel Bars L
Ceiling Finish

Hollow block and rib floor

Fig. 7.2.5. Hollow block and RIB Floors

The advantages ofribbed slab construction can be summarized as under.

a) Economical

b) Fire resistant

c) Soundproof

d) Lightweight
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7.2.5. TYPES OFFLOORINGACCORDINGTO THE MATERIALS USED

1. Mud flooring

2. Brick flooring

3. Concrete flooring

4. Ellis pattern flooring

5

.

Tenazzo flooring

6. Granolathic flooring

7. Asphalt flooring

8. Mosaic flooring

9

.

Wooden flooring(Timber flooring)

10. Stone slab flooring

1. Mud flooring

In a topical country like India, Mud floors are commonly constructed in villages. They are cheap,

hard fairly impervious, easy in construction and easy in maintenance. The method of its construction is

very simple. Upon the prepared bed a 25 cm thick layer of selected moist earth is evenly spread out

and is rammed well so as to get a consolidated thickness of about 1 5 cm. in order to prevent the

formation ofcracks after drying, chopped straw in small quantity is mixed with the moistearth before

ramming. The floor is maintained by giving a thin cement cow- dung wash once or twice a week.

2. Brick flooring

Brick

cement mortar

~*V~ i <' ^~ «- y * - - **->$'. --'-.ass-~\'j:m Lean concrete

• i~ V '*'-
: Sand filling

%
Ground

Fig. 7.2.6. Brick Flooring

The flooringmay be done with brick laid on flat or on edge arranged in herrying bone fashion or set

at rightangles to the wall. The earth filling under floor is well compacted first and there after 1 to 1 5 cm

thick ofcement or lime concrete layer is laid over the entire area offloor. The bricks are laid on edge on

12mm thick mortar bed in such a manner that all thejoints are full ofmortar.
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3. Cement concrete flooring

This type offlooring is commonly used both in residential as well as public buildings. The earth

filling in plinth is consolidated thoroughly. The base concrete used under floors may be lime concrete or

cement concrete to a thickness varying from 1 to 1 5 cm. when the base concrete has fully set and

hardened, its surface is thoroughly cleaned and the entire area is divided in to rectangular or square

panels of 1 .25 mX 1 .25 m size. The panels should be laid with C.C. 1 :2:4 is then laid in required

thickness in one operation in the panels. The concrete is spread evenly by using a straight edge and the

surface is thoroughlytamped and floated withwooden floats till the cream ofthe mortar comes at top.

The surface is then smoothened and finally finished bymeans ofsteel trowels. The flooring should be

cured for 1 5 days before use.

1

Wearing C • ' % ','/''* i '^ ',"' ;T 's
^'- V - '-

^
'"1 Concrete Topping

*'*.- I

Surface * t \

s

} -. * s
> i-'3

t

- CaX s -r\» v. - sV - Lean Concrete

Base Course - . *'.'•'•.' y
1

')''. '•'.' '.'".
'-".*"*.'' V-'!!v/I Sand filling

J
• '. * * •

'

Ground

4. Ellis pattern flooring

Fig. 7.2.7. Cement concrete flooring

This floor should be laid by using C.C. 1 :3 :6 ofaggaegates size 3 mm to 9 mm. the thickness ofthis

floors should be 1 5 cm. above the concrete a toping of20mm thick should be given. This type offloors

are largely used in office buildings, schools and public buildings.

5. Terrozo flooring

Terrozo is a concrete surface with special aggregate ofmarble chips mixed with white or coloured

cement in proportion of3 : 1 at first the base concrete should be laid. The concrete under layer is then

spread, consolidated leveled and finished to a slightly rough surface. When the layer has hardened

sufficiently, already prepared plastic terrazzo mixture is laid over the treated under layer and compacted

by tamping or rolling. This should be cured for seven days and should be polished by floor polishing

machines.

6. Granolithic flooring

It is a finishing coat provided over the concrete surface to form a hard, resistant to abrasion and

durable flooring. In this flooring grading ofaggregates is very important Course aggregates from basalt

or limestone or quartzite are suitably graded from 1 mm. The concretemix is usually of 1 : 1 :2 or 1 : 1 :3

.

The granolithic concrete should be laid before the base concrete has set. The minimum thickness of

finishing should be 1 3mm. After lying, the surface is tamped and floated withwooden floats and finally

smoothened by means ofsteel trowel. This should be used for factories, workshops, schools, hospitals

and garages.
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7. Asphalt flooring

This type of floor is laid on the previously prepared concrete bed. The asphalt is broken into

pieces and is put into an iron pot and is heated with fire upto the asphalt has melted. Grit is then gently

added to the molten mass in the proportion of2: 1 , This mixture is poured on the surface by means of

iron ladle. The mixture is used immediately. It should be 1 mm thick in residences and office buildings

and 20mm to public buildings and 25 mm to factories.

Advantages ofasphalt floors

1

.

Water proof

2. Easily cleanable

3

.

Don 't affected by acids

.

4. There should be no cracks

5. Long durable

8. Mosaic flooring

Over the hard base concrete bed this floor should be laid. Concrete surface should be cleaned and

cured. Above that cm. 1 :3 should be spread for 1 cm thick uniformly. Mosaic tiles should be laid with

sufficient slope. These are laid with white or coloured cement. Then the floor should be cured. The

flooring shouldbe polished by using floor polishing machines.

s s t r s
' , * * ' i ******* <''

Mosaic Tiles

Bedding cement mortar

'4 \ «Q~ ?'J«< »T>« -V^"-l '-*^3V«— Base concrete

; S

J
'it '».

Sand filling

Ground

Fig. 7.2.8. Mosaic floor

9. Timber floorings

In hilly areas where the climate is damp and wood is easily available, wooden floors prove

economical and as such are commonly used. The ground below the floor is covered with a 5 cm layer

ofcement concrete. Timber floors essentially consists ofboarding supported on timber joists. The

sleeper walls are honey combed.
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10. Stone slab flooring

Stone Slab

' ',' / 'J ', s f s * f *, ' - ^^
/ /% '/ ^ ; $; >?. '<'"*..'<;•.<>.' -'.''? :-'.-:'S'j*r- cement morta r
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'Sand filling

Ground

Fig. 7.2.9. Stone slab flooring

The stone slab for flooring may be square or rectangular with width not less than 3 8 cm and

thickness of2 to 4 cm. Stone slabs are laid on 20 to 25 mm thick layer bed ofmortar.A slope of 1 to

40 is necessary to be given in stone slab flooring for proper drainage. It is hard, durable and resistance

to wear and tear and as such is used in workshops, motor-sheds and godowns.

7.2.6. FLOOR FINISHINGAND FLOORCOVERING

Floor finishes and floor covering are used for appearance and protection for the floors. The foilowing

materials are used for floor finishing.

1. Cuddappaslab

2. Glazed tiles

3. Rubber tiles

4. Plastic tiles

1. Cuddappaslab

Sharp edged, square or rectangular shaped cuddappa slabs are used for floor finish. The bottom

side ofcuddappa slabs are rough and the top and edges should be well dressed. These slabs are laid by

rising cm. 1 :3 with ajoint thickness of5mm.

2. Glazed tiles

These tiles are fitted over strong cement concrete floors. The top ofthe concrete surface should be

rough and cement mortar layer should be laid. Cement mortar should also be applied at the bottom of

tiles and are laid. Thejoint thickness shouldbe minimum.

3. Rubber tiles

This type offlooring is used in residential buildings like offices, hospitals, schools etc. these are

suitable for concrete floor and timber floors. These are sound proofand can got in several colours.
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4. Plastic tiles

These are laid over concrete or timber floors. These are heated and pasted on the floor. This

should be of225 mm width and 3mm thickness. These are not affected by greese and acids.

7.2.7. FLOOR COVERING

The following materials are used for floor covering.

1. Plywood boards

This boards are fitted on timber floors. The sides should be nailed.

2. Cork sheet and cork tiles

This sheets are also used above timber and concrete floors. Cork sheets are available in 1 .8 m
width and 1 3 to 30 m length. Cork tiles should be of450mm width and 900mm length and thickness

of6,8, 1 0, 14 mm. The surface should be flat. It is long durable, good appearance and in many colours.

3. Linoleum

It is a covering laid over wooden or concrete floors to enhance its appearance. It is available in

varities ofcolours both in plain and printed form. It is mostly sold in rolls. These are mostly used in

residences, public buildings, trains, ships and shops.

4. Mats

These are manufactured from natural or artificial fibers. Wood wool and Cotton are natural fibers,

Cellulose, Nylon, Polyester are artificial fibers. It should not be slip.

QUESTIONS

Part-A

Choose the best answer and write

1) Good requirement ofa floor

a) Planned b) strong c)Hard d)mild

2) Types offloors

a) four b)two c)one d) three

3) WhenRCC floors are required they are provided with

a) stones b) slabs c)Rods d) Trees

4) Ifwe have to fix smooth tiles its condition should be

a) Hard b) Rough c) mild d) strong

5) The ply wood Board are fixed in this floor

a) RCC floor b) composite floor c) Timber floor d) Rib floor
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6) Types ofR.C.C. floor

a) four b)five c) three d)two

7) Cork floor and cork tile are respectively in length

a)12mto20m b)13mto30m c)14mto50m d)15mto4cm

8) Shape oflinoleum

a) circle b) square c) Rectangle d) Length

9) Natural carpets fibre are alike the fibre of

a) Mango fibre b) cotton fibre c) Tak fibre d) Jack fibre

1 0) The condition in which Mosaic floors are provided on concrete floor

a) Hard b) strong c) light d) Tough

PART-B

II. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

What should be the thickness ofBrick floor.

2) In what ratio cement concrete floors are laid?

3) For how many days terrazzo flooring are cured?

4) To which Building Granolithic floor are provided?

5) What should be the thickness ofEllispattern floor in centimetre.

6) What should be the form ofstone slab floor.

PART-C

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1) Write 4 types offloors.

2) Write the materials used for flooring.

3) Write two qualities ofa good floor.

4) What are the types ofcomposite floor?

5) What is the difference between Granolithic floor and Terrazzo floor?

6) What are the materials used for external plastering?

7) What are the types of floor spread.
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PART-D

IV.Answer in Shortly

1

)

Draw the neat sketch ofTimber floor and define.

2) Draw the sketch ofcement concrete floor and explain.

3) Define the construction ofMosaic on the concrete base.

4) Define R.C.C. floor.

5) What are the requirement ofGood floor.

PARTE

V. Answer in Detail

1) Define the various types offloor spread and floor finishing?

2) Write the types offloor and define any three with sketch.
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UNIT-VIII

8.1 AUTOCAD

8.1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Shortest form ofcomputerAided design is CAD. Before constructing a building the preparation

ofdrawing such as elevation, plan are drawn and the building is constructed as per the drawing. So by

using computerwe can draw the plan with utmost care and clarity at the same time we can draw fastly

according to our taste.

AUTOCAD

AnAmerican company calledAuto Desk preparedAuto Cad. This software is highly used for the

preparation ofdrawings, particularly in other branches like Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics.

Usage ofAuto Cad for drawingwith computer

1

)

Ifdrawing is prepared by usingAuto cad a beautiful, clarity, good type ofdrawing can be obtained

instead ofmanual preparation ofdrawing.

2) It will takemuch time while using varieties ofcolour lines inmanual drawing. But within a short time

all these can be done inAuto Cad.

3) It is very tough to edit (or) correct manual drawing. But corrections can be easily done inAuto

Cad.

4) We can show the original appearance ofthe building by drawing the three dimensional sketches in

Auto Cad.

5) We can show through a drawing the needed requirements in a house by getting information from

the owner ofthe building. It is not possible in manual drawing.

6) As per our requirement we can make some changes in the drawing and several copies may be

taken at a time. It is not possible in manual drawing.

7) By joining the two drawings and we canmake it as a single drawing. It cannot be done like that in

manual drawing.

These are all the usages ofAuto Cad while using it in a building drawing.

Auto Cad commands

To draw a sketch in a computer (or)Auto Cad so many commands are used for drawing. For this

there was a necessity ofcompulsory typing ofrelease 14 in a command box. But in the latest (or)

modified software ofAuto Cad 2000, 2002, 2004, 2007, 20 1 the highly used commands are given in

tool bar (or) icon. Let us know the required commands to draw a building drawing.
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Units

1

)

Selecting the limits ofunit is to be done before drawing a sketch. (Eg) Decimal, Engineering,

Architectural, Fractional and Scientific.

2) Selection ofDrawing unit format. (Eg) Millimeter, Centimeter, Feet, inches etc.

,

3) Drawing the angle ofmeasurement in a sketch. (Eg) Degree / min / Sec gradients, radians etc.,

4) These commands are used to control the direction.

8.1.3. FUNCTION KEYS

Esc Whatever may be the commands used. ' Esc' key is used to come out from the command.

F 1 Key helps to know theAuto Cad perfectly. This is an help window forAuto Cad function key.

F2 is anAuto Cad text window. The function key are used to open the file and thus it is used to know

the command we have used.

F3 is an OSNAP function when acommand is under progress symbols ofmid point centre point

perpendicular etc., ofa drawing can be shown by using this OSNAP function.

F7 Snap on (or) snap offto control the cursor moment in a drawing snap is used. Isometric views

can be drawn by using this key.

F8 Ortho on (or) Ortho off

Ortho on

In this position 0° to 90° lines are drawn from one point to other point.

Ortho Off

In this position we can draw the line according to our required angle from one point to another

point.

F9 Grid on (or) Grid off

When grid is on the points of 'X' axis and ' Y' axis like graph sheet are seen in window ofAuto

Cad drawing. But it is not visible in print out. Grid on position are used to draw straight line. Also we

canknowhow farwe are selecting the limits ofdrawing.

F10 Polar on (or) Polar off

Polar on

In polar on positionwhen lines are drawn from a pointto another point by using line command the

distance ofline, angle of line can be known. It can be used to draw the line to our required angle.

File management

New : This command is used to draw a new drawing onAuto Cad.

Open : It is used to open the saved drawing which is already drawn.
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Save : It is used to save the drawing we have already drawn inAuto Cad Window.

Save As : It is used to take the print out ofduplicate copy (or) to change the title ofdrawing which

is already. Saved and to save it in another file.

Quit : This command is used to come out fromAUTO CAD.

Plot : This command is used to print the drawing ofauto cad.

Export : This is used to change the drawing file drawn fromAuto Cad to another file.

Exit : It is used to come out from auto cad to desk top.
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8.1.5 DRAWING LIMITS

Before we drawn a sketch we have to know the limits of the drawing we have to draw the

boundaries ofthe size ofdrawing like the selection ofsize ofdrawing sheet (Al A2 A3 A4) in manual

drawing. InXY direction this measurements should be given.

8.1.6. DRAW COMMANDS

a) Line
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We can draw a line by using the line command. By commands we can type the size.

a, 1. Absolute co-ordinate method

Continued

Drawing to
7 +hi

rri nninf

rrom Point

(Starting Point)

20,20

To Point

y. (Third Point)
s
60,50

• To Point

(Second Poinl)

60-20

>e
From Point

(Starting Point)

20,40

To Point

(Third Point)

X 60,80

^( To Point

(Second Point)

60,40

To Point

(Fourth Point)

30,60

From Point

(Starting Point}

30,30

To Point

(Third Point)

70,60

To Point

(Second Point)

70,30
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In this methodwe have to give the statement ofpoints from origin,

2. Relative co-ordinate method

In this method we have to give the co-ordinates ofthe starting point towards X-axis (or) distance

ofy-axis from the point.

-2,0

2,2

-2,0 0,4

>,0,-2

@4,0

3. Polar co-ordinate method

In this method sketch is drawnby giving the angle ofdirection and distance from starting point to

next point.
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90°
Next point

@2, 3

Lasi point picked

4<90°

@4<0

b. Poly line

Poly line means many characteristics ofa line.

Special characteristics of a poly line

Line that is drawn with the help ofpoly line has a single characteristic features.

1

)

We can enlarge the size of thickness ofa line.

2) With Poly line we can draw different shaped drawings with a single characteristic feature

.

3) The line drawn by poly line can be easily changed. To do this command PEd is available.

4) One line can bejoined with another line with a single characteristics poly line.

5) Structure ofseveral lines drawn with apoly line is called as an object. This command is highly

useful for drawing area, circumference, hatching.
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c. Circle

Generally to draw a circle ifthere is a centre and radius we can draw a circle and we can follow

this methods to draw a circle.

a) Centre point radius method

b) Centre point dia method

c) Three point method
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d) Two point method

e) Tangent radius method

Tangent object

d) Rectangle

There aretwo dimensional measurements available forrectangle such as length breadth (or) depth.

We are not using the measurements when we are drawing byAuto Cad. Instead ofthat rectangle is

drawn withtwo diagonal.

Other Corner

First Corner

We have to give the values of lower edge of right side and values of opposite corner of the

rectangle. Two corners are noted as first corner and other corner respectively. The inner commands

such as syntax / chamber / elevation/ fillet / thickness / width / are in this method.
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e.ARC

Curve (or) Semi circle is called as Arc. Three points are required to draw a arc. Also we can draw

the arc with the centre point ofarc, Angle of arc, radius of arc. There are six methods to draw a arc.

End Point

Arc
Direction

<fi^

rt Point

a) By three points

b) By start, centre, end point.

P1
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c) By start, centre, included angle.

d) By start, centre, length ofthe chord.

x
P2

Chord Length - Positive Chord Length • Negative

e) By start, end, radius

f) By start, end, direction.

f) Polygon

A drawing drawn with several angles (or) with several sides is called polygon. In this angle (or)

sides should be in equal measurement. Polygons of 3 to 1 024 sides can be drawn.

3 side 4 side 5 side
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Radius

Inscribed Polygon Circumscribed Polygon

g) Ellipse

Ellipse is a circle drawn by two different axis. One axis is noted as major and another is noted as

minor. It is noted that halfofthe distance ofminor axis is axis distance. With this pointwe can draw the

ellipse in 4 methods.

Ellipse by axis endpoints Ellipse by axis Centrepoint

Ellipse arc by start and end angles
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QUESTIONS

PartA

I. Choose the best answer

1) The country developed the software ofAuto cad.

a) Indian b) Japan c) China

2) The concern developed the software ofAuto Cad.

a)Auto desk b) Auto Car c) Auto Cad

3

)

To drawthe drawings which branch uses the computer

a) Civil b) Mechanical c) Electrical

4) Very tough to make correction (or) to change the drawing,

a) Drawing by computer b) Manual drawing

c) Computer and Manual drawing d) none ofthe above.

5) The command used to draw new drawing,

a) save b) open c) New

6) The name ofcommand used to take print out fromAuto Cad

a) Quit b)Plot c)Exit

7) In how many way the drawings are drawn by using the command 'line'

.

a) Eight b) four c) three

8) The command having two different axis,

a) Circle b) curve c) Ellipse

9) Which point is necessary to draw a circle,

a) Starting point b) Centre point c) end point

1 0) What lines can be drawn with the given angle using Ortho on stage.

a) 0° to 90 ° b) 90° to 45° c) 30° to 45°

PartB

II. Answer in one (or) two words

1 ) What is the expansion ofCAD

2) Who developedAUTO CAD

3) What is the name of software used to draw the drawing in computer.

4) What are the axis initially used to draw lines.

5) Inhow many methods circle can be drawnby using circle command.
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d)America

d) Tally

d) All the above.

d) plot

d) Save as

d)two

d) Polygon

d) Radius,

d) 30° to 60°



6) Withhowmanyminimum sides polygon can be drawn in a computer.

7) Withhowmany maximum sides polygon canbe drawn in a computer.

PartC

III. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1) What do you mean by the softwareAUTO CAD.

2) Mention 4 commands used for drawing.

3) Define circle command.

4) Define line command.

5) Define curve command.

PartD

IV. Answer shortly

1) DefineAUTO CAD.

2) Define any 4 commands used to draw

3) Define methods ofdrawing the circle with sketch.

PartE

V. Answer in detail

1

)

What are the uses ofAUTO CAD by using computer.

2) Define any 4 commands.
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8.2AUTO CAD CONTINUATION

8.2.1. MODIFY COMMANDS

a) Erase

By using this command objects ofone (or) several lines are removed (or) erased.

Object Selected After Erase After Oops

b) Copy

Initially the object is drawn while duplicating the object. Then the base point is selected and the

duplicate object is fixed at the displacement point.

c

Single Copy

Base point

P1

P2

Multiple Copy

c) Mirror

•-x p
!

P1 vjz. I

Object Selected

/>^\^ '( J'

Mirror Line

Original Objects Retained Original Objects Deleted
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Ifan object is placed in front ofa mirror the objects reflects in the mirror. Like this ifwe draw

mirror line at an object then the object will reflect in reverse direction.

We can fastly draw the symmetrical figures by using this mirror command. Hence it reduces the

drawingtime.

d) Offset

By using this command curves, circles, rectangles are drawn parallel to some distance

E3

—

Objects Selected

P1

X

Side to Offset Offsetfor 0.75 units

e) Move

When an obj ect is moved from one place to another place it is called moving. It is similar to copy

command as we seen earlier.

Selected Objects

c
>
3

C
3

(: >

P2 Moved Objects

But the only difference is old object and duplicate object will be in copy command. But after

moving the object in move command the old object will not be there.

f) Rotate

Object selected

Base Point Object Rotated for 30°
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We have to use rotate command to rotate all the drawn objects (or) drawing object. That object

may be changed from one point to another angle.

g) Hatching

This command is used to construct a sectional view ofthe drawing object and to showthe inner

parts ofthe objects in detail, within the boundary ofthe drawing differentiating several parts by filling

several patterns.

tt^^i^ =

1
1

' '1
1 1 1II II

1II
1

-
II 1 1

ILl IT '
1 ' ' 1

Particular boundary should be a closed boundary ofline, curve, circle and polyline.

Also Hatch pattern can be edited. Ifwe have to edit the hatch pattern before that the pattern

should be exploded. Then lines in the pattern can be erased (or) alternative lines may be drawn.
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h)Array

Before Array AfterArray (Angle ofArray = 45)
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Row offset

Column Offset ~

Sss'jpift^;;? y X-:' hma.

:-*' :

"_'^-L •'

'"
Jlck.

Classifying an obj ect in uniform order is calledArray command. This may be formed by a square

(or) Rectangular, circular classification. Array ofsquare formation is called RectangularArray. In this

order they are classified into two parts such as rows and columns. Horizontal formation is called row

and vertical formation is called columns.
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Base Point

Default Base Point Specified Base Point

CircularArray is called circular class (or) Polar Array. We can classify the objects to our required

form such as full circle (or) semi-circle.

i) Stretch

This command is used to extend (or) reduce an object. This is like lengthencommand. Butwe can

onlyreduce (or) extend the line in lengthen command.

But any form ofan object can be extended (or) reduced in stretcher command. In another sense

size ofthe object such as length, breadth, height can be altered.

To selectthe object in this commandwe have to use cross window option and selection ofextension

portion is done. In order to make the other end ofthe object steadywe can stretch the objects ofcurve,

polyline, solid by using this command.

* P2

P1*

Q1
—*

Q2

!-T-

j)Trim

After drawing an object the unnecessary lines are removed from the particular place by using

this command. We have to select the edge when this command is used at the edges. Ifmore than one

cutting edge is there all the cutting edges should be selected. Then we have to select the unnecessary

lines in order.

We can trim the form ofcircle, curve, polyline by using this command.
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' Objects to trim

"Cutting Edges

Before Trim After Trim

k) Extend

This command is used to extend a line like lengthen command. We can use this command to

extend the line and curved object. It will ask location ofboundary edges while text ending a line in this

command. Ifwe select the boundary edge, that line will be extended. The line is extended up to the

selected boundary even though ifthere is any object inthe centre. In this boundary object line, polyline,

circle, ellipse and letter are used.

1) Break

Object broken

This break command is used to estimate the middle portion ofthe line (or) edge. By using this

command we can break a line, circle, ellipse, polyline.

m) Block

We can save a drawn object (or) full drawing by using blockcommand. We can save an object by

giving ablock name while using this block command.

n) Insert

Assuming that we have blocked the drawn points required for the drawing that can be used in

various places, various sizes and in various angles in the drawing.

o) Distance

To know the distance from a particular point to another point this distance command is used. Also

we can knowthe intermediate distance ofline. We have drawn (or) distance between two objects may

be known.
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8.2.2 Text command

Chq/iqe
pi

Pi>AutoCA[^

Sample
lext Line Entry

P2

By using this command letters and numerals are typed by using the key broad and ifenter key is

pressed all the typed matter hi the monitor screen will come out. But in this command the typed matter

is not visible. So we are not able to give proper location. So this command is not so useful. To avoid this

problemD text command is available. Dynamic text is calledD text.

Left

Top —

Base-

st Center Right

ifcnaflse:- Middle

-*- Bottom

Vertical Justifi

cation

1^

Outside

Above

Justify
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Justify

Top Left(TL)

Middle Lift(ML)

Left

Bottom Left(BL)

-^•7
am

Left (Default Setting)

Top Centcr(TG)

Middle Center(MC)

u'ter
V
^

Top Right (TR)

Middle Right (MR)

Right

Bottom Right (BR)

Middle

Bottom Center(BC)

Editing Text

Assuming words (or) parts are typed in several places in drawing. Ifthere is any spelling mistake

in the typing it may be correctedby using this command. When letters are typed it becomes an obj ect.

So spelling mistake is made correct by using this command.

MText

CommandM text is used to form the typed words into a sentence. This command will decide

the text boundary. The typed sentences are included in the boundary. The above lines are formed as

single object.

-Text style

r- user set tab stop ,_ stackAjnstack text

font
I~

text freight X test color

T^KfcJ-OKirnafcfciricr:

ij
Standard

ruler-OS
»™ §i^? ^;i'% *' U .<>".;.rai-^--[l^j. ! :.;0K:

default tab stops

- paragraph indent marker

first line indent marker

Save changes and

close the editor
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ZOOM

This command zoom is used to see the object by magnifying (or) reducing it.

Extend (or) E

It helps to show the whole drawing even ifthe drawn sketch is out ofthe limit.

Zoom extent

Zoomwindow

Zoom Dynamic

Zoon Centre

ZoolAll

3

Current View After Zoom - Scale 0.5

/^o^\
o o\

® 1
\° °/\o^y

Before Zoom - All After Zoom - All

P1

/<>

0/

l_

v

/
^ s^^ \J—^

P2

Zoom - Window

Zoom - Window (Before and After)
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8.2.3 Dimension

Ifwe have drawn an object and ifthere is no measurement then the drawing will not attain its

fulfillment. Ifwe furnish the details such as length, breadth, depth, angle, radius, diameter ofthe object

then the object gets the nature ofproducing formation. Dimensionmethod is available for drawing this

measurement Some commands are available for this method.

^rrow head

Vertfeol

dimension 80

Horizontd
dimension ^ Dimension linesV~ dimenaion ,— D

—

-

11 100 —-^

/ fl10Q

Diameter
dimension

Extension lire

Aligned dimension

Radius dimenaion
(Leader line)

Dfmenston tex

)

Methods ofmeasurement

In the classification ofdimensioning there are linear, angular, radius diameter and co-ordinates are

available. Nowwe can see some dimension variable used in dimension part.

Extension Line Origin

.— Extension Line

Dimension Text

Dimension Line

Arrow Head
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Dimension line

Dimension line is a single line. Side measurements ofthe object are indicated withArrow mark

from one end to another end.

A single line indicating the side measurement ofobject from one end to another end with arrow

mark on both side are called dimension line. The vertical line from both side ofthe object is called

extension line. Inthe middle ofdimension line, the size ofmeasurement for that side is indicated. We can

fit the dimension line according to the convenience. Also we can hide the dimension line according to

our convenience. For that the option suppress is available. In this there is away to hide the first line (or)

second line (or) both line.

DIMENSION TEXT

Selection ofactual size ofthe side ofan object byAUTOCAD is called dimension text.

That is drawing a size ofline 1 00 and by giving dimensioncommand two edges ofdimension line

are selected in such a way it selects dimension text 1 00. Ifthere is any necessity to change the value of

this text there is an alternative option called new text is also available. By noting prefixes and suffixes to

this text, we can also design a text by attaching required symbol to the prefix and suffix ofthe text.
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h

Horzontal Justification

50.0

I-

50.0

r
50.0

Centered

1st Extension Line

2nd Extension Line

Over 1st Extension Line

Over 2nd Extension Line

Types of dimensioning

1) Dimension linear

P1X

-4,0000 )<

P3

XP2 P1X

Horizontal

Vertical
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2) Dim Aligned

Obje ct Selected

3) Dim Radius

B 1.0000

4) Dim Diameter

{ 652.0000
J

5) Dim Centre

R 1.0000

-02.0000

R1.0000

02,0000

R 1.0000
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6) DimAngular

152,4967

178.9533*

First selected line

Second selected line

Dimension location

,124.2703*'

P2>f

7) Dim baseline

P3
131.4265

Dimension location

1.5000*

3.5000-

L

f
Se ected base dimension

-2.G00G—

-

4.5000-

Second extensio

'tine, origin

-5.500D- -I
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9) Dim ordinate

3,0000-

-5.0000—
Second extension

line origin

8) Dim continue

Second extension

line origin

2.5000- — 2,0000-

2.60—
2.03—
1.86—
0.81'

0.65

0.00'

o
o

£X

CD

O

O
o
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Form ofdimensioning structure

R40

120

R20

70 60—

i

1
50

160
40

-200

7.0
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8.2.4 Layer

It is very tough to understand a drawing ifwe show the full details of the object in the same

drawing when we prepare the manual drawing we will give the details ofthe drawing in several places

ofthe object.

Also some structure do not require some details, so with other information another drawing is to

be drawn.

Layer & Linetype Properties
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To eliminate this problem drawings are drawn in the layer method ofAuto Cad. In this methodwe
can take print out ofthe drawing object with required details. These layers are formed by giving a layer

name.
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Options for on/offthe layer, making freeze, Lock the layer are available in this command. Also

each layer can be formed to a particular characteristic layer i.e.
,
particular characteristic line type and

colour are formed to those layers.

Assuming an architectural drawing is drawn in layer method. Iffoundation floors, electrical fitting,

plumbing details are drawn in Individual layer. Print out ofbuilding planmay be takenwhenwe switch

on the required angle.

Layer on/Off

This characteristic is used to switch offthe unnecessary layer when we switch offthe particular

layer the drawing drawn in that layer will not be visible to our eyes.

Also that drawing cannot be printed (or) plotted. That layer may be switch on when required.

Freeze

When we freeze a layer the obj ects in that layer are hidden. Also printing is not possible.

Thaw

Opposite form offreeze take is thaw take: To operate the freezed layer againthaw is used.

Color Control Line Type Lane Type Control

\ I
_PbiGCt Propertfes.

^ 'irSV ,.>•: • -\-rr-. .

->-:,"•, -,•-•..-..: - ^-v^^;^;"?-^^^^-:--':1 ' -y-'V:-:.'-- ' .--•-•-J „»-.

"^La^er.Name

-*"Color

"^"LockV Unlock

"^Freeze / Thaw in current view p dint

""Freeze / Thaw in all view point

->On/Off

->-Laypr Control box

-+*Make Object's Layer current

Properties

Lock/Unlock

When we lock a particular layer the drawing in that layer will come to sight. The drawing in that

layer attains the stage ofimpossibility ofediting (or) selecting the drawing object in the locked layer

cannot be erased. Ifwe lock the layer after completing the drawing in aparticular layer the drawing in

that layer cannot be changed even by mistake.
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Unlock

Ifwe press this take option selection ofcolour frame will appear. In that we can select the required

colour. The drawing drawn in this layer will attainthe colourwe selected. So drawing shouldbe drawn

by giving separate colour to each layer colours are available from 1 to 255 types.

Line type
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Above Figure will appear when we press this TAKE option several types oflines will appear in

model structure.

Also we have to select several types of lines such as centre line, continuous line, hidden line,

dashed line.

Match properties

Assume the object in Dim layer is transferred to centre layer place the curser in the object of

centre layer then click the match properties button with the help ofMOUSE BUTTON.

The characteristics changes the object in dim layer to centre layer.

Editingcommands

Regen

To renew a drawing which is already drawn this command is used. Sometimes the drawn object

can be seen flat when we draw a circle (or) arc. Regen command is used to remove this flat formation.

Explode

Objects ofpolyline regen polygon can be changed into individual objectby using this command.

Plotting Drawing

To make it use ofthe drawing we have drawn is copied in ordinary sheet (or) tracing sheet this

command is used. There are two methods in copying such as printing and plotting. Printing is DOT
MATRIX and used to take print in white sheet by inkjet and laser print. With this normally we can take

print out inA3 andA4 sheet.

Plot

Plot is nothing but taking tracing sheet print out in Indian Ink by Plotter instrument. We can plot

uptoAO size drawing. Drawings reproduced in tracing sheet and several copies are taken as blue print.

Now colour plotters are available with this plotting may be carried out to photo print size.

While we are drawing a sketch to attain clarity and beautywe have to select the colours according

to its thickness.

Clarity ofdrawing may also be obtained by selecting. Each pen to individual thickness and while

plotting the drawing, selecting each colour to the each line thickness.
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We can select the pen width in assignment part according to line type. Also the speed may be

controlled according to the thickness.

Paper size and orientation

In this part we can decide the paper for plotting (or) tracing size i.e. , while the drawing is printed

/ plotted different size ofpapers are given to users and they can select according to requirement such as

A4 size 2 10mm x 297 mm.

We have to select the required size as per the text frame's width and height. Orientation ofpaper

is according to breadth and width size. That is making convenient to the direction oflandscape (or)

portrait.

What ever may be size ofdrawing (e.g.) we have drawnAo size,Ao size, Full scale, required size

ofdrawing is produced when plotting is done. So this is a useful option.

Autocad

Next plot rotation and origin dialogue box will displaywhen we press Rotation and origin button.

A radio button ofcircular angle 0°, 90°, 1 80°, 270° is there. By selecting this button, drawing is formed

according to orientation ofpaper.

8.2.5 Isometric drawing

Object drawn by ISOMETRIC DRAWING will be inVISUALIZING SHAPE. Full details of

object with various view angle is shown in orthographic projection. But in ISOMETRICVIEWwe can

see the visualizing form. We can give full details onlywhen an object is drawn in orthographic view and

isometric view.

Isometric projections

Equal size view is Isometric view. Three axis ofthe object is seen inl 80° angle.
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When we draw the drawing we have to use full scale. The hidden parts should not be drawn in

hidden lines. The only visualizing shape ofobject will visible well.

We have to draw the drawing with 3 axis in this method.

Axis (Po, PI) drawn in horizontal position at 30° is called Right horizontal axis and the axis (Po,

P3) is drawn at 3 0° angle to left side horizontal position is called left horizontal axis. In between these

axis an axis (Po, P2) at 90° is also there, this is called vertical axis.

We have to change these 3 axis whenwe draw inlSOMETRIC drawing. That is cursor is moved

to right axis and lines are drawn in that side. Then cursor is moved to left axis lines are drawn in that

side. Like this upside lines are drawn by moving to vertical axis.

When Isometric Drawing is drawn the axis are changed and planes are drawn parallel to that axis.

These are called isometric plane.

So, Isometric drawings are drawn with three planes ofRight side plane, left side plane and top

plane.

Orthographic view

Drawing the visualizing shape ofseveral angular shaped object in a drawing is called orthographic

view.
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Front view, top view, right side view, left side view, bottom view and Dimension ofthe drawing

are drawn with the dimensional view ofX,Y& Z axis.

When an object is on these three axis we have to imagine the angle of object and it is drawn on

the drawing.
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QUESTIONS

PartA

I. Choose the best answer

1 ) The command used to eliminate (or) erase an object

a) Erase b)copy c)move d) offset

The command is useful to fasten the drawing and reducing the time ofdrawing.

a) copy b)move c) offset d) mirror

The command used to rotate all the drawn object

a) Move b) Rotate c) Hatch d)Trim

The command used to extend (or) reduce an object.

a) Trim b) Extend c) Stretch d) Block

The command used to eliminate the middle part (or) part ofedge.

a) Block b) break c) Distance d) extent

The command used to change the wrongly typed words.

a) text b)Mtext c) Editing text d) layer

7) The command used to visualize the obj ect oflarge (or) small size.

a) Array b)move c)Zoom d)copy

8) The commandused to identify the type of line,

a) Line b) Line type c)plot d) circle

The command used to take printout ofa drawing in a tracing sheet.

a) plot b) layer c)copy d)save

1 0) How many number ofplane are there in Isometric drawing (or) three dimensional view,

a) 5 b)4 c)3 d)

PartB

II. Answer in one (or) two words

1) Which command is used to move an object.

2) Which command is used to erase an obj ect.

3) Which command is used to measure the distance between one point and another point.

4) Which command is used to take print ofthe drawn obj ect.

5) In which paper obj ect drawn are taken for print.
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PartG

HI. Answer in one (or) two sentences

1

)

Define copycommand.

2) What is mirror image

3) What is command 'offset'

.

4) What is the command 'Rotate'

.

5) What is the command 'Zoom'

.

PartD

IV. Answer shortly

1

)

Define the command Array.

2) What is dimensioning and define the three types.

3) Define the command layer or placing.

PartE

V. Answer in Detail

1

)

What are the modify commands. Define any five

.

2) What is the command dimensioning and define the types.
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PREFACE

The task ofEngineering studies is sky High. For which Civil Engineering students should have the

relevant books for their need. Civil Engineering is a Universal Subject function without this faction.

Imparting Technical Education in school level have been started in 1 978 . Draughtsman Civil and

Building Maintanance are combined in this book.

Basic Engineering Drawing, Building Materials and Practice andAUTO CAD are interlinked in

one day to day life.

Understanding the concept of Civil Department syllabus, this book has been prepared in detail in

each chapter with due importance are given to clear diagrams and questions.

Now the situationhas changed by imparting Technical Education only through Engineering Colleges.

At present, students who have studied in Vocational groups are deserved to admission at Polytechnic

and Job opportunity are bright.

I must sincerely conveymy thanks esteemed to the school Education Director and Joint Director

whose partonage on this book to comeout and the committee oflearned Teachers who sholdered the

responsibility to bring the book in good shape.

The student community will appreciate and take lead ofthe task to modern world.

M. SATHIAVENI

Chairperson
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II. DIMENSIONING PRACTICE
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2. LINE TECHNIQUES & CIRCLES
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1

,

'
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CIRCLE AND DESIGN

SQUARE IN CIRCLES

13.5

RECTANGLE CIRCLES



CONTINOUSARC

COMBINED CIRCLES
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03. GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION
BISECTING A LINE - PERPENDICULAR - DIVISION OF
LINE - ANGLES - SQUARE

GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION
BISECTINGALEVE

A

XC

*o

Xd

6

vxc

o

PERPENDICULAR

B AC

Q

^

P B
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DIVISION OF LINE
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ANGLES
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ELLIPSE

D

ELLIPSE - CONCENTRIC CIRCLES METHOD

Major axis circle

Minor axis circle
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PARABOLA- RECTANGLE METHOD
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PARABOLA- TANGENTMETHOD
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06. SYMBOLS FOR DOORS AND WINDOWS

TOP HUNG WINDOW DOUBLE SWING DOOR

2- LEAF

HORIZONTAL CENTRE
HUNG

FOLDING DOOR

X
A A

S'DE HUNG

VERTICAL CENTRE HUNG

s v

FOLDING DOOR

CENTER HUNGL

SIDE HUNG WINDOW IN

ELEVATION
FOLDING DOOR

ssi_ ££^^

RH tH
2 -LEAF

SINGLE SWING DOOR SLIDING DOOR

E223 E32J

SIW3LE LEAF

SINGLE SWING DOOR

DOUBLE LEAF

ROLLING DOOR

%%& &ffl

DOUBLE SWING DOOR REVOLVING DOOR

SINGLE LEAF

SYMBOLS FOR
DOORS & WINDOWS
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07. SYMBOLS FOR SANITARY FITTINGS

BATH TUB

LD
DRINKING FOUNTAIN

WALL 4 PEDESTAL TYPE

SHOWER STALL WATER METER

-O-
W.M

WATER CLOSET FIRE EXTINGUISHER

EUROPEAN
P

INDIAN
?
F.E

UPINAL

[7 W W PUMP

CORNER
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HUNG FLOOR

LAVATORY BASIN

PLB

WASHING MACHINE

LB

WALL PEDESTAL

PLAIN KITCHEN SINK VgNT OUTLET

s

SINK WITH DRAINAGE
BOARD

RAIN WATER OUTLET

SwJ
RWO

SYMBOLS FOR
SANITARY FITTINGS
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08. SYMBOLS FOR ELECTRICAL FITTINGS

FUSE BOARD

MAIN DtSTRI

MAIN SWITCH

METER

O
LIGHT POINT

O
BRACKET PENDANT

LIGHT POINT

\J
!-

\

I

BULK HEAD TUBE LIGHT

PIN SOCKET

> f
5AMPS 15AMPS

BELL PUSH

ALARM

^l J=L
BELL BUZZER
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/ v
ONEWAY TWO WAY

CEILING FAN

OO
EXHAUST FAN

ELE.HEATER

^
TELEPHONE

A
EARTHING

SYMBOLS FOR

ELECTRICAL FITTINGS
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09. ISOMETRIC VIEW & ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
MODEL -

1

ISOMETRIC VIEW

o
CD

ISOMETRIC VIEW

10 ID

ALLDEVfENSIONSARE INMILLIMETRES
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10. ISOMETRIC VIEW & ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
MODEL - II

ISOMET

ISOMETRIC VIEW

ALLDIMENSIONSARE INMILLIMETRES
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11 . BOND IN BRICK WORK - RIGHT ANGLED (ENGLISH
BOND (OR) FLEMISH BOND)

ENGLISH BOND
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FLEMISH BOND
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r
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m

i

! ™
1

i

!
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2L.
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U
^
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FLEMISH BOND
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12 . SECTION OFFOUNDATION (TYPES OF FOOTINGS OF WALL
AND FOUNDATION DETAILS FOR STEPS AND WALL)
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FOUNDATION
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FOUNDATION AND STEPS

+JSL*^*

+ .30. + 33. ^
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-J
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^
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f

FLOOR FINISH

FLOOR CONCRETE

RAMMEDEARTHFILLING

FOUNDATION LEVEL
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13. ARCHES (FLAT, SEMI CIRCULAR, ELLIPTICAL AND
SEGMENTAL ARCH)

DEVELOPMENT OF ARCH

EXTRADOS.

ABUTMENT

-i-

DEPTH CENTRELINE

^SPRINGING LINE
-INTRADOS

-SPRINGING POINT

CLEAR SPAN

^ EFFECTIVE SPAN

\
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CIRCULARSEGMENTALARCH
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VERTICAL TOST ELEVATION
'. „^.t

SECTION ON YY

SECTIONAL PLAN

GLAZED WINDOW
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BASEMENT

GROUNDLEVEL

PARAPETWALL

ROOFSLAB

LINTELWITHSUNSHADE

WINDOWOPENINGS

FLOORSLAB

LINTEL

.DOOR OPENING

/mwm

WALLSECTION SHOWINGLINTELS
OVERWALL OPENINGS
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PRACTICAL II
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PRACTICAL II

FOR STUDENTS ATTENTION...

1

.

Before coming to the laboratory discuss the experiment with friends and plan well by reading this

handbook.

2

.

Write the required observation thoroughly in the observation note before coming to the laboratary.

3

.

Date, ExperimentNo, Aim, Appratus required, Equation, Procedure and Result should be written

on the right side ofthe observation note / record note. Figure, tabular column, observation and

calculation should be written on the left side.

4

.

After completing the experiment in the laboratary the noted observation should be shown to the

teacher and get the signature.

5

.

Note the measurement (gram, cm, mm ) in the same unit as measured. Final calculation

should be only in SI units-

Note the result in SI Units.
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01. DETERMINE THE NORMAL CONSISTENCY OF THE GIVEN
CEMENT SAMPLE

NORMAL CONSISTENCYTEST

Aim

To find the normal consistency ofthe given sample ofcement.

Appratus and materials required

1

.

Vicat's apparatus

2

.

10mm dia plunger

3. Mould

4. Non porous plate

5

.

Weighing balance

6. Measuringjar and water

7. A Container

8

.

Trowel

9. Clock

10. Cement sample (400 grams)

Procedure

1

.

Take 400 grams ofcement

2. Add 20% ofwater (20 x 400 = 80 ml) to the cement and prepare the paste.

100

3

.

Fix the plunger with the vicat's apparatus and adjust the pointer to pointout zero when the plunger

is placed above the non porous plate.

4. Fill the prepared paste in the mould and place it above the plate.

5

.

Bring the plungerjust above the paste and allow it to penetrate the paste freely.

6

.

Note down weather the pointer points towards 5mm to 7mm on the vicat's scale.

7. Ifnot, repeat the above steps by increasing the percentage of water.

8

.

Note the percentage ofwater for which the pointer points 5mm to 7mm on the scale. That is the

percentage ofnormal consistency for that cement sample.
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Table

S.No. Percentage ofwater Amount ofwater added
Pointers

Reading

1

2

3

4

5

Result

The Normal Consistency for the given cement sample is %.

,10 mm Dia Plunger

Mould

Glass plate

VICAT'SAPPARATUS
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02. DETERMINE THE INITIAL SETTING TIME OF THE GIVEN
CEMENT SAMPLE

INITIAL SETTING TIME TEST

Aim

To find out the initial setting time ofgiven sample ofcement

Apparatus and Materials required

1

.

Vicat's apparatus

2. Needle (1 sqmm in c/s)

3. Mould

4

.

Non porous plate

5. Weighing balance

6. Measuringjar and water

Procedure

1

.

Take 400 gms ofcement.Add 0.85 times ofnormal consistency ofwater. Note the time of adding

water.

2

.

Fix the initial setting time needle with the apparatus and adjust the pointer to point zero when the

needle is placed above the plate.

3

.

Fill the prepared paste in the mould and place it above the plate.

4. Bring the square needle just above the paste and allow it to penetrate the paste. Note the mea-

surement on the scale. In the beginning it penetrates completely. It is then taken out and dropped

at a new place. The procedure is repeated until the pointer 5mm to 7mm in the vicat's scale.

5

.

Note the time. Initial setting time ofcement is the time from the addition ofwater, till the penetration

is between 5mm -7mm from the bottom.

Observations

Wt. ofcement sample = 400 grams

Percentage ofwater added = 0.85 x Normal consistency value



S.No. Time (in minutes) Pointer's reading (In mm)

1

2

3

4

5

Result

The initial setting time ofthe given cement sample is minutes.

Scale

îeo-
'if'

1

<tt>~ P'
Mr

%o~ mjL

T>; «&
<>&-;

bo-:

1%
Wr-.

W>^

W>^

|t>-
Si
w*0— PV<aJ J

1 mm Dia needle

Mould

Glass plate

VICAT'SAPPARATUS
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03. DETERMINE THE FINENESS VALUE OF THE GIVEN CEMENT
SAMPLE

FINENESS TEST

Aim

To find out the fineness ofthe given sample ofcement.

Materials and apparatus required

1

.

I.S. sieve No. 9 (90 micron)

2

.

Weighing balance

3. Trowel

4

.

Cement sample ( 1 00 gms)

Procedure

1

.

100 gms ofcement is taken using weighing balance. Let it be 'W, ' gms.

2. The cement is placed in the I.S. 90 micron sieve and the sieve is shaked for about 1 5 minutes.

3

.

The residue in the sieve is taken and weighed using weighing balance. Let it be 'W,' gms.

4

.

The percentage ofresidue is worked out by using the formula

W, - W,
_1 L_ xlOO

Note

The residue should not exceed 10% for ordinary Portland cement and 5% for rapid hardening

cement.

Observations

Wt ofcement sample taken (

W

} )
=

Wt ofresidue in the sieve (

W

2)
=

Fineness value = W, -W
2
x 100

W,

Result

The fineness value ofthe given cement sample is %.
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04. DETERMINE THE VOID RATIO OF THE GIVEN SAND SAMPLE

VOID RATIO

Aim

To determine the voids ratio in the given sand sample.

Definition

Void ratio represent the ratio between the volume ofvoids and the total volume including solid

matters and voids.

. Volume ofvoids
Voids ratio '

e
'
-

Volume ofsolids

Apparatus and materials required

1

.

Spring balance

2. Bucket

3. Sand

4. Water

5

.

16mm dia, 600mm length tamping rod

Procedure

1

.

Take a clean dry bucket and weigh it (W
t
grams)

2. Take about 1 /3
rd bucket ofclean sand and tamping the sand 25 times. Do the same against two

times fill the bucket.

3

.

Weigh the bucket with sand (W, grams)

4

.

Take bucket with sand and fill it with water and weigh it. (W
3
grams)

5

.

Empty the bucket fill it with water and weigh it. (

W

4
grams)

Observation

1 . Weight ofthe empty bucket (W
t

grams) =

2. Weight ofthe (bucket + sand) (W, grams) =

3

.

Weight ofthe (bucket + sand + water) (W
3
grams) =

4. Weight ofthe (bucket + water) (W
4
grams) =
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Voids ratio V w
3
-w

2

(W
4
-W,)-(W

3
-W

2)

Result

Voids ofthe given sand sample is -

Soil Phase Diagram

w

w

Wn

AIR

WATER

* • * . • . \»

- SOLIDS ~*

4- ^

V„

V

Soil Phase Diagram
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05. DETERMINE THE POROSITY OF THE GIVEN SAND SAMPLE

POROSITY

Aim

To determine the Porosity in the given sand sample.

Definition

Porosity ofthe given sand sample is ratio ofthe volume ofvoids to the total volume ofgiven

sand mass. It has no unit.

Volume ofvoids
Porosity 'n' =

Total Volume ofsand

Apparatus and materials required

1

.

Spring balance

2. Bucket

3. Sand

4. Water

5. 16mm dia, 600mm length tamping rod

Procedure

1

.

Take a clean dry bucket and weigh it (W
]

grams).

2. Take about l/3
ld bucket ofclean sand and tamping the sand 25 times. Repeat the samething by

filling the bucket 2/3 & 3/3 with clean sand.

3

.

Weighing the bucket with sand (W grams)

4

.

Take bucket with sand and fill it with water and weigh it. (

W

3
grams)

5

.

Now empty the bucket fill it with water and weigh it. (W
4
grams)

Observation

1

.

Weight ofthe empty bucket (W grams) =

2. Weight ofthe (bucket + sand) (W, grams) =

3

.

Weight ofthe (bucket + sand + water) (W
3
grams) =

4. Weight ofthe (bucket + water) (W grams) =
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Result

Porosity ofthe given sand sample is
:
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06. DETERMINE THE BULK DENSITY OF THE GIVEN SAND
SAMPLE.

BULK DENSITY

Aim

To determine the Bulk density ofthe given sand sample.

Definition

Bulk density ofthe given sand sample is ratio between the weight ofsand and its volume.

(Unit = gram / cc)

„ ,. ^ . ,_., Weight of sand
Bulk Density 'Y' = -

Volume of sand

Apparatus and materials required

1

.

Spring balance

2. Bucket

3. Sand

4. Water

5 . 16mm dia, 600mm length tamping rod

Procedure

1 . Take a clean dry bucket and weigh it (Wj grams).

2. Take about l/3
rd bucket ofclean sand and tamping the sand 25 times. Do the same against two

times fill the bucket.

3

.

Weighing the bucket with sand (W
2
grams)

4. Take the bucket with 1 /3 rd ofclean sand and tamping the sand 25 times. Repeat the samething

by filling the bucket 2/3 & 3/3 with clean sand.

5

.

Now empty the bucket fill it with water and weigh it. (W
4
grams)

Observation

1

.

Weight ofthe empty bucket (W, grams) =

2. Weight ofthe (bucket + sand) (W
2
grams) =

3

.

Weight ofthe (bucket + sand + water) (W
3
grams) =

4. Weight ofthe (bucket + water) (W grams) =
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Bulk density 'Y'
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Result

Bulk density ofthe given sand sample is !
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07. WATER ABSORPTION TEST ON COARSE AGGREGATE

WATERABSORPTION - COARSEAGGREGATE

Aim

To determine the percentage ofwater absorption of given sample of coarse aggregate.

General Introduction

Water absorption test is one ofthe tests to determine the quality of coarse aggregate. It gives an

idea of strength ofcoarse aggregate.

Apparatus and Materials required

1

.

Coarse aggregate sample

2. Weighing balance

3

.

Container with full ofwater

Procedure

1

.

Clean the test sample and weigh it as 'W, 'gm.

2. It is immersed in clean water for about 72 hours.

3

.

Then it is removed and wiped out ifany traces ofwater with a damp cloth.

4. It is the weighed in a weighing balance. Letitbe 'W
2

' gm.

The percentage ofwater absorption is calculated using the formulaW
2
- W, x 1 00

W,

TABULATION

Sl.No.

Dry weight

of specimen

W,

Weight of saturated

specimen

w
2

Percentage ofwater

absorption Wn
- W,

2
' x 100

W,

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Note

Aggregates which absorbs not more than 0.6 percentage ofwater is suitable for road works.

Result

The percentage ofwater absorption for the given sample ofcoarse aggregate is

%
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08. WATER ABSORPTION TEST ON BRICK.

Aim

To find out the percentage ofwater absorption for the given brick.

General Information

This test is conducted to determine the quality ofBricks.

Materials and Apparatus required

1

.

Bricks

2. Balance with weight

3. Tub with water

Procedure

1

.

The given brick is cleaned and weighed by using the weighing balance. Let it be W, gms.

2. It is then immersed in water in the tub for nearly 1 6 hours.

3

.

Now the brick is taken out from the tub and all the water on the surface ofthe brick is wiped off.

4. Now the wet brick is weighed by using the weighing balance. Let it beW
2
gms.

The percentage ofwater absorption by the brick is calculated by using the formula

W -W
2 ' xlOO

W,

Sl.No.

Dry weight

of specimen W,

Weight of saturated

specimen W
2

Percentage ofwater

absorption W, - W,
2 :

x 100

W,

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Notes

The I class bricks may absorb water less than 20 percentage and the II class bricks may absorb

water upto 22 percentage by weight.

Result

The percentage ofwater absorption for the given brick sample is
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09. SETTING OUT WORK FOR A SINGLE ROOM BUILDING FOR
FOUNDATION.

SETTING OUT BUILDINGS

Aim

To set out at the site, the intended lines ofthe foundation ofa building.

Materials required

1

.

Measuring tape

2. Trisquare

3. Bundle ofstring

4. Hammer

5. Pegs

6. Lime Powder

Procedure

1

.

All the vegetations in the construction site are removed and levelled.

2. Study thoroughly the plan of the building. For example, take the inner measurements as

4.80x3.30m

3

.

Prepare a centre line sketch.

4. The wall thickness of the building is 0.20m, so the centre to centre distance of the room is

5.00x3.50m

5. Mark a straight line 'AB' (i.e. 5.00 m) and extend the both ends ofthe line and name it as 1 and 2.

Tie a string tightly in it.

6. Set out a perpendicular line from 'B'. Mark the length of'BC (i.e. 3.50m). Extend the ends and

name it as 3 and 4. Tie a string in it also.

7. Set out a perpendicular line 'CD' from 'C (i.e. 5.00 m) and tie a string in the extended

ends 5 and 6.

8

.

Like wise mark 'DA' and tie a string in it. Now check the diagonal ofthe string bounded rectangle

'ABCD.'

9. Mark the halfofthe width ofthe foundation on either side ofthe centre line and indicate it with

Lime powder. Thus foundation trench is marked.

Checking

The diagonalsAC and 'BD' should be checked for the correctness. (AC = BD).
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10. CONSTRUCT A BRICK MASONRY IN ENGLISH BOND FOR A
ONE BRICK WALL.

ARRANGEMENT OF BRICKS BY ENGLISH BOND

Aim

To know the arrangement ofbricks for 200mm walls at right angled Conner in English bond.

Tools required

1

.

Bricks

2. Mortar

3

.

Trowel

4. Straight edge

5. Plumb bob

6. Spirit level

7. Trisquare

Procedure

Featues ofEnglish Bond

i. It consists ofheaders and stretchers in alternate course

.

ii. A queen closer is placed next to the quoin header in each header course to the full thickness ofthe

wall to create bond.

iii. Each alternate header lies centrally over a stretcher ofthe stretcher course

.

iv. Ifthe wall thickness is in multiples ofan even number ofhalfbricks the same coarse will show

either headers (or) stretchers on both the face and back.

v. Ifthe wall thickness is in multiples ofan unevennumber ofhalfbricks, the same course will show

headers on the face and stretchers on the back (or) stretcher on the face and headers on the back.

vi. Continuous verticaljoints are avoided. For walls having thickness oftwo bricks (or) more the

interior should be filled with headers only.
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ll.CONSTRUCTABRICKMASONRYIN FLEMISHBONDFORAONE BRICK
WALL

ARRANGEMENT OF BRICKSBY FLEMISH BOND

Aim

To know the arrangement ofbrick for 200mm thick wall at right angled corner in Flemish bond.

Tools required

1

.

Bricks

2. Mortar

3. Trowel

4. Straightedge

5. Plumb bob

6. Spirit level

7. Trisquare

Procedure

Features Flemish bond

i. It consists ofheaders and stretchers placed alternately in every course.

ii. A queen closer is placed next to the quoin header in alternate course to create bond.

iii. A header in any course is at the centre ofa stretcher in the course below it.

iv. If the wall thickness is in multiples ofan unevennumber ofhalfbricks, more brick bats are to be

used.

v. A large number of 5 cm lap j oints occurs in this bond.

vi. This bond has lesser strength when compared with English Bond.

There may be a chance for occurring vertical joints.
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12. WHITE AND COLOUR WASHING FOR A PLASTERED SURFACE

WHITEAND COLOURWASHING

Aim

To paint the plastered surface and know the technique involved in it.

Definition

1

.

It gives a clean and beautiful surface.

2. It is also used as a disinfectant

3

.

It gives brightness to the interior surface ofthe room

Procedure

a). Preparation ofwhite wash

Slaked lime is dissolved with water and strained through a clean coarse cloth.

2 Kg/m3 ofgum dissolved in hot water is then added to it.

Small amount ofBlue is added to it to get brightness.

b) Preparation ofsurface

The surface should be cleaned

In case ofrewhite washing all loose materials and scales should be scrapped off.

The surface should be kept wet.

All the holes are to be filled with putty.

All the greasy spots and smoke should be cleaned well.

c) Method ofwhite washing

Usually two or three coats are applied for new work.

The second coat is applied after the first coat is dried.

The unpainted surfaces are covered by this.

One stroke is given from top downwards and other from to right to left.

d) Method of colour washing

The surface is cleaned and got wet.

The first coat is applied with white cement using good brushes.

The second coat is applied with coloured cement dissolved in water in opposite direction ofthe first

coat.

The third coat is applied after these coats are dried.

Water should be sprinkled on the surface for three days to cure the surface.
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13. STUDY OF STEEL FABRICATION FOR A LINTEL

LINTEL CUM SUNSHADE

Aim

To knowthe technique involved in the arrangement ofreinforcement for lintel cum sunshade.

Definition

Lintels

Lintels are construct over the door, window and ventilator openings to distribute the loads to wall

below it. It is also used to support the sunshade. The top rods ofthe beam are known as Hanger bars,

and the bottom rods are known as main rods. The bottom reinforcements are used to balance the

tensile stresses formed in it. Stirrups are used to support the shear force.

Sunshade

The rods which are produced from the lintel are called as main rods and the perpendicular rods to

the main rods are called as distributors. The thickness ofthe sunshade must be more than the suspended

end to balance the bending moment produced there. The slope ofthe sunshade is used for easy drain of

rain water.

Materials required

1

.

Hammer

2. Chisel

3. Bar bending tool

4. Main rods

5. Distributor rods

6. Stirrups

7. Bindingwire

Procedure

1 . Read carefully the reinforcement details given by the Engineer.

2

.

Prepare the stirrups with proper height and breadth in required numbers.

3

.

Cut the main rods, distributors and hanger bars to required length.

4. Tie the rods with the stirrups as shown inthe diagram using binding wire.

5

.

Thus the reinforcement is arranged for a lintel cum sunshade.
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14. STUDY OF STEEL FABRICATION FOR A ONE WAY SLAB.

ONEWAYSLAB

Aim

To know the technique involved in the arrangement ofreinforcement.

Definition

Oneway slabs are designed in the places where the ratio oflength and breadth is equal to or

more than two.

The main rods are p iaced at the shorter span to balance the bending moment and the distributors

are placed at the longer span perpendicular to the main rods. Normally 1Omm (or) 12mm dia rods are

used as main rods and 6 mm (or) 8 mm dia rods are used as distributors. The spacings should be

adjusted according to the amount ofbending moment produced in the slab.

Materials required

1

.

Hammer

2. Chisel

3. Bar bending tool

4. Main rods

5. Distributor rods

6. Stirrups

7. Binding wire

Procedure

1

.

Read carefully the reinforcement details given by the engineer.

2

.

Cut the main rods and distributors to the required length.

3

.

Crank the main rods at the required distance and height.

4. Place the mainrods and distributors atthe determined spacings and tie it tightly using binding wire.

5

.

Check the spacings.

6

.

Thus the reinforcement is arranged for a one way slab.
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